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BRIEF OF APPELLANT.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

(a) Nature of Case:

This is an appeal from a final decree made and en-

tered by the District Court for the District of Arizona,
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on November 4, 1918, denying appellant's prayer for

a temporary injunction and sustaining appellees' mo-

tion to dismiss its bill of complaint, [Tr. 28-80, 81-

83.] The bill of complaint was filed and the order to

show cause issued thereon October 24th, returnable

October 30th [Tr. 70-73]. Upon the return of that

order, appellees' motion to dismiss was filed. While

that motion was based upon three expressed grounds,

and the order of dismissal was general in terms, the

particular ground urged and sustained in the lower

court was that the bill showed that plaintiff had a

plain, adequate and speedy remedy at law.

Note: The Transcript of Record will be referred

to herein as Tr. giving page number.

The particular matter sought to be raised and liti-

gated by this action involves the validity of the action

of the State Board of Equalization of Arizona in order-

ing that the assessed valuation of appellant's properties

for the year 19 17 be increased from $342,706.00 as

fixed by the county assessing and equalizing authori-

ties, to $2,910,597.64, being an increase of $2,567,-

951.64.

(b) Matters Complained Of:

For the purposes of this appeal, the allegations of

the bill will be taken as true. It appears therefrom

that appellant's taxable property is scattered among

thirteen of the fourteen counties of Arizona. The

property consists of real estate (see Exhibit "C" at-

tached to the bill, Tr. 66-68), of improvements thereon,

sales stations and distributing plants, together with
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horses, wagons, motor trucks, stocks of merchandise

and equipment, all as described in the bill [par. VI,

Tr. 8-9]. The full cash value of all of said property

on Januar_v i, 19 18, was $34^,706.00 [Tr. 9], dis-

tributed among thirteen counties in the proportion

shown under "County Assessor's Valuation'' in Ex-

hibit "A" attached to the bill [Tr. 63]. Under the

order of the Board of Equalization, that property is

valued at more than eight times its full cash value

[Tr. 41], although the statutes of Arizona require

that property shall be assessed ''at its full cash value"

[Tr. 10].

Appellant's Arizona properties are maintained bv it

to sell and distribute the products of its oil wells, re-

fineries and plants situate in California, to purchasers

and consumers thereof in Arizona [Tr. 8-9]. Califor-

nia is the state of appellant's corporate domicile, and it

owns therein extensive pipe lines, refineries, tanks,

reservoirs, producing oil wells and properties, all of

the value of more than $40,000,000.00 [Tr. 6].

As a part of its business, appellant is engaged in

manufacturing large quantities of gasoline, naphtha,

engine distillate, lubricating oils and other products and

by-products of petroleum in its refineries and plants

in California, which, together with large quantities of

crude petroleum produced or purchased by it, are sold

and disposed of in California and other states and ter-

ritories of the United States in interstate commerce.

In that behalf, appellant in the year 191 7 was engaged

in selling and distributing its products in and between
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the states of Oregon, A\'ashington, Nevada and Ari-

zona and the territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and

in connection therewith had invested large sums of

money in the installation of sales and distributing-

plants and agencies in each of said states and terri-

tories, of the same class and character with those sub-

ject to taxation in Arizona. All of those plants and

agencies are wholly and exclusively used by complain-

ant in selling and distributing to the public the petro-

leum and petroleum products produced or purchased,

refined and manufactured by it in the state of Cali-

fornia and shipped into those several states and terri-

tories.

Appellant's taxable properties in y\rizona for the

year under consideration consisted of real estate of

the cash value of $9,660.00, with improvements thereon

of the value of $101,594.00; horses, wagons and har-

ness of the value of $6,300.00; motor trucks, tank

wagons, and automobiles of the value of $63,070.00;

pumps, engines, iron barrels, pipes and office furniture

and equipment of the value of $7,425.00, and stocks of

merchandise of the value of $i55757-00 [Tr. 6-9].

The arbitrary method by which the Board of Equali-

zation arrived at its conclusion that appellant's Arizona

properties were of a full cash value of $2,910,597.64 is

fully described in the bill. The board, having de-

termined, in a manner which will be explained, that

appellant's net profits on its Arizona sales for 191

7

were $727,649.41, capitalized those earnings at 25%,

that is to sav, multiplied them by four, thus producing
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a total valuation of $2,910,597.64 [Tr. 30-33]. It ap-

pearing that the county authorities had valued the

properties at $342,706.00, the difference between those

two sums became the increase complained of [Tr. 33].

The board's original intention was to value appellants'

properties at $3,805,515.00, involving an increase of

$3,464,869.00 [Tr. 27], but in the period intervening

between August 7 and August 12, 19 18, it became ad-

vised that appellant's Arizona business was chargeable

with $222,729.41, being its proportion of appellant's

Federal taxes for the year 191 7, in consideration of

which fact the board valued appellant's properties at

$2,910,597.64 instead of $3,805,515.00 as originally

intended [Tr. T)^].

The increase complained of was ordered upon all the

appellant's properties en uiasse, without any specific

increase as to anv particular piece, item or class of

property [Tr. 7,^^] and wilhout any regard for or con-

sideration of the amount, character or full cash value

of any of said property [Tr. 29]. It was not found or

determined by the board that any ]:)articular item or

items, class or classes of ])ropertv had been undervalued

by the county assessors or boards of equalization, or

that any increase of valuation of appellant's property

was necessary for any purpose of equalizing taxes or

valuations [Tr. 30]. As stated by it, the board de-

termined that oil companies should be ''allowed to

earn 25% on their assessed value" [Tr. 32]. Since

appellant's assessed valuation as fixed by the county

authorities would only have "allowed" it to earn one-

quarter of that valuation, or about $85,000.00, and
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apparent earnings of $727,649.41 (after distributing

Federal taxes), the board, not being able to expropriate

the excess, decided to value appellant's properties, re-

gardless of the true value thereof, at a sum which

upon the 25% earning limit, so arbitrarily fixed by it,

would ''allow" appellant to earn said sum of $727,-

649.41. A simple mathematical problem in valua-

tion was thus presented, obviouslv calling for the

answer arrived at, namely, $2,910,597.64.

The next step of the board was to effect a distribu-

tion of this valuation increase among the thirteen

counties involved. In doing this it had to proceed, as

it had already done thus far in the matter, without

statutory authority or guidance. To aid it in making

this distribution, it required appellant to segregate its

gross sales made in the sexeral counties respectively,

and upon the basis of that segregation ordered that

the total increase be divided among the counties in the

proportion of their several contributions to appellant's

gross sales wholly without reference to actual value

of the properties involved. The distribution thus ar-

rived at is shown in Exhibit "A" attached to the bill

[Tr. 63]. The valuation in Cochise county, for in-

stance, was thus increased 1,011% ; in Coconino county,

517% ; in Gila county, 440% ; in Graham county, 555%

;

in Maricopa county, 1,070%; in Mohave county,

1,441% in Pima county, 745%; in Santa Cruz county,

416%, and so on through the list. To promote uni-

formity in handling the matter and to make the various
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county records show exactly what had been done,

and why it had been done, the board directed the

various county authorities to enter the increase upon

their assessment rolls, exactly in the language specified

by the board, namely

:

"Tangible and intangible valuation on property

above enumerated, as set forth in paragraph 4847
Revised Statutes of Arizona, 19 13, based on ex-

cessive earnings." (Our italics.)

All of this was accordingly done by the several

county boards of supervisors JTr. 35], so that the lan-

guage above quoted appears upon each of the assess-

ment rolls followed i)y the figures representing each

county's particular share of the total increase. In

Cochise county the language quoted is followed by

"$444,255.63": in Maricopa county, "$752,409.85," and

so on (See Exhibit A, Tr. 63).

Having completed this distribution, the state board

proceeded to levy the state taxes for the year 19 17

and to fix the rate of taxation for state purposes at 39

cents for each $100 of assessed valuation, which the

several county authorities were ordered to compute

and carry out upon their several assessment rolls.

Thereafter, the several boards of supervisors levied the

taxes for county school district, and municipal pur-

poses for the year and fixed the respective rates thereof

and directed the several county treasurers and ex-officio

tax collectors to collect the state, county and municipal

taxes calculated upon the rates so fixed.
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But the state board did not instruct the county

boards as to how they should distribute the increase

among the several incorporated towns, cities, school

districts and local assessment districts within their sev-

eral limits. So the various county authorities, being

wholly without guidance either by the state board or

by the statutes of Arizona, proceeded to make the best

they could out of the situation. They extended the

pretended raise upon the assessment roll, in gross,

without division or distribution thereof among or be-

tween appellant's real estate or improvements thereon

or personal property, leaving such real and personal

property listed and assessed for state and county pur-

poses specifically at the valuations originally placed

thereon by the county authorities, adding thereto the

form of entry specified by the state board, and above

quoted. When it came to distributing the increase for

town, city and other local assessment purposes, the

county authorities merely split up and distributed the

raise among such towns, cities and local districts in

such arbitrary manner as they could devise, and wholly

without legal warrant or authority, and wholly with-

out consideration or regard for the cash value of any

of appellant's property. As a result, it is now wholly

impossible to ascertain the total valuation intended to

be placed, or the amount of taxes actually levied, upon

any article, part, piece, or parcel of appellant's prop-

erty, whether real or ])ersonal, and whether for state,

county, municipal, school or other local taxes [Tr.

38-39]. Also, it may be noted that while the state
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board seems to have been dominated by a purpose to

assess "intangible values" [Tr. 31-32], the increase as

ordered professedly applies alike without division to

"tangible and intangible valuation" [Tr. 32], without

indicating what part of the increase was referable to

intangible or to tangible values, and without indicating

what, if any, intangible property appellant is assumed

to own, and notwithstanding the fact that none of ap-

pellant's taxable property has any intangible value

whatsoever [Tr. 45].

The actual figures used by the state board in calcu-

lating the increase were taken from a financial report

filed by appellant with the State Tax Commission on

May I, 19 1 8, pusuant to its request therefor, based

upon paragraph 4929, subdivision 6 R. S. Arizona,

19 1 3, which statute is quoted in the bill [Tr. 13-17]-

That statute confers upon the tax commission certain

inquisitorial powers and imposes certain duties upon it,

all for the purpose of bringing about the assessment of

property for taxation, "at its full cash value; and to

require assessors and county boards of equalization

to assess all property of every class, kind and character

at its full cash value." By said subdivision 6, the

commission is authorized to require taxpayers to fur-

nish information "concerning their capital funded or

other debts, current assets and liabilities, value of

property, earnings, operating and other expenses, taxes

and other charges, and all other facts which may be

needful or desirable to enable the said commission to

ascertain the value and relative burdens borne by all

kinds of property in the state.
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The report filed by appellant pursuant to the re-

quest of the commission is annexed to the bill [Tr.

64-65]. It shows a total income from gross sales of

$5,299,168.65, made up of sales of fuel oil, $2,164,-

6^i.6;^; sales of gasoline and naphtha, $2,129,008.36,

and sales of all other products, $1,500,528.66. All of

said fuel oil was sold and delivered by appellant pur-

suant to contracts negotiated and made by it with the

purchasers thereof outside of the state of Arizona,

and was loaded and delivered by it to the purchasers on

board railroad cars at appellant's distributing points in

California, and thence transported by common car-

riers direct to the consignees in Arizona without pass-

ing through or being handled by any of appellant's

Arizona branches or agencies. All of the gasoline,

naptha and other products, except as herein stated,

had been produced, purchased, refined or manufactured

by appellant in California and by it shipped to its

various sales and distributing points in Arizona, there

to be sold and delivered direct to the purefiasers and

consumers. A considerable portion of the gasoline and

other products, namely, of a sales value of $217,453.52,

were loaded and delivered by appellant 10 the pur-

chasers thereof on board cars at appellant's plants and

distributing points in California and thence transported

directly by common carriers to the purchasers in Ari-

zona, pursuant to sales made and negotiated by appel-

lant in Arizona, but without passing through or being

handled by any of appellant's branches or agencies. A
large part of said gasoline, naphtha and the greater
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part of the other products mentioned were sold and

distributed by appellant in Arizona in the original

packages and containers in which the same had been

placed by it at its plants and manufactories in Cali-

fornia.

In preparing said report appellant did not include

therein as a part of its gross expense, the same not

being then determined, the proportionate part of Fed-

eral taxes paid by it and properly chargeable to its Ari-

zona business, $223,729.41 ; that item later having

been determined and brought to the attention of the

State Board of Equalization, resulted in a reduction of

about $900,000.00 in the valuation which the board

had intended to place upon appellant's properties.

The item, "total income," shown in that report and

amounting to $5,299,168.65, represented the gross in-

come derived by appellant from the production, manu-

facture and sale of all of its products covered by said

report, to Arizona purchasers and consumers. The

item, "total operating expenditures," amounting to

$4,345,789.83, represents the total cost to appellant

of producing, purchasing, transporting, refining and

otherwise manufacturing, delivering and selling said

products and includes the appellant's expenditures in

that behalf in the state of California. That item in-

cludes no profit to complainant excepting a profit cred-

ited to its producing department on crude oil used for

the manufacture of said products and based on the

market value of the crude oil so produced.
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The item ''net income from operations" shown on

said report, amounting to $951,378.82, represents the

net profit derived by appellant from its plants, proper-

ties and equipment in the production, purchase, trans-

portation, refining- and other manufacture of said prod-

ucts in California, and includes the profits accruing

to appellant through the operation of its sales plants

and agencies, both in California and Arizona. That is

to say, said item of net profits represents not merely

appellant's profit from the operation and handling of

its Arizona selling agencies, but represents, in a far

greater part its profits derived from the operation and

employment of its aforesaid plants, properties and

equipment situate in the state of California [Tr. 23-27],

from all of which it is plain that the state board sought

to value appellant's Arizona properties by capitalizing,

in the manner aforesaid, appellant's profits and earn-

ings produced by its California properties.

The increase complained of was wilful, capricious,

arbitrary, wholly without legal warrant, and, therefore,

constructively fraudulent. It merely represented the

arbitrary and unlawful determination of the state

board that appellant's Arizona properties, wholly re-

gardless of the cash value thereof, should be valued at

four times its net earnings as shown by the report

above mentioned [Tr. 30]. In ordering that increase

the state board assumed to assess and value appel-

lant's properties en masse exclusively with regard to

their assumed earning capacity, the increase being

based solely upon a consideration of that single factor
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[Tr. 37]. The board erroneously assumed that the

earning capacity of that property was $721,649.41,

whereas that amount in greater part represented the

earnings and income produced by appellant's proper-

ties, plants and business organization in the state of

California [Tr. 36-37], where the bulk of appellant's

property is situated. The effect of that action, if sus-

tained, would necessarily be the taxation in Arizona

of such property situate in California, as well as the

taxation of appellant's transaction of interstate com-

merce.

The State Board of Equalization met August 5,

1 9 18, and on August 9 appellant received a notice from

the state board that it contemplated raising appel-

lant's total assessment to $3*805,515.00, and that ap-

peUant might appear at 3:20 p. m. of the same day

"and show cause why such proposed increase should

not be sustained" [Tr. 27]. Thereupon, and on the

day when that notice was received, appellant appeared

before the state board and asked for a reasonable

time in which to show cause whv the proposed increase

should not be made, representing to the board that

appellant's executive offices and all of its general books

and records were situated in California and the neces-

sary showing could only be made by means of data to

be procured from those offices. Appellant further pro-

tested to the board against the proposed taxation of its

interstate business and offered, if given the necessary

time, to file a detailed report segregating its Arizona

business and property in detail, to the end that its

transaction of interstate commerce and its properties
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located outside of Arizona should not be taxed. All

of these requests were denied by the board for the

expressed reason that its books were required by law

to be closed on August 12, and therefore, that no ex-

tension of time could be granted. Appellant then pro-

tested in open meeting of the board against its

proposed action, but notwithstanding such protest and

without regard to the cash value of appellant's prop-

erty, and without reasonable opportunity for appellant

to be heard, the board proceeded to order the increase

complained of.

A proper understanding of the issues requires a

review of the Arizona statutes concerning the levy,

assessment, equalizing and collection of taxes. No

question is here raised touching the validity of any of

these statutes, the complaint being directed only to the

methods adopted by the board in applying the statutes

and in constructing the fraudulent valuation in ques-

tion.

(c) The Aricojia Revenue System:

It is provided by the Constitution of Arizona that

the manner, method and mode of assessing, equalizing

and levying taxes shall be such as may be prescribed

by law, and that the law-making power shall have

authority to provide for the levy and collection of

license, franchise, gross revenue, excise and income

taxes, also graduated income taxes. No law has been

enacted imposing any franchise, gross revenue, excise

or income tax applicable to appellant or to any corpora-

tion other than certain public service corporations men-
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tioncd in section 4829 of such statutes quoted in the

bill [Tr. 13, 22].

(d) The State Tax Commission:

The State Tax Commission was created in 19 12.

Its powers and duties are specified in chapter i of

title 49 R. S. Arizona, 19 13, as amended by the Laws

of 191 5 and 191 7. Its particular powers and duties are

specified in said chapter 4829 quoted in the bill. Gen-

erally speaking, it has oversis^ht and supervision of the

assessment of taxes in the state, and particularly over

city, town and local boards and officials having to do

with the assessment of property, all to the particular

end that all property shall be assessed at its "full cash

value."

The commission is vested with certain powers of

original assessment, as appears from paragraph 4829,

of the property, franchises, and intangible value of

railroad corporations, excepting certain non-operating

properties, and of certain public service corporations,

their properties, franchises and intangible values. The

taxation of express companies is controlled by chapter

8 of title 49 R. S. Arizona, 1913; of private car lines,

by chapter 9, railroad property by chapter 10, and tele-

graph and telephone companies bv chapter 11 of said

title. As to telegraph and telephone companies, it is

provided that their properties shall be assessed for

taxation by the State Board of Equalization, that being

the only power of original assessment given to the

State Board of Equalization. As to all public service

corporations of the classes mentioned, excepting ex-
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press companies, provision is made by statute for the

distribution and apportionment of the several assess-

ments among the various counties of the state, but no

such power of distribution or apportionment is vested

by statute in either the State Tax Commission or Board

of EquaHzation as to any other property.

(e) The State Board of Eqiuilisation:

The State Board of EquaHzation was created by the

Laws of 1913. Its powers and duties are set out in

chapter 2 of title 49, and particularly, in paragraph

4834, quoted in the bill [Tr. 18 1. The State Board of

Equalization is made up of the same persons who con-

stitute the State Tax Commission. As provided in

paragraph 4834, the State Board of Equalization has

"full authority to equalize the valuation and assess-

ment of property throughout the state; and shall

have power to equalize the assessments of all

the property in this state, between persons, firms

or corporations of the same assessment district;

between cities and towns of the same county, and

between the different counties of the state; and the

property assessed by the State Tax Commission

in the first instance.''

The State Board of Equalization meets annually on

the first Monday of August (Par. 4834). At that

meeting the board fixes the rate of taxation for state

purposes to be levied and collected in each county

and examines and compares the abstracts of the assess-

ment of property in the several counties and equalizes

the same so that all the taxable property in the state

shall be assessed "at its full cash value," subject to the
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rules specified in paragraph 4834 quoted in the bill.

These statutes do not confer any power of original

assessment upon the Broad of Equalization except in

the single instance above mentioned, but it is provided

in paragraph 4834 that under certain circumstances,

directly subservient to the general purposes of equali-

zation, the board may increase the individual assess-

ments which appear to it to be too low, "first giving

notice by registered letter to such individuals, firms

or corporations of their intentions so to do, which

notice shall fix a time and place of hearing" (Par.

4834)-

It is required of the state board that on or before

the second Monday in August it shall transmit to the

various county boards of supervisors a statement of

changes made by it in the several county assessment

rolls, together with the rate of taxes levied and to be

levied and collected within the several counties for

state purposes (par. 4835)' thus allowing the state

board the period of one week within which to com-

plete its labors of equalization.

(f) County Taxes:

The levy of countv taxes is in charge ot the county

boards of supervisors, which in that behalf operate

under what is known as the budget system (pars. 4839-

4845). All property in the state, excepting specific

exemptions not relevant in this case, is subject to taxa-

tion, but it is provided by paragraph 4846 that "nothing

in this act shall be construed to require or permit

double taxation." In ordering the increase complained
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of the state board purported to act in pursuance of

paragraph 4847, the relevant portion whereof is quoted

in the bill (par. 8, Tr. lo-ii). It particularly relied

upon the statutory definition of "personal property"

contained in that paragraph, which is defined to in-

clude :

"money, goods, chattels, choses in action, evidences

of debt and any interest of, equitv in or valid

claim to non-patented mining claims, either lode

or placer; and shall be deemed and taken to

mean and it is hereby declared to mean and include

all property of whatsoever kind and nature, both

tangible and intangible, not included in the term

'real estate' as said term is defined in this section."

It is required by paragraph 4849 that

"All taxable property must be assessed at its

full cash value. The term 'full cash value' when-

ever used in this act shall mean the price at which

such property would sell if voluntarily ofifered for

sale by the owner thereof upon such terms as such

property is usuallv sold, and not the price which

might be realized if such property was sold at a

forced sale."

The county assessor, before taking office, is required

to make oath that he will, to the best of his ability,

assess "all taxable property of said county at its full

cash value" (par. 4855). It is the duty of the county

assessor of each county "except as otherwise required

of the State Board of Equalization and the State Tax

Commission," to ascertain "all property in his county,

real or personal, subject to taxation" and to "determine
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the full cash value of all such property" and to list and

assess the same to the owners thereof (par. 4960). It

is, therefore, clear that as to the property involved in

this action, the power of original assessment rested

wholly in the county assessors.

(g) County Board of Equalisation:

The assessor must complete his assessment roll and

deliver it to the clerk of the board of supervisors on or

before May 20 of each year (par. 4877). Thereupon,

the board of supervisors, acting as a county board of

equalization (par. 4878) considers and equalizes the

assessments shown upon the assessment roll and has

power to increase individual assessments by publishing

statutory notice of its intention so to do. The Board of

Equalization meets on the first day of June and must

not continue that meeting- after the tenth day of June,

at which time it adjourns to meet the first Monday in

July (pars. 4879-4883). This July meeting must not

extend beyond the second Monday in July. At the

July meeting the countv board of equalization con-

siders and acts upon the individual assessments, which

have been theretofore specified in its advertised notice

above mentioned (par. 4883). Before any such assess-

ment is increased, the taxpayer is required to have

due notice and opportunitv to appear and be heard

(par. 4883). The decision of the board as to the

assessed value of any property is final "as to their

determination only," and may not "thereafter be ques-

tioned by a taxpayer in any proceeding involving the

amount of the taxes legally and equitably due on said
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property unless an appeal is taken as hereinafter pro-

vided" (par. 4885).

It is provided by paragraph 4887, which will be

quoted at length later herein, that any taxpayer dis-

satisfied with the amount of his assessment as fixed

by the county board of equalization may appeal to the

Superior Court of the county in which said board

holds its sessions, and a proceeding is therein pro-

vided for the review of any such assessment. It is re-

quired, as a condition precedent to taking such appeal,

that a taxpayer shall pay to the county treasurer the

full amount of the taxes levied and assessed in accord-

ance with the valuation fixed by the board of equaliza-

tion, but if it shall be found by the Superior Court in

that proceeding that any excess has been paid, provision

is made for the refund of the excess, it being specified

again that the intent and purpose of all of the foregoing

"is to have all property and subjects of taxation as-

sessed at their full cash value" (par. 4888).

Immediately after the adjournment of the county

board of equalization in July, the clerk of the board is

required to transmit an abstract of the assessment roll

to the State Board of Equalization, and after the State

Board of Equalization has acted, the county board of

supervisors is required to make such changes in its

assessment roll as may be required by order of the

State Board of Equalization (par. 4891), after which

the county board of supervisors fixes the tax rate for

the current year, completes the assessment roll, and de-

livers it to the county treasurer, who is ex-officio tax

collector, with a warrant commanding him to collect the
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taxes therein shown. One-half of the taxes becomes

delinquent on the first Monday in November and the

other half on the first Monday in May next following.

(h) The Tax Lien:

Various provisions are contained in the statutes

concerning" the lien for taxes. It is provided by para-

graph 4845 that every tax levied

''is hereby made a lien upon the property assessed,

which lien shall attach on the first Monday in

January in each year and shall not be satisfied

or removed until such taxes, penalties, charges

and interest are all paid, or the property has abso-

lutely vested in a j)urchaser under a sale for

taxes."

By paraf^rriph 4848 it is proxided that all taxes upon

improvements upon real estate shall be a lien upon the

land and improvements. By paragraph 4902 it is pro-

vided that "taxes assessed upon personal property

.shall be a lien upon the real property of the person as-

sessed," and by paragraph 4903, that "personal prop-

erty shall be liable for taxes levied on real property,

and real property shall be liable for taxes levied upon

personal property." It is also provided by paragraph

4847 that "each individual item of property contained

in an assessment shall be held liable for the taxes on

all items of personal property in the same assessment."

Upon receipt of the tax roll, the county treasurer is

required to publish notice that taxes are due and if not

paid will become delinquent as above stated (pars.

4895-4896). Tf the county treasurer has reason to be-
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lieve that aii)^ person charged with taxes on personal

property is about to remove it from the county or to

sell, conceal or otherwise dispose of the same, he is

required to proceed to collect the taxes w^ith costs and

charges, by distress and sale of such personal property

in the manner i)rovi(led by paragraph 4900.

(i) The Assessment Roll:

The assessment roll is required to describe real estate

"by metes and bounds or by common designation or

name; if situate within the limits of any county or

town, described by lots or fractions of lots; if without

said limits, described h\ the number of acres as nearly

as can conveniently be ascertained and the location

and township where situate" (par. 4874). By the

same statute it is required that the assessment roll

shall show "the full cash value of all real estate and

the improvements thereon''; "the full cash value of all

personal property taxable to each person, firm, asso-

ciation, company or corporation." Whenever any tax

is paid, the county treasurer is required to give a re-

ceipt, setting out among other things "a description of

the property assessed, with sufficient certainty to iden-

tify it" (par. 4904), but it is provided "that no county

treasurer shall receive any taxes on real estate for any

portion less than the least subdivision entered opposite

the name of the person or description on the assess-

ment roll" (par. 4904). After suit is instituted for the

collection of any delinquent taxes

"Any party interested in any tract of land or

town lot may pay the taxes, interest and costs
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thereon after the commencement of suit, before

sale, by paying to the county treasurer the amount
of such taxes and interest, and by payment to the

clerk of the Superior Court of all costs thereon.'

(par. 4925).

(j) Delinquent Taxes:

After the close of business on the first Monday in

November and the first Monday of May, the county

treasurer is required to make a levy upon all property

described in the assessment roll for the taxes which

are dehnquent thereon and to prepare the "delinquent

list" (par. 4908), which is then reported to the board

of supervisors. Thereafter the county treasurer is re-

quired to prepare a back tax book (par. 4914) and to

proceed to collect the taxes set out therein. He is

given power and it is made his duty "to levy upon,

seize and distrain personal property and sell the same

for such taxes'' (par. 4914). AH taxes contained in

the back tax book bear interest from the time of de-

linquency "at the rate of ten per cent, per annum until

paid" (par. 4916).

Not earlier than sixty days nor more than six

months after the second installment of taxes becomes

delinquent, the county treasurer is required "to enforce

the payment of such delinquent taxes in the Superior

Court of the county where taxes are due, which same

court shall have jurisdiction without regard to the

amount sued for, to enforce the lien of the state." It

is made the duty of the county attorney or his assist-

ant in each county "to prepare all pleadings, papers

and notices in all suits for the collection of delinquent
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taxes and to prosecute the same to final determination"

(par. 4917).

Suits for the collection of delinquent taxes follow

the usual course of proceedings at law under the stat-

utes of Arizona (par. 4918). The judgment is required

to describe the real estate upon which taxes are found

to be due, and to "state the amount of taxes and in-

terest found to be due upon each tract or lot," and to

decree that the lien of the state be foreclosed and the

real estate, or so much thereof as may be necessary,

sold to satisfy the judgment (par. 4919). If real prop-

erty is sold pursuant to any such judgment, the usual

period of redemption from such sale is allowed (par.

4919). When the period of redemption has expired,

the sheriff executes a deed to the purchaser, which con-

veys "3. title in fee to such purchaser of the real estate

therein named and shall be f^rima facie evidence of

title" (par. 4920). Every such suit is required to be

brought "in the name of the state of Arizona as

plaintiff" (par. 4918). Certain delinquent fees are

charged under paragraph 4924, namely, 4% of all

sums collected after the second Monday of December,

and are payable to the county treasurer; fifteen cents

for each tract of land listed and separately assessed is

payable to the county treasurer. Costs and fees in the

Superior Court follow the usual course of proceedings

in that court (par. 4924).

It is provided by paragraph 4934 that "the county

treasurer may at any time after receiving the roll,

collect by distress and sale, if not otherwise collected,
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the taxes due on personal property owned by the as-

sessed." If such procedure is followed, certain costs

and charges accrue. The county treasurer receives

$3.00 for each sale and the taxpayer must pay the

costs of publishing and posting notice of sale, w'ith the

usual fees, mileage and costs.

(k) Refund or Recovery Back of Taxes After Pay-

ment.

Aside from paragraph 4887, above mentioned, the

only statutory provisions of Arizona which might be

represented as affording or referring to a remedy for

the recovery back of invalid taxes after payment, are

found in paragraphs 4935 and 4939, which will be

noticed later. Paragraph 4935 provides for refund by

the state to the county of the state's share of any

taxes refunded "as double or erroneous assessments,"

and paragraph 4939 is aimed to prevent any contest as

to the validity of any tax unless the tax be first paid.

It contains an anti-injunction provision and provides

that after payment,

"action may be maintained to recover any tax

illegally collected, in such manner and at such time

as may now or hereafter be provided by law. In

case the amount of the taxes due shall be finally

determined to be less than the amount so paid,

the excess shall be refunded in the manner pro-

vided in section 49 of this act" (referring to para-

graph 4887).

(1) Municipal Taxes:

By chapter ^-^y of the Laws of 1917 municipal and

county taxation in Arizona were combined so as to pro-
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vide but for one assessment of property for the pur-

poses of state, county, cities and incorporated towns.

Under that statute the valuation finally fixed and set

out in the assessment rolls of each county, after the

same has been equalized and determined by the State

Board of Equalization, becomes the valuation for the

purpose of all the taxes. The levies for city, town

and municipal purposes are made by the governing"

bodies thereof and the county assessor extends and

carries out the city, town or municipal taxes upon the

county assessment roll. All taxes for cities, towns

and other municipalities- are collected bv the county

treasurer at the times and in the manner provided for

the collection of state and county taxes, and it is the

duty of the county treasurer on the first day of each

month to pay over to the treasurer of each city, town

or other municipal corporation in each county all

moneys, in his hands collected for the previous month

on taxes for each such citv, town or other municipal

corporation. On or before the first day of January

in each year, the county treasurer is required to make

a final settlement with the treasurer of each such city,

town or municipal corporation respecting the taxes for

each and pay over to the treasurer the amount then due.

The provisions of law governing delinquency and

collection of taxes applv equally to the cities, towns and

municipal corporations. It is further provided that any

city, town or municipality organized under any special

act or charter may avail itself of the benefits of chapter

37 of the Laws of 191 7 to the same extent as if it were
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organized and operating- under the provisions of the

general law. There is no provision in thai statute or

elsewhere concerning the refund or recovery of any

taxes after the same shall have been paid to such

cities, towns or municipal corporations. In the case

at bar, town and city taxes are involved, in Phoenix

and Mesa in Maricopa county; in Bisbee and Douglas

in Cochise county; in Flagstaff and Williams in Coco-

nino county; in Clifton in Greenlee county; in Safford

in Graham county; in Miami in Gila county; in Hayden

and Ray in Pinal county; in Nogales in Santa Cruz

county [Exhibit D, Tr. 69].

(m) Apprclicndcd Injury:

If appellant should pay the taxes demanded,

the county treasurers, it is alleged, would pay over to

the incorporated towns and cities their several propor-

tions of such taxes, and appellant would have no rem-

edy at law for the recovery of any monies so paid [Tr.

49]. If any such remedy should be held available,

appellant would be required to prosecute suits against

each of the counties, towns and cities, all of which

would wholly depend upon a common question of law

arising upon the same facts, namely, the question

sought to be litigated in this suit as to the validity of

the taxes and increase here complained of [Tr. 49, 50].

Payment under duress of threatened distraint and sale

of appellant's personal property, would involve the

payment of interest, costs and penalties, not there-

after recoverable by apellant in any proceeding

[Tr. 50].
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It is alleged that if appellant shall fail to pay the

taxes, here involved, the same will become delinquent

and appellees (the county treasurers and county attor-

neys) will proceed to enforce the tax liens of the state

of Arizona upon appellant's real and personal prop-

erty, and to foreclose the same, and to collect said

taxes, with statutory interests, costs and penalties, and

appellant will be greatly harassed and subjected to a

multiplicity of suits. Judgments will be rendered fore-

closing said tax lien, and sales of appellant's property

'will follow [Tr. 51, 52-57], and appellant will be de-

prived thereof, and will suffer great and irreparable

damage and injury. Owing to the grossly excessive

valuation placed upon appellant's properties, appel-

lant's real property and improvements will not realize

the amount of said judgments, and appellant's personal

property, used as aforesaid, in transacting its interstate

business and in selling and distributing its products,

will be levied upon, seized and sold and appellant will

suffer great and irreparable damage and injury [Tr.

53]. Said taxes will be and constitute a cloud upon

appellant's title to its real estate described in the bill,

which cannot be removed except by payment of said

taxes in full, with interest, costs and penalties [Tr.

53, 54].

(n) Tender of Amount Admitted to Be Due:

The total amount of taxes, now demanded by appel-

lees, is $46,169.18, as scheduled in the bill, of which

amount $5,947.78 was calculated upon the cash value

of appellant's properties by the county authorities,
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and is admitted to be due. $39,089.52 of said total is

calculated and based upon the increase ordered by the

state board, and herein complained of. That is the

amount in controA^ersy in this suit.

Appellant is ready and willing to pay the amount

admitted to be due, as scheduled in the bill, and has

tendered the same to each of the county treasurers,

appellees herein, but each of them refused and re-

jcted such tender. Appellant brings into court and de-

posits with the clerk the amount admitted to be due,

$5,947.78, to be paid over to said appellees, and stands

ready to pay to the clerk anv further sums that may

be found to be legally, justly and equitably due from

it for taxes levied and assessed upon the basis of the

full cash value of its properties, fixed and determined

by the county authorities, as above stated, and admitted

to be due [Tr. 55, 56].

(o) Relief Prayed:

Appellant, being without an adequate remedy at law,

prays that the increase complained of be decreed to be

wholly void and without force and effect, and to be

violative of and in contravention of the Constitution

of the United States, as set out in the bill; that the

orders of the state board, purporting or attempting to

assess or value appellant's properties for the year 19 18,

in excess of the sum of $342,706.00, be decreed to be

wholly void and without force or effect; that appellant

have appropriate injunctive relief temporary and final,

and for general relief [Tr. 57-62].
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Specification of Errors.

I.

The District Court erred in refusing to grant a tem-

porary injunction as prayed for in the bih of complaint.

(Assignment of Error i.)

II.

The District Court erred in deciding and holding

that the facts stated in the said bill of complaint are

not sufficient to constitute a valid cause of action in

equity. (Assignment of Error IT.)

III.

The District Court erred in deciding and holding

that, for all or any of the matters and things com-

plained of in said bill of complaint, appellant has a

plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law. (Assign-

ment of Error III.)

IV.

The District Court erred in sustaining appellees'

motion to dismiss and in dismissing said bill of com-

plaint, because:

(i) Appellant has no remedy at law for all or any

of the matters and things herein complained of.

(2) If any such remedy exists under the laws of

Arizona, it could not oust a Federal court of equity of

jurisdiction in this case.

(3) Any alleged legal remedy is inadequate, be-

cause:
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(a) It is not plain, clear or free from doubt;

(b) It does not provide a right of recovery

back of city or local taxes after payment;
(c) It is not equally available to appellant in

the Federal courts as well as in the state

courts

;

(d) Recourse thereto would involve a multi-

plicity of suits;

(4) Equity jurisdiction in the case at bar rests

upon fundamental grounds, as shown by the bills,

namely,

(a) Equity intervention is necessary to avoid

a multiplicity of suits

;

(b) Appellant seeks relief from an overvalua-

tion of its property, which was construct-

ively fraudulent;

(c) The case involves questions arising under

the Constitution of the United States, and

requiring the exercise of Federal equity

jurisdiction;

(d) The case is one for the removal and pre-

vention of clouds on the title to real es-

tate.

(5) The taxes and increase complained of in the

bill are violative of the Constitution and laws of Ari-

zona, and the requisite Federal equity jurisdiction ap-

pears. (Assignment of Errors II, III and IV.)

ARGUMENT.

The Honorable District Court sustained appellees'

motion to dismiss for the specific reason that it ap-

peared to the court that appellant had a plain, speedy

and adequate remedy at law. Other grounds are spec-
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ified in appellees' motion to dismiss [Tr. 86-88]. Wq
will first show that appellant is without a plain, speedy,

or adequate remedy at law, and thereafter consider the

merits of the bill in its other aspects.

I.

Appellant Has No Remedy at Law Either by Suit

to Recover Back the Taxes in Suit After Pay-

ment, or Through the Defense of Actions for

the Collection of Said Taxes as Delinquent, or

Otherwise.

There are certain general tests which must be ap-

plied to appellant's alleged remedies at law, viz : (
i ) a

remedy at law in order to be deemed adequate in this

case must be as certain, as complete, as prompt, as

practical, and as efficient as the remedy in equity; (2)

if the available remedy at law is doubtful or obscure,

or uncertain or difficult, or debatable, it cannot be

deemed adequate: (3) a legal remedy may not be

deemed adequate for the purpose of this case unless it

is equally available in the Federal courts as- well as in

the state courts; (4) a legal remedy which will not

afford complete relief except through a multiplicity of

suits cannot be deemed adequate.

(a) Paragraph 488/ affords no legal remedy.

Leaving those general tests for later discussion and

application, we shall now consider what, if any, legal

remedy of any character is available to appellant, and

will first consider paragraph 4887:
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"4887. An\- person, firm, or corporation, dis-

satisfied with the amount of his, their, or its as-

sessment, as fixed by the board of equahzation,

may ap])eal from the action of said board to the

Superior Court of the county in which said board

holds its session, on or before the fifteenth day

of September following" the adjournment of said

board. Appeal shall be taken by a written notice

to that effect to the chairman or presiding- officer

of the ])oard of e(iualization and served upon the

clerk of said board in the same manner as a sum-

mons in a civil action ; provided, no appeal shall be

taken unless the appellant shall, before taking the

appeal, pay to the county treasurer of such county

the full amount of taxes levied and assessed upon

the property of the appellant by the board of super-

visors, in accordance with the valuation of such

property as fixed by said board of equalization,

which payment shall be accompanied by a written

l)rotest, addressed to and filed with such county

treasurer, setting forth the reasons why the per-

son, firm, or corporation making such payment

deems the amount of such assessment erroneous

or excessive. At the time of such payment, the

county treasurer shall deliver to the party making

the payment a receipt for the amount so paid,

which receipt shall be served upon the clerk of

said board of ecjualization, with notice of appeal,

together with a copy of such protest. Unless such

payment is made before the taking of such ap-

peal, the appeal shall be dismissed. Immediately

upon the service of such notice of appeal, the

clerk of the board of supervisors shall transmit

such notice, receipt and copy of protest, together

with a certified copy of the record of the proceed-
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ings of said board of equalization relating to the

assessment of the person, firm or corporation tak-

ing such appeal, to the clerk of the Superior Court

of such county. For such services, the clerk of

the board of supervisors shall receive a fee of

five dollars, which shall be paid, by the party

appealing, to said clerk at the time of the service

of the notice of appeal (said sum to be paid by said

clerk into the county treasury of the county), and

unless said fee is so paid, the appeal shall be dis-

missed. Upon the filing of said notice of appeal

and the certified copy of the records aforesaid, the

clerk of the Superior Court shall docket the appeal

in the name of the appellant, as plaintifif, and of

the county, as defendant, and such appeal shall be

heard by the court, either with or without a jury

within ten days thereafter, unless the written con-

sent of both parties to a continuance of such hear-

ing shall be filed with the court. At such hearing

the court and the jury shall hear evidence touching

the full cash value of the property assessed and

shall take into consideration its character, whether

improved or not, its surroundings, and, if it be pro-

ductive, the amount of its average annual yield,

and anything tending to show its full value. From

the evidence submitted, the court, or the court and

jury, shall determine the full cash value of such

propertv at the time of the assessment. The de-

cision of the court shall be in writing, and a cer-

tified copy thereof shall be delivered to the board

of supervisors, who shall cause the assessment roll

to be corrected accordingly. Upon the hearing of

such appeal, it shall be presumed that the valua-

tion of the property fixed bv the board of equaliza-

tion is correct, and the burden of proof shall be
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upon the party appealing to prove to the satisfac-

tion of the court that such vakiation is erroneous

or excessive. If it be determined by the court

that the amount of such assessment is excessive,

judgment shall be rendered in favor of the appel-

lant and against the county for the amount of

taxes which the court determines to be excessive,

with interest thereon at the rate of six per cent

per annum from the time of such payment, and
the costs of the appeal, which shall be paid as

other judgments against the county. If the court

shall determine that the full cash value of the

property is greater than the valuation fixed by

said board of equalization, judgment shall be ren-

dered in favor of the county and against the appel-

lant for the taxes and costs of suit due on the

value of such property as determined by the court

in excess of the amount fixed by said board of

equalization, which judgment shall, from the time

of its rendition, be a lien upon all the real and

personal property of the appellant within the

county, and execution may be issued to enforce

said judgment as in civil cases."

This section contains the onlv specific statutory au-

thority or permission in Arizona for the refund or re-

covery of invalid taxes after payment. It was urged

in the District Court that, having failed to avail itself

of the remedy provided by this paragraph, appellant

had no standing in a court of equity. But this remedy

must be dismissed from consideration here, because:
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(i) It. has no reference to any action of the State

Board of Equalization, hut zvholly refers to action of

the county hoard of equalization.

This appears from the language of paragraph 4887

and from its context. The appeal provided for by that

paragraph must be taken "to the Superior Court of the

county in which said board holds its session." Upon

receipt of notice of appeal "the clerk of the board of

supervisors" transmits to the "Superior Court of such

county a certified coi)y of the record of the proceedings

of said board of e(|ualization." Clearly, the clerk of

the county board of supervisors would not be required,

authorized or permitted to certifv to the proceedings

of the State Board of Equalization. The appeal is

docketed "in the name of the appellant as plaintiff and

of the county as defendant." The decision of the court

must be in writing and a certified copy delivered "to

the clerk of the board of supervisors."

Paragraph 4887 is found in a chapter of the Revised

Statutes which is wholly concerned with the county

taxing authorities, and particularly with the county

board of supervisors, and with that board sitting as a

county board of equalization. It does not mention the

state board. W'hen reference is intended to be made

in that chapter to the State Board of Equalization, it

is specifically named as such (see paragraphs 4990 and

4991 )•

Paragraph 4885 provides that the decision of the

county board of equalization at its July meeting shall be

final, as to its determination "and shall not thereafter
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be questioned l)y a tax])ayer in any proceeding involv-

ing the amount of the taxes legally and equitably due

on said property, unless an appeal is taken as herein-

after provided" (referring, of course, to the appeal

described in paragraph 4887).

Paragraph 4887 was a part of the statutes of Ari-

zona long before the State Board of Equalization was

created. It appeared as paragraphs 3875 of the Re-

vised Statutes of 1901, vears before the State Board

of Equalization was created by chapter 71, Laws of

19 1 3, third special session, now chapter 2 of title 49
Revised Statutes, 1913.

In view of the foregoing, it is amazing that it

should have been urged by the appellees in the District

Court that paragraph 4887 had any relevancy whatever

in this case. Their contention in that regard is our

only reason for mentioning the matter here. The

appeal provided by paragraph 4887 clearly refers, and

can only refer, to action taken by the county board of

equalization at its July meeting. Prior to 1901 there

was no appeal provided from the county board, but

paragraph 3875 Revised Statutes, 1901 (now paragraph

4887 under consideration), provided such an appeal.

Cochise County v. Copper Queen C. M. Co., 71

Pac. 946, 8 Ariz. 221

;

State V. Board of Supervisors, 127 Pac 727, 14

Ariz. 222, 228.

Appeals from tax boards are purely statutory and

cannot be extended beyond the limits specified by the

enabling statutes.
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Danforth v. Livingston, 59 Pac. 916, 23 Mont.

558;

Paducah St. Ry. Co. v. McCracken, 49 S. W.

178, 105 Ky. 472;

Ward V. Beale, 14 S. W. 967, 91 Ky. 60.

The appeal provided by paragraph 4887 would not

lie to an order of the county board of supervisors,

although the members of that board constitute the

county board of equalization.

Feltham v. Board of Com's., ']'] Pac. 332, 10

Idaho 182;

Humbird Lumber Co. v. Morgan, yy Pac. 433,

10 Idaho 327;

Buchanan v. Adams County, 46 Pac. 643, 15

Wash. 699;

General Custer Min. Co. v. Van Camp, 3 Pac.

22, 2 Idaho 44;

Olympia Water Works v. Board of Equaliza-

tion, 44 Pac. 267, 14 Wash. 268:

The Supreme Court of Arizona has recognized this

rule of interpretation by holding that no appeal lies

to that court from a judgment entered by the Superior

Court in the proceeding provided by paragraph 4887,

there being no statutory provision for such appeal.

Mohave County v. Stephens, 149 Pac. 670, 17

Ariz. 167, 169.

Confronted bv the obvious irrelevancy of paragraph

4887, as providing an appeal from action taken by the

State Board of Equalization, appellees were driven to
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urge in the District Court, and may do so here, that

since the increase complained of here was transmitted

by the State Board of EquaHzation to the county

boards of supervisors before the second Monday in

August (par. 4835 R. S. Arizona, 1913), and was en-

tered by the boards of supervisors on their several

assessment rolls as required by paragraph 4891, such

increase should be regarded as having been the action

of the county boards of equalization, and therefore,

as being appealable under j:)aragraph 4887.

This suggestion at once runs counter to the pro-

visions of paragraph 4883 to 4885 R. S. Arizona, 19 13.

These provisions are that the county board of equali-

zation shall not remain in session longer than the sec-

ond Monday in July, and that the decision of the

board as to the assessed value of any property shall be

final so far as its determination is concerned. Under

those paragraphs the powers of the county boards of

equalization lapse with the July session of those boards.

At that session, the county board of equalization may

only raise those assessments which were specified in

its advertised notice under paragraph 4882.

Furthermore, paragraph 4887 plainly provides an

appeal from the action of the county board of equaliza-

tion and not from the board of supervisors. The in-

crease ordered by the State Board of Equalization was

not entered by the county boards of equalization, but

by the county boards of supervisors under paragraphs

4835 and 4891 R. S. Arizona, 1913. Moreover, the

action complained of here purported to be and was the

independent action of the State Board of Equalization.
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It was made pursuant to notice from said board that

it intended to make it [Tr. 2y], zuhich notice directed

appellant to appear before the State Board of Equali-

sation at Phoenix, zvhere, in fact, appellant did appear.

But in spite of these considerations appellees earnestly

urged in the District Court not only that paragraph

4887 afforded a remedy at law but also that the action

here complained of should be deemed to have been

the action of the several county boards of equalization

and to have been taken by them without notice and

long after th.eir powers as boards of equalization had

lapsed by the adjournment of their July meetings.

State v. Board of Supervisors, 127 Pac. 727,

14 Ariz. 222.

(2) Paragraph 488y merely provides a special pro-

ceeding in zvhich the decision of the Superior Court

of ihe county is final.

The remedv provided by paragraph 4887, even if

deemed relevant here, cannot be considered as afford-

ing a remedy at law, because paragraph 4887 merely

provides a special proceeding wherein the decision of

the Superior Court is final and non-appealable; a pro-

ceeding in which the Superior Court acts merely as a

part of the tax assessing and equalizing machinery of

the state. In such a proceeding the Superior Court

acts merely as an additional board of review.

Mohave County v. Stephens, 149 Pac. 670, 17

Ariz. 165, 168.

In the case last cited the Supreme Court of Arizona

held that paragraph 4887 "provides a summary method
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to a dissatisfied taxpayer of contesting the amount of

his assessment as fixed by the board of equahzation"

(in that case the county board of equalization). In the

language of the court

:

"It is a special proceeding of a remedial nature

complete in itself. It provides for the forming of

issues and what they shall be; the trial procedure

and the kind of judgment to be entered. It does

not provide for an appeal. * •' •' It is an appeal

from a final judgment entered in a special pro-

ceeding brought into the Superior Court of Mo-
have county from the board of equalization of that

county."

The court concluded that no appeal lay from a judg-

ment of the Superior Court rendered in any such pro-

ceeding. Thus appellant is urged to exhaust an alleged

remedy which begins in the Superior Court of the

county and ends there. But, in order to avail itself

of that remedy, appellant must first pay all taxes as-

sessed, amounting to about $40,000. By making such

payment, appellant necessarily would completely re-

linquish any right which it might have, or hope to have,

to apply to a court of equity, Federal or state, for in-

junction or other relief in the premises. By making

such payment appellant would necessarily confine itself

to such remedy as it might thereafter discover, for

the recovery of any portion of the money so paid; in

other words, to a remedy at law, if any existed, but

having paid its taxes as the condition of admission to

the Superior Court its remedy in equity would be

Sfone.
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This strange remedy at law, whose adequacy appel-

lees have extolled, merely requires that the entire

claimed tax be paid; that all recourse to equity be

forever waived and relin(|uished and that the com-

plainant taxpayer either be satisfied with the judg-ment

of the Superior Court in a summary and special pro-

ceeding, or, if dissatisfied therewith that he seek such

further relief as the law course may discover or devise

for the recovery of any portion of the money so paid.

So far as we have discovered, this statute is not dupli-

cated in any other state. The remedy thereby pro-

vided is not to be confused with those statutes, some-

times sustained by the Federal courts, under proper cir-

cumstances, which deprive equity of jurisdiction to

enjoin the collection of taxes by providing a new sub-

stantive legal right to the refund of invalid taxes after

payment, as, for instance, appears in Indiana Mfg. Co.

V. Koehne, i88 U. S. 68 1, and in Singer Sewing Ma-

chine Co. V. Benedict, 229 U. S. 481.

The prepayment of taxes required by paragraph 4887

is not preliminary to a suit to recover taxes paid, but

is a required step in the process of exhausting the rem-

edies provided by the tax machinery of the state for

the review and correction of assessments. Appellees

claim that appellant should be denied equitable relief

because it has not exhausted those remedies in the

thirteen different Superior Courts. But a])pellant could

not avail itself of that remedy, assuming its relevancy

here, without first stipulating in advance that no matter

how the remedv worked out it should have no recourse
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to equity for relief from the assessment as finally fixed.

The alleged remedy thus becomes a blind alley, an in-

genious trap, a species of lottery. It is a method of

enforcing payment of taxes before the amount due is

ascertained and as a condition of getting final action

from the taxing authorities themselves. It requires

taxpayers to relinquish their remedies in equity as a

condition upon linding out what tax demands are

finally to be made against them.

In West Virginia, a taxpayer, claiming to be

aggrieved by the assessment of his ])roi)erty, may apply

for relief to the court of the county in which the

assessment is made. If that court refuses relief the

taxpayer may appeal to the Circuit Court of the county,

but no appeal is allowed from that court to the highest

court of the state. The remedy ends with the Circuit

Court, but prepayment of taxes is not required as a

condition upon the exercise of that remedy. The Court

of Appeals of the Fourth Circuit held that such remedy

provided by the statutes of West Virginia was not an

adequate remedy at law.

Pyle V. Brenneman, 122 Fed. ySy.

For these reasons we submit that section 4887 pro-

vides no remedy at law such as would deprive appellant

of its recourse to equity.

(b) Paragraph 4939 provides no rancdy at law.

Paragraph 4939 reads as follows:

*'4939- No person, company, firm, partnership,

association, corporation, bank, or public utility,

upon which a tax shall have been imposed under
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any provision of law relating to taxation of real

or personal property shall be permitted for any

reason to test the validity thereof, either as plain-

tiff or defendant, unless the amount of such taxes

shall first have been paid the county treasurer,

whose duty it is to collect the same, together with

all penalties thereon, as in the case of other taxes.

And no injunction shall ever issue in any suit,

action or proceeding in any court against this state,

or against any county, municipality, or officer

thereof, to prevent or enjoin the collection of any

tax levied under the provisions of law; but after

payment, action may be maintained to recover any

tax illegally collected, in such manner and at such

time as may now or hereafter be provided by law.

In case the amount of the taxes due shall be

finally determined to be less than the amount so

paid, the excess shall be refunded in the manner

provided in Sec. 49 of this act. (Paragraph

4887)."

In connection with paragraph 4939, we also quote

paragraph 4935, which is the only remaining provision

of the Arizona statutes touching the refund or recovery

of taxes after payment.

"4935. When a tax has been set aside as

invalid, or when the money has been refunded to

the taxpayers as double or erroneous assessments,

or refunded to the purchaser of real estate erro-

neously sold, the proportion thereof which has

been paid to the state treasurer shall be refunded

to the county; and on the next settlement there-

after the county treasurer of such county shall

be credited therewith bv the state treasurer."
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Insofar as paragraph 4939 seeks to condition or limit

the Federal courts in the exercise of their equity juris-

diction, it must, of course, be disregarded.

Western Union Tel. Co. v. Trapp (8th C. C. A.),

186 Fed. 1 14;

Ex-Parte Tyler, 149 U. S. 164;

Mississippi Mills v. Cohn, 150 U. S. 202, 204;

Payne v. Hook, 7 Wall. 425, 430.

This elementary rule is well stated in Western Union

Tel. Co. V. Trapp, above cited, where Riner, D. J.,

speaking for the Court of Appeals, said:

*Tf the suit is one over which the Circuit Court

of the United States, sitting in equity, has juris-

diction by virtue of the Constitution and laws of

the United States and according to the general

principles governing equity jurisdiction, the power

to issue an injunction against state officers is not

restricted by a state statute which only applies to

injunctions issued out of the state court. As
already suggested, the Circuit Court has jurisdic-

tion in a suit between citizens of different states

and it is only necessary to inquire whether any

ground exists for invoking the powers of a court

of equity."

But, ignoring the anti-injunction provision of para-

graph 4939, it is, of course, true that a state statute

may affect the equity jurisdiction of a Federal court

by providing new^ substantive legal rights enforceable

by adequate legal remedies. Under proper circum-

stances, a Federal court may remit a complaining tax-

payer to his legal remedy aft'orded by the state statutes
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for the recovery back of invalid taxes after payment.

Where such a statute "creates a right in favor of the

aggrieved taxpayer" and from consideration of public

policy abolishes the right to stay the collection of public

revenues by injunction, it will be recognized and sus-

tained by the Federal courts in an appropriate case.

Boise Artesian Water Co. v. Boise City, 213

U. S. 276, 281;

Singer Sewing Mach. Co. v. Benedict, 229 U. S.

481, 486;

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Board of Commissioners

(8th C C. A.), 217 Fed. 540;

Mudge V. McDougal, 222 Fed. 562, 565.

It is clear, however, that there is no statute of Ari-

zona which creates any such right. Paragraph 4939

provides that:

"After payment, action may be maintained to

recover any tax illegally collected, in such manner

and at such time as may now or hereafter be pro-

vided by Ia7v. In case the amount of the taxes

shall be finally determined to be less than the

amount so paid, the excess shall be refunded in the

manner provided in section 49 of this act." (Re-

ferring to paragraph 4887 above discussed.)

(Our italics.)

But the statutes of Arizona provide nothing what-

ever as to the time, manner or proceedings of recover-

ing such moneys after payment. Possibly the Legisla-

ture had in mind and intended to make such provision,

but careful search of the statutes of Arizona fails to

reveal any. If such suit is permitted under the laws
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of Arizona, against whom shall it be brought? In the

case at bar the taxes involved are for state, county

and municipal purposes. \Miile there is provision in

paragraph 4935 for refund by the state to the county

of the state's share of taxes refunded by the county,

that provision must be deemed to refer to the refund

provided by paragraph 4887, since no other provision

for refund is found in the statutes. The provision of

paragraph 4939 is that "the excess shall be refunded in

the manner provided in Sec. 49 of this act." Section

49 of that act is paragraph 4887, thus again bringing

us back to the only statutory provision for the recov-

ery or refund of taxes after payment and to a pro-

vision which, as we have seen, provides a summary

special proceeding for relief against action of the

county board of equalization. Paragraph 4935 does

show by inference that if any action is allowed by the

statutes of Arizona it is not against the state but must

be against the several counties. We are left to the

broadest field of inference when w^e come to consider

how a taxpayer is to get back any invalid taxes which

he may have paid for town or city purposes. No ref-

erence to that matter is found in the statutes.

(c) The judicial decisions of Arizona do not furnish

appellant any reniedy at hnc.

We are aware that in a recent decision the Supreme

Court of Arizona, without discussion of the question

now under consideration, has directed judgment in

favor of a complaining taxpayer against the county of
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Graham, requiring the refund of moneys paid on ac-

count of taxes in excess of a specific limitation fixed

by law; that is to say, in excess of the statutory limit

which prohibits county taxes for a given year from

exceeding the taxes for the preceding year by more

than io%.

Arizona Eastern R. R. Co. v. Graham Co., 170

Pac. 792, 798. (Not yet officially reported.)

Apparently it was taken for granted by the court

and the parties to that case that such an action would

lie for taxes paid under ])rotest and without any show-

ing of duress or coercion. It had formerly been held

by the Territorial Supreme Court that the statutes of

Arizona provided no remedy which would exclude re-

course to injunction against collection of invalid taxes

based upon fraudulent over-assessment. That holding-

was made, notwithstanding the claim and argument in

that behalf that plaintiff should be rec|uired to pay its

taxes under protest and that it might have complete

relief in a single action at law for the recovery of

taxes erroneously paid, which were taxes of a single

county.

County of Cochise v. Copper Queen C. M. Co.,

71 Pac. 946, 8 Ariz. 221, 225, 231.

But the recent decision in the Graham County case,

supra, does not notice the earlier decision just cited.

It merely assumes, no question being raised in relation

thereto, that the action would lie. Under such circum-

stances, that decision cannot be regarded as deciding

that taxes may be paid under protest in Arizona and
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suit thereafter maintained to recover the invahd por-

tion.

Keyes v. City and County of San Francisco,

173 Pac. 475, 478. (Not yet officially re-

ported.)

The decision in the Graham county case leaves the

question entirely open. It does not notice or overrule

the earlier decision in the Cochise county case, and it

should be noted that paragraph 4939 of the present

Arizona statutes is the only addition on this subject

since the decision in the Cochise county case.

Moreover, it should be noted that paragraph 4939,

if it be deemed to create a right for the recovery back

of invalid taxes after payment, applies only to "any

tax illegally collected." The Graham county case,

supra, involved taxes which clearly were illegally col-

lected, being in excess of a plain limitation fixed by law.

How may it be said, then, that even if paragraph 4939

and that decision afiford a clear legal remedy for the

recovery of taxes illegally collected, they also afford

a clear legal remedy for the recovery after payment

of the taxes here involved and which apart from the

legality or illegality of their collection are fraudu-

lently assessed and levied under the guise of equaliza-

tion.

The Iowa statute provided for the refund of "taxes

erroneously or illegally exacted or paid," but it was

held that excessive taxes resulting from an over-assess-

ment made in the exercise of lawful authority could not
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be recovered under that statute after payment because

they were not "illegally or erroneously exacted."

Kehe v. Blackhawk County, loi N. W. 281,

125 Iowa 549, 555.

The Arkansas statute provided for the refund of

taxes "erroneously assessed and paid,'' but it was

held that an excessive valuation of property was not

an erroneous assessment within the meaning" of that

statute.

Clay County v. Brown Lumber Co., 190 S. W.

251, 254, 90 Ark. 413, 420.

The Arkansas statute was. tlierefore, held not to

provide an adequate remedy at law such as would

bar equitable relief from a systematic over-valuation.

Mudge V. McDougal, 222 Fed. 562, 563.

The California statute (Sec. 3804, Political Code)

gives a right of recovery after payment of taxes "erro-

neously or illegally collected," but that statute is held

to apply only where an assessment is absolutely void.

Graciosa Oil Co. v. Santa Barbara County, 99

Pac. 486, 155 Cal. 140, 145;

Powder River Cattle Co. v. Board of Comm'rs.,

45 Fed. 323, 325.

The sco])e of the remedy in Arizona, if any exists,

is whollv undefined, either by statute or judicial de-

cision, and is therefore merely a subject for specula-

tion; which is equally true as to the existence of any

such remedy at all. Moreover, the statutes of Arizona,

except at paragraph 4887, which may be eliminated
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from consideration here, contain no provision empow-
ering or directing- any official, state, county or munici-

pal, to refund taxes paid, excepting in the ^smgle case

of the inheritance tax, concerning which it is provided

by paragrapjh 5004, as follows:

"5004. When anv tax imposed by this chapter

shall have been erroneously paid, wholly or in

part, the i)erson paying the same shall be entitled

to a refund of the amount so erroneously paid;

and the state auditor shall, upon satisfactory

proofs presented to him of the facts relating

thereto, draw his warrant upon the state treasurer

for the amount thereof in favor of the person

entitled thereto, payable from the inheritance tax

fund: provided, however, that all applications for

such refunding of erroneous taxes shall be made
within three years from the payment thereof."

The fact that specific provision is thus made for the

refund of taxes in that particular case is significant,

particularly in view of the rule which will not be

contested, that except by statutory authority, state or

county officers would not be permitted or required to

make any such refund.

Howell V. Board of Comm'rs., 6 Idaho 154, 156.

We, therefore, submit that paragraph 4939, or the

judicial decisions of Arizona, affords no remedy at law

for the matters here complained of.

(d) Appellant has no legal remedy through the de-

fense of actions brought to collect these taxes as de-

linquent.
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Aside from the fact, elsewhere pointed out, that the

defense of actions brought for the collection of these

taxes would not be an adequate remedy for the reasons

that it would involve a multiplicity of suits and that

those suits would not be brought in or removable to

the Federal court, the remedy offered by such defense

is inadequate for the further reason that under the

decision of the Arizona Supreme Court in Arizona

Copper Company v. State, 137 Pac. 417, 15 Ariz. 9,

the attack here made upon the action of the State

Board of Equalization could not be litigated. Appel-

lant complains that although the statutes of Arizona re-

quire property to be assessed at its full cash value, the

State Board of Equalization, by the order complained

of, and under circumstances which render its action

constructively fraudulent, has assessed appellant's prop-

erty at more than eight times its full cash value. In

the case just cited it was held by the Supreme Court

of Arizona quoting the Supreme Court of the United

States as follows:

"We think overvaluation of property cannot be

a ground of defense at law. In other words, the

action of the tax officers being in the nature of a

judgment, must be yielded to until set aside. This

can oiiI\ be done in a direct proceeding." (Our

italics.)

Obviously under the rule just quoted, appellant would

not be aft'orded an adequate remedy at law through

the defense of actions brought to collect these taxes

as delinquent. But, however that question may be de-

termined, it should be noted that it is wholly optional
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with the county authorities to proceed to collect these

taxes by distress and sale of appellant's personal prop-

erty under paragraph 4934 R. S. Arizona, 1913, which

provides

:

"The county treasurer may at any time after

receiving the roll, collect, by distress and sale, if

not otherwise collected, the taxes due on personal

property owned bv the assessed."

Should the county authorities elect to proceed by

seizure and sale instead of bv suit to collect these taxes

appellant would be deprived of any legal remedy which

might be afforded through the defense of such suits.

This brings the case at bar within the rule laid down

in Mutual Life Insurance Company v. Pierson, 1 14

Fed. 395, 397, where the court said:

"If the relief prayed for be denied, and the bill

dismissed, the complainant must wait until the de-

fendant brings an action at law in some court. The

defense to an action at law, the bringing of which

is dependent upon the will of the defendant, does

not aft'ord the complainant that prompt and effi-

cient relief which it may justly claim under the

bill."

See also:

Schmidt v. West, 104 Fed. 272, 275.

In Bank of Kentucky v. Stone, 88 Fed. 383, 391, it

was urged that an adequate remedy was afforded by

payment of the tax and an action to recover it back.

The court denied that contention for the reason that no

such action would lie until there was a distraint, actual
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or threatened, and that the collecting- officer b)/ not dis-

training, might whoHy deprive the taxpayer of this

remedy. The court said through Taft, C. J.

:

''However this may be, it would seem clear a

court of equity will not withhold relief from a

suitor merely because he may have an adequate

remedy at law, if his adversary chooses to give

it to him. The remedy at law cannot be adequate

if its adequacy depends upon the will of the op-

posing party. To refuse relief in equity upon the

ground that there is a remedy at law it must ap-

pear that the remedy at law is 'as practical and

efficient to the ends of justice and its prompt ad-

ministration as the remedy in equity,' and the

application of the rule depends upon the circum-

stances of each case."

It is, therefore, submitted that no adequate remedy

at law exists through the defense of such proceedings

as the state may take for the collection of these taxes.

(e) TJic absence of a plain statutory remedy for tlie

recovery back of taxes after payment negatives the

existence of an, adequate remedy at law.

Most of the states, possibly to avoid injunctive inter-

ference with their power of taxation, have provided

plain, specific and complete statutory remedies for the

recovery back of taxes after payment under protest.

Arizona has not done this, as we have shown. Such

statutes have been considered frequently by the Federal

courts, and under certain circumstances elsewhere dis-

cussed herein, have been regarded as affording ade-

quate legal remedies for excessive or illegal taxation.
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"E convcrso" (jueries Mr. Judson (Taxation, page

745,) ''Should not the absence of such a stautory rem-

edy be of itself a basis for the preventive relief"?

Without doubt, his query must be answered in the

affirmative, as he answers it.

"The application of the rule that equity juris-

diction cannot be invoked where there is an ade-

quate remedy at law depends upon the circum-

stances of each case. (Watson v. Sutherland, 5

Wallace 74, 79, 18 L. Ed. 580. In a broad sense

the application of the rule rests upon the sound

discretion of the court, where there are any cir-

cumstances which show that the remedy at law

may not be perfect and complete. (Boyce v.

Grundy, 3 Pet. 210, 215, 7 Law. Ed. 655.) Sul-

livan V. P. etc. R. Co., 94 U. S. 806, 24 Law Ed.

324-"

Colt, C. J., in Alutual Life Insurance Company

V. Pierson, 1 14 Eed. 395, 396.

In the absence of statutory authority, taxes volun-

tarily paid cannot be recovered.

Durham v. Montana County, 95 Ind. 182;

Commonwealth v. Ferries Co., 92 S. E. 804 (not

yet officially reported) ;

San Francisco v. Dinwiddle, 13 Fed. 789;

Keyes v. City and County of San Francisco,

173 Pac. 475, 478 (not yet officially reported)

;

Bank of Kentucky v. Stone (6 C. C. A.), 88

Fed. 383, 390;

Lingle v. Elmwood Township, 105 N. W. 604,

142 Mich. 194.
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Illegal taxes are deemed to be voluntarily paid unless

they are paid under coercion or duress, and, so far as

taxes on real estate are concerned, there can be no

duress or coercion requirinc^" their payment. The process

of collecting such taxes

"is so gradual, and affords so many opportunities

of resistance, that the courts have almost uni-

formly held that there can be no such duress as

to such taxes as to render their payment involun-

tary."

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Board of Comm'rs. (8th

C. C. A.), 222 Fed. 651, 653;

Johnson v. Grady, 150 Pac. 497, 50 Okla. 188.

For this reason statutes plainlv permitting the re-

covery back of taxes voluntarily paid create a new

right, enforceable by common law remedies, unless a

specific statutory remedy is provided, and, where that

right is equally enforceable in the Federal or state

courts, and does not involve a multiplicity of suits,

and no other controlling basis for equitable interven-

tion appears, such remedy is deemed adequate by the

Federal courts. As was said bv the court in Union

Pac. R. Co. v. Commissioners, supra:

"The statute of Colorado here under considera-

tion changes that law. It provides that in all cases

in which a person shall pay a tax which is for any

reason erroneous or illegal the board of county

commissioners shall refund the same without

abatement or discount. This is substantive law.

It gives a new right." (Our italics.)
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In Bank of Kentucky v. Stone, 88 Fed. 383, the court

said concerning the recovery of illegal taxes in Ken-

tucky after payment:

"It is to be observed, however, that no such

action will lie except upon payment under duress.

The bank could not simply pay under protest and

sue to recover back. Such a payment would be

voluntary. There is no statute of Kentucky pro-

viding such a remedv as there was in Tennessee in

the case of Shelton v. Piatt. The remedy of pay-

ing and suing to recover back in Kentucky exists

only when the collecting officer resorts to distraint,

but the collecting officers are not obliged to collect

the taxes by distraint. They may resort to a sim-

ple suit at laW' for them."

As we have seen, since it was optional with the col-

lecting officers, as it is in Arizona, either to proceed

by distraint or by suit at law, it was held that the rem-

edy of paying under duress and suing to recover back

was inadequate.

In Singer Sewing Machine Co. v. Benedict, 229 U. S.

481, 486, the court pointed out that

"The Colorado statute gave to one who should

pay the legal taxes a right to recover back from

the county the money so paid. This right was one

which could be enforced by an action of law in the

Circuit Court no less than in the state courts, if

the elements of Federal jurisdiction such as diverse

citizenship and the requisite amount in controversy

were present."
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See also:

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Commissioners, 217 Fed.

540, 544.

In Dolenty v. Broadwater, 122 Pac. 919, 45 Mont.

261, the court said:

"The right to sue for taxes paid under protest

is admittedly statutory. Without the statute the

right would not exist."

We have shown that no such right is given by statute

in Arizona. Any payment of taxes on its real prop-

erty by appellant would be deemed voluntary and not

recoverable. As to its personal property, we have

shown that payment under duress is not an adequate

remedy because the tax collectors may elect to sue at

law and decline to proceed by distraint. Moreover, it

is clear that appellant would not be required by a court

of equity to submit to the duress of distraint of its per-

sonal property of the character described in the bill,

since the seizure of its personal property, its stocks of

merchandise, horses, wagons, and automobiles, would

deprive it of its necessary facilities used and required

by it in the transaction of its business in the state of

Arizona and would prevent and interfere with its

transaction of interstate commerce, to its great and

irreparable damage and injury [Tr. 52, 53, 57], and in

order to relieve its said property from sale after dis-

traint it must pay all accrued interests, costs and penal-

ties, and all costs of distraint and sale, none of which

interest, costs or penalties would thereafter be re-

coverable by it [Tr. 50].
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W'e submit upon the foregoing- that appellant is with-

out any statutory or other legal remedy in Arizona

for the recovery of any of the taxes involved in this

action after it shall have made payment thereof. But

if we are overruled in that contention, and it shall

be held that any such remedy is afforded by the statutes

or judicial decisions of Arizona, nevertheless, any such

remedy must be deemed inadequate, because:

II.

Any Alleged Remedy at Law Afforded by the Laws
or Judicial Decisions of Arizona, No Matter

How Complete or Adequate Such Remedy May
Be, Cannot Oust the Equity Jurisdiction of the

Federal Courts.

We have already cited authority for the established

principle that state statutes cannot impair, control or

limit the equity jurisdiction of the Federal courts

(supra). Many others might be referred to, but that

is unnecessary. The test we now seek to apply

to appellant's alleged remedy or remedies at law has its

foundation in the proposition, as stated by the Supreme

Court in Payne v. Hook, 7 Wall. 425, 430:

"The equity jurisdiction conferred on the Fed-

eral courts is the same that the High Court of

Chancery in England possesses, is subject to

neither limitation nor restraint by state legisla-

tion, and is uniform throughout the different states

of the Union."
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Specifically that test is stated in McConihay v.

Wright, 121 U. S. 20I, 205, in answer to the contention

that a statutory action in West Virginia afiforded an

adequate remedy at law and ousted equity of juris-

diction of a bill to quiet title. The court said

:

"Admitting this to be so, it nevertheless cannot

have the effect to oust the jurisdiction in equity of

courts of the United States as previously estab-

lished. That jurisdiction, as has before been de-

cided, is vested as a part of the judicial powers of

the United States, in its courts by the Constitution

and acts of Congress in execution thereof. With-

out the assent of Congress that jurisdiction can-

not be impaired or diminished by the statutes of

the several states recalling the practice of their

own courts. Bills quia timet, such as the present,

belong to the ancient jurisdiction in equity and no

change in state legislation giving, in like cases,

a remedy by action at law, can, of itself, curtail

the jurisdiction in equity of the courts of the

United States. The adequate remedy at law,

zvhicli is tJic test of equitable juridsiction in these

courts, is that zvhich existed ivhen the Judiciary

Act of lySg zvas adopted, unless subsequently

changed by Acts of Congress." (Italics ours.)

In United States v. Rowland, 4 Wheat. 108, in dis-

posing of the claim that the statutes of Massachusetts

afforded an adequate remedy at law, the court, through

Chief Justice Marshall, concluded:

"and as the courts of the Union have a chancery

jurisdiction in every state, and the judiciary act

confers the same chancery powers on all, and
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gives the same rule of decision, its jurisdiction in

Massachusetts must he the same as in other states."

(Our italics.)

The rules above stated are affirmed by many decisions

of the same court:

Riding v. Johnson, 128 U. S. 212;

Borer v. Chapman, 119 U. S. 587, 600;

Kirby v. Lake Shore etc. R. R. Co., 120 U. S.

130, 137;

Mississippi Mills v. Cohn, 150 U. S. 202;

Waterman v. Canal-Louisana etc. Co., 215 U. S.

33, 43;

McClellan v. Carland, 217 U. S. 278, 281.

The learned District Court, in denying equity juris-

diction of the case at bar, and in abandoning appellant

to an alleged legal remedy under the statutes of Ari-

zona, directly contravened the rule expressed in the

foregoing authorities. In effect it held that Federal

equity jurisdiction under the Constitution and the

Judiciary Act of 1789 had been so changed by subse-

quent state law in Arizona as to become something en-

tirely different from that jurisdiction as originally con-

ferred; that the equity jurisdiction of the United States

District Court in Arizona is something distinct and

peculiar to that district, and that Federal equity juris-

diction has lost its quality of universality which hereto-

fore has made it the same thing in all states.

We are not unmindful of the section ^2^ of the Re-

vised Statutes (Sec. 16, Judiciary Act of 1789,), deny-

ing equitable relief where an adequate remedy at law
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appears. That section adds nothing to and takes noth-

ing from the traditional functions and powers of the

Federal equity courts. It "was intended to emphasize

the rule and to impress it upon the attention of the

courts."

New York Guaranty Co. v. Memphis Water Co.,

107 U. S. 205, 210.

But *'it is merely declaratory, uiaking no alteration

zvhatever in the rules of equity on the sitbjeet of legal

remedy." (Our italics.)

Boyce v. Grundy, 3 Pet. 210, 215;

VVehrman v. Conklin, 155 U. S. 314, 323.

It must he held in the case at har, as held by the

Court of Appeals of the Eighth Circuit, in National

Surety Company v. State Bank, 120 Fed. 593, 603,

where the court said:

"As there were no adequate remedies at law

for a wrong of the character of that of which the

appellants complain in 1789, and as the Congress

has since ])rovided none, this case falls within the

equitable jurisdiction of the Circuit Court, and

must be there heard, determined, and relieved."

But, if it shall be held that in such a case as this,

the equity jurisdiction of the Federal District Court

in Arizona might be so modified by the statutes or

judicial decisions of that s^ate as to become something-

different and distinct from the equity jurisdiction of

Federal District courts in other states, nevertheless, any

alleged remedv at law which appellant might be claimed

to have for the wrongs herein complained of, must be

deemed whollv inadecjuate because:
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TII.

The Alleged Legal Remedy or Remedies in Arizona

Are Inadequate Because They Are Not Clear

or Plain or Free From Doubt.

It is elementary that equity will not decline jurisdic-

tion in such a case as this on the ground of adequacy

of legal remedy unless the legal remedy is as certain,

as complete, as prompt, as practical and as efficient

as the remedy in equity.

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Board of Comm'rs.. 247

U. S., 282:

Boyce v. Grundy, 3 Pet. 210, 215;

Walla Walla v. Walla Walla Water Co., 172

U. S. i;

Tyler v. Savage, 143 U. S. 79;

Kilbourne v. Sunderland, 130 U. S. 505:

Williams v. Neely, 134 Fed. i;

St. Louis etc. Rv Co. v. McElvain, 253 Fed. 123,

135-

Conversely, if e(iuity can afford more adequate and

complete relief, the existence of a statutory remedy at

law is no bar to equitable relief.

U. S. V. Rowland, 4 Wheat. 108.

If the available remedy at law is doubtful, or ob-

scure, or uncertain, or difficult, or debatable, it will not

oust the jurisdiction of equity.

Union Pac. Co. v. Board of Comm'rs., 247 U. S.

282;
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Davis V. Wakelee, 156 U. S. 680;

Rumbarger v. Yokum, 174 Fed. 55;

Hanson v. Neil, 114 S. W. 1073, 215 Mo. 256;

Edsell V. Brings, 20 Mich. 429.

The controlling principle is that "where equity can

give relief, plaintiff ought not to be compelled to specu-

late upon the chance of his obtaining relief at law."

Davis V. Wakelee, supra.

In the Singer case (229 U. S. 481), much relied

upon by appellees here, the Supreme Court declined to

assume equity jurisdiction because the Colorado statute

there involved clearly and definitely created a new

rieht to recover back invalid taxes after voluntary

payment. In the recent case of Union Pac. R. R. Co.

V. Weld County, 247 U. S. 282, supra, it had been held

by the lower courts (217 Fed. 540, 222 Fed. 651) that

the statutory remedy approved in the Singer case had

not been impaired by subsequent Colorado legislation,

for which reason equitable relief was denied by the

lower courts, but, upon consideration of the matter, the

Supreme Court found that the controversy respecting-

the effect of certain subsequent legislation was "not

without some real basis, and that its solution is not free

from doubt." The court said:

"The question is purely one of state law, and

so far as we are advised, the Supreme Court of

the state has not passed on or considered it. A
ruling by us on the question would neither settle

it for that court nor be binding in an action to

recover the taxes if paid. In these circumstances,
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it cannot be said that the company certainly or

plainly has an adequate and complete remedy at

law. On the contrary, the existence of such a

remedy is debatable, and uncertain, and this being

so, the situation is not one in which cognizance

of the present suit projjcrly can be declined.''

We submit that the language just quoted completely

covers the case at bar as to the alleged remedies at

law available to appellant, and is conclusive in appel-

lant's favor. Certainly it cannot be said here that

appellant has any remedy at law which is not debatable

and uncertain, or which is not a subject of doubt,

speculation and uncertainty. There is no clear or un-

doubted remedy provided by statute. There is no clear

determination by the courts of Arizona that any such

remedy exists, or as to whether, if it does exist, it

would cover the case presented here. Therefore, under

the decision of the Supreme Court in the Weld County

case, all of those alleged remedies must be held in-

adequate.

But even if it should be held that appellant (i)

has a remedy at law, as to state and county taxes,

•ana that (2) such remedy is clear and free from doubt,

nevertheless, the remedy is inadequate because:

IV.

No Legal Remedy Is Provided for Refund or Re-

covery of City or Local Taxes After Payment.

By the terms of chapter 37, Laws of Arizona, 1917,

municipal and county assessment and taxation are com-

bined so that there is no separate assessment for these
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purposes, the county assessment being effective for

municipal purposes as well. The county treasurer and

tax collector collects the taxes "for the cities, towns

and other municipalities" within his county (Sec. lo),

and it is provided by Sec. 1 1

:

"It shall be the duty of the countv treasurer to

pay over to the treasurer of each city, town or

other municipal corporation in his county, on the

first day of each month in each year, all money

in his hands collected for the previous month on

taxes for each such city, town, other municipal

corporation, and on or before the first day of

January in each year make a final settlement with

the treasurer of each such city and town, or other

municipal corporation, respecting the taxes for

each and pay over to the treasurer of each city,

town or municipal cori)oration the money then

due. The county treasurer shall pay over to the

treasurer of each city, town or municipal corpora-

tion, in the same manner, as fast as realized or

collected, the proportionate amount ot delincjuent

taxes, interest, and costs, on all collections of

delinquent taxes, and of and from tax sales, and

redemptions therefrom. In receipting for pay-

ments made by county treasurers the treasurer of

each city, town or other municipal corporation

shall give the county treasurer duplicate receipts

for each payment made; and the county treasurer

shall give one of such duplicate to the city auditor,

city recorder, or town clerk, or other municipal

officer, whose duty it may be to audit or check the

accounts of the treasurer of the city, town, or

municipal corporations as the case may be, and

the other duplicate receipt shall l)e an acquittance
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to such county treasurer for amounts thereby

shown in his settlements with the county board of

supervisors."

No provision is made for the refund of any tax

moneys by any municipality to the county, under any

circumstance whatever. Therefore, the situation in

Arizona is identical with that shown in

Raymond v. Chicas^o Union Traction Co., 207

U. S. 20; and in,

Greene v. Louisville etc. R. Co., 244 U. S. 499.

In the latter case the Supreme Court noted that the

Kentucky statute concerning- the refunding of taxes

wrongfully collected referred only to state taxes,

whereas, the bills of complaint, as in the case at bar,

had to do with both state and local taxes. For that

reason the court distinguished the Singer case, say-

ing (p. 520) :

"A remedy at law cannot be considered ade-

quate, so as to prevent equitable relief, unless it

covers the entire case made by the bill in equity.

Were we to require a dismissal of these bills as to

the state taxes, retaining them as to local taxes,

we should multiply suits, instead of preventing a

multiplicity of suits."

Jurisdiction was therefore retained as to the state

taxes, as to which a remedy at law clearly appeared,

as well as to local taxes as to which no statutory rem-

edy appeared.

In a suit against a county in which there is an in-

corporated town or city, appellant could not recover

any portion of its taxes which might have been paid
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over by the county to the town or city treasurer. No
refund thereof by the city treasurer to the county

treasurer could be required. Appellant would neces-

sarily be required to proceed ac^ainst each county, town

and city separately.

Meacham v. Town of Newport, 40 Atl. 729,

70 Vt. 264, 269;

Cleveland etc. Ey. Co. v. Marion Co., 49 N. E.

51, 54, 19 Ind. App. 58.

And, so far as city or town taxes are concerned, the

statutes or decisions of Arizona contain no suggestion

of any right of action to recover them back after

payment. We have shown, or endeavored to do so,

that no statutory right is given to recover back any

moneys paid on invalid state or county taxes in Ari-

zona, but if it should be held that such a right is

given, nevertheless, appellant must be held remediless

as to municipal taxes, and under the ruling in the

Greene case, supra (244 U. S. 499), equity must

retain jurisdiction, as to all of the taxes here involved,

state, county and municipal.

But if it shall be held, notwithstanding the foregoing,

that appellant has a plain and undoubted remedy at

law through the recovery back of state, county and

municipal taxes after payment, or by the defense of

suits brought for the collection of these taxes as de-

linquent, nevertheless all of those alleged remedies

must be deemed inadequate in the case at bar because:
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V.

Appellant's Alleged Remedy or Remedies at Law, If

Any Are Found to Exist, Must Be Held Inade-

quate Because Not Equally Available in the

Federal as Well as in the State Courts.

It is the estabHshed rule that it is the absence of an

adequate legal remedy in the federal courts, and that

alone, which conditions jurisdiction in equity of those

courts. The fact of a legal remedy in the state courts

is not material. Therefore, if a legal remedy is not

equally available in the federal courts as well as in the

state courts, it is inadequate.

Payne v. Hook, 7 Wall. 425, 430;

Smyth V. Ames, 169 U. S. 466, 516;

Coler V. Board of Comm'rs, 89 Fed. 257;

U. S. Life Ins. Co. v. Cable, 98 Fed. 761

;

Nat'l Surety Co. v. State Bank, 120 Fed. 593,

602;

Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Blair, 130 Fed. 971, 975;

Western Union Tel. Co. v. Trapp, 186 Fed.

114, 121;

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Bd. of Comm'rs, 222 Fed.

653;

St. Louis etc. Ry. Co. v. McElvain, 253 Fed.

123, 136.

In Smyth v. Ames, supra, it was urged that a com-

plaining taxpayer who sought equitable relief had an

adequate remedy at law by recourse to a statutory

proceeding in the State Supreme Court. That con-
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tention was dismissed by the Supreme Court, which

said, speaking through Mr. Justice Harlan:

"One who is entitled to sue in the Federal Cir-

cuit Court may invoke its jurisdiction in equity

whenever the established principles and rules of

equity permit such a suit in that court; and he

cannot be deprived of that right by reason of his

being allowed to sue at law in a state court on

the same cause of action.''

As said by Judge Sanborn in St. Louis etc. v. Mc-

Elvain, supra.

"Moreover, it is such a remedy in the federal

court only that will prevent the maintenance of

a suit in equity in a national court."

In view of the principle just quoted, it is obvious

that any alleged remedy under paragraph 4887 must

be deemed inadequate for the reason that that statute

specifically confines the remedv thereby given to a

proceeding in the Superior Court of the state. If any

remedy is i)rovided by paragraph 4939, it must be

assumed that it is to be exercised through action

brought against the county, which would deprive appel-

lant here of the right to go into the federal court on

the ground of diverse citizenship. Moreover, appel-

lant would not be able to test all of the taxes here

involved in the federal court, for the reason that if

separate action were required against each county, the

jurisdictional amount of $3000 would not be involved

in Coconino, Greenlee, Graham, Pinal, Mohave, Navajo,

Santa Cruz, Yavapai, or Yuma counties: nor would
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the jurisdictional amount l)e involved in any of the

separate suits necessary to test the validity of the

town or city taxes in Williams, Coconino county; Clif-

ton, Greenlee county; Safford, Graham county; Miami,

Gila count)-, or Noi:^ales, in Santa Cruz county. [See

Exhibit D annexed to the bill, Tr. 69.]

If appellant were relegated to its legal remedy avail-

able through the defense of actions brought for the

collection of these taxes in the various counties, all

such actions must be brought in the state courts "in

the name of the state of Arizona as planitiff" (Par.

18, R. S. Ariz. 1913), and none of them would be

removable to the federal court on the ground of diverse

citizenship.

Stone V. South Carolina, 117 U. S. 430

;

Title Guaranty etc. Co. v. Idaho, 240 U. S. 136.

Moreover, as to the counties above named, the jurisdic-

tional amount of $3000 would not be involved, and for

that reason those cases would not be removable to the

federal court. Although the bill in this case involves

questions arising under the Constitution of the United

States, it may not be assumed that any action brought

in the name of the state of Arizona for the collection

of these taxes would be removable as involving any

such question. There could be no removal on such

grounds unless they appeared in the complamt, unaided

by anything alleged in anticipation or in avoidance

of defenses which may be interposed.

Nevada-California Power Co. v. Hamilton, 235

Fed. 317, 337, and cases cited.
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The rule referred to is clearh^ stated with ample

citation of authorities in Western Union Telegraph

Co. V. Southeast etc. Railway Co., 208 Fed. 266, 268,

where the Court of Appeals of the 6th Circuit, after

discussing the authorities, said:

"These authorities concur in the rule that a

suit cannot be removed from a state court 'as one

arising under the Constitution, laws, or treaties

of the United States, unless that appears by the

plaintiff's statement of his own claim; and that, if

it does not so appear, the want cannot be sup-

plied by any statement in the petition for re-

moval, or in the subsequent pleadings.' Other-

wise stated, the test is, could the suit as disclosed

by the complaint, have been brought by the plain-

tiff in the federal court?" (Citing authorities.)

The right of a citizen of one state, in suing a citizen

of another state, to resort to the federal court is

founded in Sec. 2 of Art. Ill of the Constitution of

the United States. Under that section, appellant has

a constitutional right to trial in a federal court, where

a citizen of Arizona would have no such right. The

Su])reme Court of the United States notes the distinc-

tion in cases where the adequacy of a remedy at law

in the state court is urged to oust equity of jurisdiction.

In the case of Reagan v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co.,

154 U. S. 362, a suit in the federal court to restrain

the enforcement by state officers of unreasonable rates

fixed for carriers, it was contended that relief could

only be sought in the state court. Mr. Justice Brewer

in the opinion said:
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"Nor can it ])e said in snch a case that relief

is obtainable only in the courts of the state. For
it may be laid down as a general proposition that,

whenever a citizen of a state can go into the

courts of the state to defend his property against

the illegal acts of its officers, a citizen of another

state may invoke the jurisdiction of the federal

courts to maintain a like defense. A state cannot

tie up a citizen of another state, having property

rights within its territory invaded by unauthor-

ized acts of its own officers, to suits for redress

in its own courts. Given a case where a suit

can be maintained in the courts of the state to

protect property rights, a citizen of another state

may invoke the jurisdiction of the federal courts."

In Smyth v. Ames, supra, the court said further:

"But if the case in its essence be one cognizable

in equity, the plaintiff—the required value being

in dispute—may invoke the equity powers of the

proper circuit court of the United States when-

ever jurisdiction attaches by reason of diverse

citizenship or upon any other ground of federal

jurisdiction. Payne v. Hook, 74 U. S. 7 Wall.

425? 430 (195 260, 262); McConihay v. Wright,

121 U. S. 201, 205 (30; 932, 933). A party by

going into a national court does not, this court has

said, lose any right or appropriate remedy of

which he might have availed himself in the state

courts of the same locality; that the wise policy of

the Constitution gives him a choice of tribunals."

(Our italics.)

In the case of Payne v. Hook, supra, plaintiff filed

her bill in the federal court to obtain her distributive
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share in the estate of her brother, charging certain

fraudulent proceedings and praying an account of

administration. The jurisdiction of the Circuit Court

was assailed upon the ground that the Probate Court

of Missouri had exclusive jurisdiction over all such

disputes. Defendant asserted that if plaintiff were

a citizen of Missouri she could obtain a redress of

her grievances onlv through the local court of probate,

and that she had no better or different rights because

she happened to be a citizen of Virginia. The court

said

:

'Tf this position could be maintained, an impor-

tant part of the jurisdiction conferred on the fed-

eral courts by the Constitution and laws of Con-

gress, would be abrogated. As the citizen of one

state has the constitutional right to sue a citizen

of another state in the courts of the United States,

instead of resorting to a state tribunal, of what

value would that right be, if the courts in which

the suit is instituted could not i)roceed to judg-

ment, and afford a suitable measure of redress?

The right would be worth nothing- to the party

entitled to its enjoyment, as it could not produce

any beneficial results. But this objection to the

jurisdiction of the federal tribunals has been here-

tofore presented to this court, and overruled.

"We have repeatedly held 'that the jurisdiction

of the courts of the United States over contro-

versies between citizens of different states, cannot

be impaired by the laws of the states, which i)re-

scribe the modes of redress in their courts, or

which regulate the distribution of their judicial

power'.'*
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The case of Spencer v. Watkins, 169 Fed. 379, pre-

sented a quite similar question. The ground of federal

jurisdiction was diversity of citizenship. The court

said

:

'^Nothing is more clearly settled than that the

jurisdiction so conferred cannot be defeated or
impaired by the laws of a state regulating the

distribution of its own judicial power among its

own courts, \\hcn this is asserted to have been
done, the inquiry always turns to the intrinsic

character of the controversy, and if, when viewed
in the light of recognized principles of jurispru-

dence, it appears to be a suit of a civil nature at

common law, or in equity, it matters not that by
local statute exclusive cognizance has been in

terms reserved to the courts of the state gener-

ally, or to some specially designated local tribunal.

This must, of necessity, be so; otherwise, the

judicial power of the United States, as under-

stood at the adoption of the Constitution would
have no uniform or permanent measure, but would
depend upon the varying legislative action of the

several states, and as to that founded on diversity

of citizenship the tendencv would be towards its

extinction by absorption in the exclusive jurisdic-

tion of the local tribunals."

In U. S. Life Ins. Co. v. Cable, 98 Fed. 761, plain-

tiff filed its bill for the cancellation of a life insurance

policy. Defendant contended that plainiiiY had an

adequate remedy at law in the state court. The court

said

:

"But there are two reasons why we think the

remedy thus open to the plaintiff, of having its
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rights determined in an action at law, does not

meet the requirements of the rules: The first is

that the plaintiff being a citizen of New York,

and the defendant a citizen of Illinois, the plain-

tiff, under the constitution, has the right to come

to the federal court for an adjudication. For a

person entitled to litigate in the federal court, it

is not an adequate remedy at law to be invited

into a state court by his antagonist to adjudicate

his rights."

In Singer Sewing Machine Co. v. Benedict (8th C.

C. A.), 179 Fed. 628, 633, the court in affirming the

adequacy of the legal remedy provided by the Colorado

statute specifically pointed out that any suit for the

collection of the taxes as delinquent, would be brought

by the treasurer, and would be removable to the fed-

eral court if the defendant so desired. But in the

case at bar, it is plain no such right of removal would

exist.

Plainly, therefore, unless appellant can have relief

in the federal courts in equity, it must be deprived of

its right to resort to the federal courts at all for the

settlement of this controversy. However, in any view

of appellant's alleged legal remedy, it must be deemed

inadequate here for a further reason, namely:
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VI.

Appellant's Legal Remedy, If Any It Has, Is Inade-

quate for the Purpose of This Case Because

Recourse Thereto Would Involve a Multiplicity

of Suits.

If a legal remedy would involve appellant in a multi-

plicity of suits, substantially involving or controlled by

a question of law common to all of them, such remedy

is inadequate. If a single action at law will not afford

the necessary relief and determine this entire contro-

versy, equity will intervene and settle the controversy

in one suit.

Union Pac. R. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U. S.

282;

Oelrichs v. Williams, 15 Wall. 211, 231;

Fargo V. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 503;

Raymond v. Chicago Traction Co., 207 U. S.

20;

Smyth V. Ames, 169 U. S. 466;

Sanford v. Poe (6th C. C. A.), 69 Fed. 547;

Wyman v. Brown (8th C. C. A.), 127 Fed. 257;

Pyle V. Brennaman (4th C. C. A.), 122 Fed.

Mutual Ins. Co. v. Blair, 130 Fed. 971;

Singer Mfg. Co. v. Adams, 165 Fed. Syy;

United Timber Corp. v. Bivens, 248 Fed. 554.

No legal remedy can or will be suggested as avail-

able to appellant here, recourse to which would not

involve a multiplictiy of suits. Paragraph 4887 spe-

cifically requires a separate suit in the Superior Court
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of each county. If any remedy is afforded by para-

graph 4939, it must be available through separate suits

brought against each of the counties and against each

of the various cities and municipal corporations whose

taxes are involved. Any defense of actions at law for

the collection of these taxes would have to be interposed

in thirteen separate suits. It is clear that no single

action can be brought against the state of Arizona for

the recovery of any of these taxes after payment,

because there is no statute permitting such a suit

against the state of Arizona, and it is elementary

that a state cannot be sued except by statutory au-

thority.

Lankford v. Piatt Iron Works Co., 235 U. S.

461;

American Water Softener Co. v. Lankford, 235

U. S. 496;

Burroughs v. Commonwealth, 112 N. E. 491,

224 Mass. 28.

Plainly, there is no possible way of avoiding a

multiplicity of suits if appellant is required to avail

itself of any alleged remedy at law. Under these cir-

cumstances, the jurisdiction of equity is not open to

doubt.

"It is not essential that the remedy sought shall be

purely an equitable remedy," says Mr. Pomeroy.

"In fact, the vniltiplicify of suits ivhicJi is to he

prevented constitutes the very inadequacy of legal

methods and remedies which calls the concurrent

jurisdiction into being under such circumstances,

and authorizes it to adjudicate upon purely legal
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rights, and confers purely legal reliefs." (Our
italics.)

Equity Jurisprudence, Vol. i, 3rd Ed., 357.

Quoted with approval by Lurton, C. J., in Louis-

ville etc. R. Co. V. Ohio etc. Co., 57 Fed. 42,

45; also by Morrow, C. J., in Liverpool etc.

Ins. Co. V. Clunie, 88 Fed. 160, 167.

"Again," says Pollock, D. J., in Mutual Life Ins.

Co. V. Blair, 130 Fed. 971, 977:

"There exists no plain, adequate and complete

remedy at law where a multiplicitv of actions are

required to obtain full relief."

This is directly established in a similar situation

by Raymond v. Chicago Traction Co., 207 U. S. 20, 26,

where it appeared that appellee's alleged remedy at law

consisted in paying its taxes, and thereafter in bring-

ing "separate suits against each one of the bodies

receiving its proportionate share of said tax, necessi-

tating a multiplicity of suits." The legal remedy was

held inadequate.

In the lower court, appellees, with apparent success,

sought to distinguish the Raymond case by pointing

out that it was there alleged and admitted that the

payment of the contested taxes would render appellee,

a public service corporation, insolvent. Such distinc-

tion, however, is unfounded. Referring to that case,

the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals said:

"The opinion is expressly based on the ground

that there was no statute in Illinois authorizing a

single action for the recovery of money paid in

discharge of an illegal tax."
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Union Pac. R. Co. v. Board of Commr's., 217

Fed. 540, 544.

This interpretation was directly approved by the

United States Supreme Court in reviewing the deci-

sion of the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals just quoted.

As stated by the Supreme Court, the important ques-

tion presented to it was whether the Colorado statute

permitting recovery in a single action at law was still

in force. "If not in force," said the court,

"a single action at laiv would not suffice, for then

it would be necessary to bring a separate action

against each of several school districts and towns

for its part of the tax." (Citing the Raymond
case.) (Our italics.)

Union Pacific R. Co. v. Weld County, 247 U. S.

282, 285.

Thus, it is distinctly held by the Supreme Court that

unless a single action at law will suffice, there is no

adequate remedv at law.

In Wyman v. Bowman, 127 Fed. 261, 257, Sanborn,

C. J., speaking for the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals,

said:

"The complainant is met at the threshold of his

suit by the objection that a court of equity has no

jurisdiction of it because he had an adequate rem-

edy at law in nine separate actions—one against

each of nine defendants."

Equity jurisdictions was sustained in that case be-

cause there, as in the case at bar, the defendants had
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a community of interests in the questions of law which

would necessarily be involved in all of the required

actions at law, and because of the greater convenience

and less expense of the single remedy in equity.

The language of Lurton, C. J., sitting for the Sixth

Circuit Court of Appeals, in San ford v. Poe, 69 Fed.

546, is directly in point here.

"To require the complainant to pay each of the

numerous county auditors, and then sue to recover,

or to enjoin each would be most oppressive."

Even though it might be held, which we confi-

dently deny, that there would be an adequate legal

remedy in the case at bar if only the taxes of a single

county were involved, nevertheless, it is clear beyond

question, that, since the taxes of thirteen counties are

involved, and any possible legal remedy would involve

appellant in a multiplicity of suits, equity should take

jurisdiction of the present case.

The cases wherein the Federal courts have affirmed

the existence of an adequate remedy at law through

the payment of invalid taxes, followed by suits for the

recovery back of moneys paid, were cases, not alone

where the legal remedy was clear and undoubted but

where complete relief could be had in a single legal

action.

Indiana Mfg. Co. v. Keohne, 188 U. S. 681, 685;

Singer Sewing Machine Co. v. Benedict, 229 U.

S. 481;

Shelton v. Piatt, 139 U. S. 591;

Dows V. Chicago. 11 \\'all. 108, 112;
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Robinson v. City of Wilmington, 65 Fed. 856-7;

City Council v. Timmerman, 227 Fed. 171, 176.

But where recourse to the legal remedy would in-

volve a multiplicity of suits, or where the entire contro-

versy cannot be determined by one suit at law, as we

have seen, it is the established rule of the United States

Supreme Court that an alleged legal remedy must be

deemed inadequate in such a case as this.

All that may be deduced from the authorities relied

upon by appellee is fully expressed by Mr. Justice Field

in Dows V. Chicago, supra, as follows

:

"No court of equity will therefore allow its in-

junction to issue to restrain their (the state tax-

ing authorities) action except where it may be

necessary to protect the rights of the citizen whose

property is taxed, and he has no remedy by the

ordinary processes of the law. It must appear that

the enforcement of the tax would lead to a multi-

plicity of suits or produce irreparable injury, or,

where the property is real estate, throw a cloud

upon the title of complainant before the aid of a

court of equity can be invoked."

See also the excellent statement of Bravvley, D. J., in

Robinson v. City of Wilmington, 65 Fed. 856, 858.

Appellees largelv rest their contention upon Singer

Sewing Machine Co. v. Benedict, 229 U. S. 481 ; but

in that case it appeared that a single action at law-

would dispose of the entire controversy, and in the

later Weld County case, supra, 247 U. S. 282, the

Supreme Court robbed the Singer case of significance,

so far as the case at bar is concerned, by holding, as
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we have seen, that since it was no longer clear that a

single action at law would settle the controversy under

the statutes of Colorado, the alleged legal remedy was

inadequate.

In this case, as in tlic case of Oelrichs v. Spain, 15

Wall. 211, 228, it is entirely plain "that the direct pro-

ceeding in equity will save time, expense, and a multi-

plicity of suits, and finally settle the rights of all con-

cerned in the litigation."

The learned district judge in the case at bar recog-

nized that appellant's alleged legal remedy would in-

volve it in the prosecution or defense of at least thir-

teen separate suits at law against thirteen counties, but

concluded that since all those suits would be controlled

by the decision of one central question of law, common

to all of them, he would assume that only one case

need or would be tried, and that all others would be

left to abide the result in that case. He also assumed

that all of those cases might be brought in the federal

court, that is to say, that the legal remedy was equally

available in the federal court as well as the state

court. As we have seen he inadvertently fell into

error in that conclusion since many of the suits could

not be brought in or removed to the federal court

because of the absence of the necessary jurisdictional

amount in controversy, and none of them could be

brought in or removed to the federal court on the

ground of diverse citizenship.

But the identical featiire that equity regards as call-

ing for its intervention to avoid a multiplicity of suits
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became in the District Court the controlhng- reason for

declining such intervention, namely, the fact that all

of the suits at law would involve one common question

which would be determinative of all of them. It is

manifest of course that equity would not intervene to

avoid a multiplicity of actions multifarious in nature,

and which did not present a common center of interest

and liability. But, in the view of the learned District

Court, the very fact that the apprehended legal ac-

tions here were ''connected by the ligament of a com-

mon pur])ose"; were not multifarious in nature, but

did show a complete community of interest on the part

of the defendants, and showed an alleged liability flow-

ing from the same fountain, and interests radiating

from a common centre, that particular fact was ap-

pellant's undoing in the District Court. Manifestly

then, under the theory adopted by that court, a situa-

tion could never arise in which equity might properly

intervene to avoid a multiplicity of actions.

No question was raised in the lower court as to the

propriety of joining all the matters herein complained

of in one bill against all of the defendants herein

named. It was admitted, and even urged, that if thir-

teen separate actions at law were brought they would

exhibit a complete community of interest on the part

of the several defendants in the subject matter of the

litigation. But the propriety of such joinder is amply

established by many authorities.

Northern Pac. R. Co. v. Walker, 47 Fed. 681

;
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Union Pac. K. Co. v. McShane, Fed. Cas. No.

14,382, 89 U. S. 444;

Pullman Co. v. Tamble, 173 Fed. 205, Fletcher's

Eq. PI. & Pr., p. 151, par. 113;

Dastervignes v. U. S., 122 Fed. 30, 36;

Johnson v. Brown, 2 Humph. (Tenn.), '}^2'], 328,

329;

Richmond etc. R. Co., 40 Fed. 904;

Central Pac. Ry. Co. v. Exans, iii Fed. 71;

Fargo V. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 503;

Elder v. Western Mining Co. (8th C. C. A.),

237 Fed. 966, 977.

The only question to be litigated in this action is

concerned with the increase ordered by the state court.

That increase appears upon each county assessment

roll in exactly the same language followed by the fig-

ures representing the county's share. The rest of the

assessment roll remained as it was before. The valua-

tions specifically placed upon appellant's various prop-

erties by the county assessing and equalizing authori-

ties remain unchanged. [Tr. 38.] If separate suits

were required in behalf of or against each of the

counties and cities involved, all of them would be con-

trolled by the single question of law, namely, shall the

increase as ordered by the state board be sustained.

In view of the authorities last above cited, and of the

elementary principles w^hich control in such a situation,

it cannot be seriously contended, nor do we apprehend

it will be suggested, that the joinder of all of the mat-

ters herein complained of in one bill against all of the

appellees is improper or open to criticism.
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But equity jurisdiction of the case at bar rests upon

a broader foundation than the avoidance of a multi-

pHcity of suits because:

VII.

Equity Jurisdiction Clearly Appears in This Case

Because Appellant Seeks Relief From a Con-

structively Fraudulent Overvaluation of Its

Property, Arbitrarily and Capriciously Ordered

and Based Upon Fundamentally Wrong Prin-

ciples.

In Johnson v. Wells Far^o & Co., 239 U. S. 234,

it was uri^ed that the company had an adequate remedy

at law by defense of an action for the collection of

the taxes involved, or by payin^- its taxes under pro-

test and brinoinj^- actions at law to recover them back.

The Court of Appeals of the Eii^hth Circuit had denied

that contention (Wells Faroo & Co. v. Johnson, 214

Fed. 180, 189), and had held that the alleged remedies

at law were not as i^rompt, as certain or as complete

as the remedy in equity. The decision of the Court

of Appeals was affirmed by the Supreme Court, which

distinguished Singer Sewing Machine Co. v. Benedict,

229 U. S. 481, relied upon here by appellees, on the

o-round that the tax assessment in the latter case was

attacked upon the sole ground that it was illegal and

void, whereas, in the Johnson case,

"it was alleged not only that the assessment was

unwarranted by the law, but that the manner of

making the assessment amounted to fraud upon

the constitutional rights of the express companies,
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or such gross mistake as would amount to fraud,

thus averring- a distinct and well recognized ground

of equity jurisdiction."

The language quoted is accurately descriptive of the

case at bar. Under the laws of South Dakota (John-

son case in District Court, 205 Fed. 60, 72), as well

as under the laws of Arizona [Par. XIII of Bill, Tr.

22] there was no authority for taxing the gross earn-

ings or net earnings of the plaintiffs there and here

before the court. It was required in South Dakota

that the property of the express companies be taxed

"according to its value in money." Under the statutes

of Arizona, appellant's property was taxable at its "full

cash value." [Par. VITI of Bill, Tr. 10; par. X, Tr.

13; par. XII, Tr. 18.] It was alleged in the Johnson

case that, in making the assessment complained of, the

tax officials "wilfully and fraudulently disregarded the

true and actual value" of complainants' property, and

"arbitrarily determined that plaintiffs, regardless of

the amount or value of their taxable property * * *

should pay a tax of 4^ per cent upon amounts paid

by them to said railroad companies," and that the

assessments were fixed bv computing the amounts

which, at the rate of ad valorem taxation fixed, would

be required, to realize such 4^ per cent (205 Fed. 64-

67 inc.).

In the case at bar it api)ears that the State Board

of Equalization ordered the increase complained of

"without any regard whatever for, or consideration of

the amount, character or cash value of any of com-
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plainants' property" [Par. XVIII of Bill, Tr. 29], and

"wilfully, arbitrarily, falsely, fraudulently and with-

out legal warrant or authority pretended to determine

that complainants' taxable properties within the state

of Arizona, wholly regardless of the full cash value

thereof, should be arbitrarily valued for taxation in an

amount which would represent complainants' net earn-

ings * * '•' capitalized at the rate of twenty-five per

cent" [Tr. 30] ; that the board "assumed to assess said

property en masse exclusively with regard to its as-

sessed earning capacity, and in that behalf assumed

to determine that complainants' taxable property, re-

gardless of its cash value, should be valued for taxa-

tion at a sum equal to four times its earning capacity,

all of which was wrongful, arbitrary, fraudulent and

unlawful." [Tr. 36].

It appears that the board, for the purpose afore-

said, included in its consideration, earnings of appel-

lant's oil wells, refineries and properties located in Cali-

fornia [Tr. 26, 27, 37], and thereby sought to tax

said properties and the earnings and income thereof;

that appellant's properties were thus arbitrarily as-

sessed at more than eight times their full cash value,

being manv times the ratio of valuation uniformly fixed

and determined upon by said board as to like property,

belonging to the same class and classes, and owned

by other taxpayers in Arizona [Tr. 41]; that such

other taxpayers have been and are systematically taxed

according to the full cash value thereof [Tr. 43]. It

also appears that the Constitution of Arizona requires

uniformity of taxes upon the same class of propert}
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within the territorial Hmits of the authority levying

the tax [Tr. lo] and that, under the order of the state

board complained of, appellant has been grossly dis-

criminated against in this regard and its transaction

of interstate commerce unlawfully burdened and inter-

fered with.

In the Johnson case the Court of Appeals held that

the assessments complained of were unjust, unlawful

and excessive, and an attempt to take property with-

out due process of law, and that

"the action of the board in making the assess-

ments and levying the taxes was either a gross

mistake equivalent to a fraud or an actual fraud,

and mistake and fraud are immemorial grounds of

equity jurisdiction." (214 Fed. 188, 189.)

The Supreme Court adopted the view of the Court

of Appeals, that the manner of making the assessment

amounted to fraud, or such gross mistake as would

constitute fraud.

No valid distinction may be drawn between the

Johnson case and the case at bar so far as the question

of general equity jurisdiction is concerned. It merely

affirms the established rule as previously stated by the

same court in Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466, 516.

"One who is entitled to sue in the Federal Cir-

cuit Court may invoke its jurisdiction in equity

whenever the established principles and rules of

equitv permit such a suit in that court."

It is conceded that equity will not intervene merely

to reassess property for taxation. Mere over-assess-
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ment presents no basis for equitable relief, but an as-

sessment made upon fundamentally wrong principles

may require equitable interference.

Fargo V. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 502.

An assessment may be so arbitrary, capricious or

grossly excessive as to amount to fraud by showing

that the assessing officers could not have been honest in

their valuation.

State V. Board of Equalization, 61 N. E. 339,

191 111. 528;

Citizens Nat. Bk. v. Board of Comm'rs, 1 1

1

Pac. 496-497, 83 Kan. 376;

First Thought Gold Mines v. Stevens Co., 91

Wash. 437, 157 Pac. 1080;

State V. Savage, 91 N. W. 716, 65 Neb. 714.

"Where * * * the valuation is so grossly out

of the way as to show that the assessor could

not have been honest in his valuation—must rea-

sonably have known that it was excessive—it is

accepted as evidence of a fraud upon his part

against the taxpayer, and the court will interpose."

Hotel Co. V. Lieb. 83 111. 602. 609:

First Nat. Bk. v. Holmes, 92 N. E. 893, 246

111. 362, 369;

Grays' Harbor Const. Co. v. Grays Harbor Co.,

168 Pac. 1
1 38, 99 Wash. 184.

Nothing could surpass the showing of the present

record on this point. The over-valuation is so great

as to shock the conscience, being more than eight times

the cash value of the property. That valuation was not

the result of the exercise of any judgment touching the
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cash value of the property, but represents a figure

arbitrarily arrived at through the adoption of a boldly

whimsical and capricious method. No statutory war-

rant for such method can be suggested. The board

arbitrarily ruled that appellant shall be "allowed to

earn twenty-five per cent" on the assessed value of

its property ; that wholesale meat companies and others

shall be "allowed to earn" a like percentage; that banks

shall be allowed to earn 12^%, producing mines 15%,

railroad companies 8%. [Tr. 32, ^^.\ The board

might just as legally have determined to allow appellant

to earn S%, in which event its assessment would have

been about $9,ocK),oco on its $342,706 worth of prop-

erty; or 10%, which would have given it an assessment

of $7,276,494.10. Next year it might fix any other

imaginable percentage, completely re-shuftle the list of

percentages, and allow appellant to earn five percent.

Nothing at all comparable to this method of "assess-

ment" is to be found in the books. If it is sustained,

the board of equalization will henceforth be given a

free hand to determine arbitrarily the amount of taxes

to be demanded of each taxpayer, without any regard

whatever to the cash value of his property, although

the only statutory rule of valuation is that of "full

cash value," as we have shown.

The board bases its valuation "on excessive earn-

ings" [Tr. 35], but the Legislature of Arizona has not

authorized any taxation of appellant's earnings [Tr.

22]. If this curious whim of the board shall be

sustained, it alone becomes the judge as to what earn-

ings are excessive, and as to how heavily they may be
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taxed—a most strange conception of the functions of

a board of limited jurisdiction.

The board professes to find warrant for this startling

system of the statutory definition of personal property

as including *'all property of whatsoever kind and na-

ture, both tangible and intangible, not included in the

term real estate" [Tr. 31]. This is viewed by the

board as an unusual conception of the term "personal

property." The board calls appellant's attention to the

fact that intangible property is taxable in Arizona

[Tr. 31].

However, it is perfectly plain that the statutory

mention of "intangible property" adds nothing to the

previous requirement that all property be taxed [Par.

4846]. The \vord "property" is a generic term and

includes both tangible and intangible property.

State V. Savage, 91 N. W. 716, 719, 65 Neb.

714:

Redmond v. Commissioners, 10 S. E. 845, 106

N. C. 122, 135;

Exchange Bank v. Hines, 3 Ohio St. i.

There is no novelty in the fact that intangible prop-

erty is taxable in Arizona. But taxable intangible

property does not defy description. Generally de-

scribed, it includes such things as choses in action,

bonds, credits and franchises. But the board does not

profess to value any such property. If appellant owns

taxable intangible property, the board should indicate

what it consists of and the valuation placed thereon,

assuming that it has power to assess property omitted
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from the county assessment rolls, which it has not.

But that is not done. The board orders an increase in

the "tangible and intangible valuation" of appellant's

real and personal property en bloc, "based on excessive

earnings" [Tr. 35]. Its "method of arriving at the

intangible value" is to fix an arbitrary percentage on

assessed value which appellant shall be allowed to earn

;

next, to capitalize appellant's earnings at that rate;

next, to increase appellant's assessment to the figure

thus arrived at, regardless of the cash value of its

property. The resultant increase is rested upon "tan-

gible and intangible valuation," without division or dis-

tribution between them [Tr. 31, 35].

No attempt was made to increase specifically the val-

uation of any of appellant's real property, or the im-

provements thereon, or of any of its personal prop-

erty. The valuations originally placed thereon by the

county authorities remain unchanged upon the sev-

eral assessment rolls [Par. XXI of bill, Tr. 38]. The

language specified by the state board appears upon

each assessment roll, followed by the county's dis-

tributive share of the total raise, so that it is wholly

impossible to ascertain what valuation is intended to be

placed upon appellant's real property, or its personal

property, or the stocks of merchandise, or the amount

of taxes actually intended to be levied upon any of

appellant's property for state, county or municipal

purposes. Thus it is clear that the pretended valuation

was not a valuation at all, but merely an arbitrary exac-

tion. Of course, the state board had no power to assess

appellant's property. The power of assessment was ex-
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clnsively confided to the county assessors. But, assum-

ing that the state board had full power, it made no

assessment. It merely placed an arbitrary value on

appellant's ])roperty, whicli amounts to no assessment

at all.

Thayer v. Stearns, i Pick. 482;

Waller v. Hughes, 11 Pac. 122, 127, 2 Ariz. 114.

In the case last cited it appeared that patented min-

ing claims had been arbitrarily assessed at $500 each

"without reference or regard to the actual value''

thereof. The court said:

"It is too plain for discussion that no such

assessment can be u]:)held. It violates every rule

upon which taxation proceeds, and leaves every-

thing to depend on the arbitrary will of the

assessing officer. The facts stated show, not an

assessment but an arbitrary exaction * * *. The

law requires the assessor to ascertain, by diligent

inquiry and examination 'all property subject to

taxation' ; then determine the cash value thereof.

Clearly notliing of the kind was attempted here."

We readily concede that in ascertaining the cash

value of property, its income product may properly be

considered. Here, however, the state board took into

consideration not merely the earnings and income pro-

duced by appellant's selling machinery situate in Ari-

zona, but also, and "in far greater part" took into

consideration the earnings and income produced by ap-

pellant's properties situate in California [Tr. 26, 2-],

37]. We shall give particular notice to that feature

later herein, but it should now be noted that, granting
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proper consideration to the income produced by prop-

erty in arriving at its cash vakie, it is obvious that

appellant's horses, wagons, motor trucks and stocks

of merchandise in Arizona cannot fairly be valued in

the light of income and profits produced by its oil

wells, refineries, pipe-lines and properties situate in

California.

Moreover, an ad valorem assessment of property

—

and no other is permitted in Arizona, so far as appel-

lant is concerned—cannot be based wholly upon a con-

sideration of earnings. The Constitution of Minne-

sota required that pro])ertv be assessed for taxation

at its cash value. The Legislature sought to tax mining

property wholly according to its mineral output, 50

cents per ton of copper ore and one cent per ton of

iron ore. The Supreme Court held the legislation un-

constitutional, saying: 'Tt would be difficult to con-

ceive a system of taxation more obnoxious to the Con-

stitution."

State V. Lakeside Land Co., 71 Minn. 283, jt^

N. \\\ 970.

The income of ])roperty is no criterion for an asses-

sor in making a valuation. It may not be adopted as

the sole measure of value, and when that is done it vio-

lates a constitutional or statutory rule requiring that

property be assessed according to its value. Under

such a requirement, which is found in the laws of Ari-

zona, an arbitrary valuation, or a specific tax which

disregards actual value, is uniformly condemned.

Hurd V. Cook, 36 Atl. 892, 60 N. J. L. yo, 71

;
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State V. Dickerson, 25 N. J. L. 427, 429;

State V. Cumberland etc. R. R. Co., 40 Md.

22, 52;

State V. Halliday, 56 N. E. 118, 61 Oh. St. 352;

Sims V. Parish of Jackson, 22 La. Ann. 440;

State V. Railroad Corps., 4 S. E. (4 Rich.) 376;

Western Union Tel. Co. v. Omaha, 103 N. W.

84, yz Neb. 527:

Standard Oil Co. v. Commonwealth, 82 S. W.
1020, 1 19 Ky. 75, 79.

In Consolidated Gas Co. v. Baltimore City, loi Md.

541, 558, 61 Atl. 532, 538, the record revealed an at-

tempted arbitrary assessment which, while compared

with that shown in the present record, was rather harm-

less, yet offers somethini^ of analogy to the case at

bar. The pretended assessment there shown, as in the

case at bar, merely represented the result of an arbi-

trary, mathematical computation designed to produce a

predetermined valuation. While conceding that it could

not be called upon merely to revise valuations, the court

said:

"Yet, when the record shows that a valuation

had been imposed upon property in a capricious

or whimsical or unwarrantable way, instead of by

the exercise of judgment, then such a valuation

would not be an assessment at all.
'''"' * * It is

shown by the evidence that the six millions figure

was fixed tentatively in the notice sent to the

company, and that it was arrived at by the method

hereinbefore indicated. * ''' '' In all this there

is not an element of judgment as respects the
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value of the easement. A.ny other combination

of figures might just as well have been employed,

and by subtracting here and adding there, six

millions of dollars—the sum named in advance

in the notice—could have been as readily and pre-

cisely reached. That is not the kind of judgment
which the law contemplates shall be exercised

by an assessor. The viefhod of valuation was
wrong.''

The system adopted by the state board values prop-

erty not according to what it might be sold for, but

according to the earnings of the particular business in

which it is used. For example, if three adjoining pieces

of real estate are each of the cash value of $10,000,

but one is used as part of a banking business, another

of a meat business and another of a flour-milling busi-

ness, the earnings of those three businesses are capi-

talized respectively at i2i/^%, 25% and 15%, and the

parcels of real estate valued at widely separate amounts

wholly unrelated to their cash value. Appellant, being-

engaged in a mercantile business in Arizona, finds its

stocks of merchandise valued for 19 18, not at what

they are presently worth but at a figure ostensibly cal-

culated upon profits from the merchandise it sold dur-

ing 19 1 7. Its motor trucks and tank wagons, worth

$4,000 or $5,000 each, for illustration, are assessed in

efifect at more than $30,000 each, merely because that

figure represents a predetermined result of an arbi-

trary mathematical calculation. It would not be any

more startling or arbitrary for the board to have

ordered an assessment of
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'lots in towns and cities upon which there are

erected two-story brick or frame buildings of cer-

tain dimensions at so much per front foot, with-

out reference to their utihty, business purposes,

occupancy or cash vakie.'"

Hawley, D. J., in Centra] Pac. Ry. Co. v. Evans, iii

Fed. 71, 80, or to have ordered "that all gray horses

shall be valued at $100 each and all sorrel horses at

$75-"

Hawkins v. Mangrum, 28 So. 872, 874, 78

Miss. 97.

In Opinion of Justices, 220 Mass. 613, to8 N. E.

570, 573, the court was asked concerning the constitu-

tionality of a proposed statute which undertook to re-

cjuire the valuation of certain classes of property for

taxation by capitalizing the income produced thereby at

certain rates. The court held that in Massachusetts,

as in Arizona, property must be taxed upon an ad va-

loruiii basis (p. 619), and that the proposed statute

violated that principle. Said the court:

"It is obvious that the l)asic theory of this bill

is not in harmony with them. It does not rest the

assessment upon any uniform method. It enables

the legislature, or a public officer, to readjust the

multipliers according to a fluctuating judgment of

what may be desirable even to the extent of accom-

plishing in practice great disproportion. The the-

ory of the bill would permit manifold classifica-

tions of diverse kinds of real as well as personal

estate. If extended to its logical conclusions, it

would be difficult to trace any remaining constitu-

tional protection to the taxpayer."
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In the case at bar the state board merely seeks to

put in practice, without legislative authority, the same

sort of system which the Legislature of Massachusetts

sought to authorize by law. The attempt must fail,

because in Arizona, by statute, as in Massachusetts by

its Constitution, taxation must be upon an ad valorem

basis. In the case at bar the state board seeks to vio-

late the statutes which require appellant's property to

be assessed at its full cash value. In Massachusetts

the Legislature sought to violate the state Constitution,

which required the same thing.

It is plain, upon reason and authority, that the state

board, in pretending to value appellant's property,

adopted a "fundamentally wrong principle.'' In such

a case, under the circumstances here shown, it is the

duty of a court of equity to relieve.

Chicago etc. R. R. Co. v. Babcock, 204 U. S.

585, 593. 596, 598:

Louisville etc. R. C. v. Bosworth, 230 Fed. 191,

197, 198;

County of Cochise v. Copper Queen C. M. Co.,

71 Pac. 949, 8 Ariz. 221.

The intentional adoption of a fundamentallv wrong

principle, as clearly appears in the case at bar, is the

equivalent of fraud. It was so held and considered

by the Supreme Court in Johnson v. Wells Fargo &

Co., 239 U. S. 234, where the assessment complained

of was controlled by a consideration of earnings, and

it was held that the manner of making the assessment

amounted to fraud ''or such gross mistake as would
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amount to fraud," thus furnishinp; "a distinct and well

recognized ground of jurisdiction."

In such a situation it is immaterial whether or not

appellant has a remedy at law by paying the taxes in

suit and suing in one suit, or in thirteen, to secure

them back, or by defending suits brought to collect the

taxes as delinquent. The jurisdiction in equity rests

upon fundamental grounds. In the Singer case (229

U. S., 486, 487), where the Supreme Court found the

Colorado statutory remedy adequate for the purposes

of that case, the court said

:

"Such a remedy, as this court has often held,

is plain, adequate and complete in the sense of the

guiding rule before named, unless there be special

circumstances shozving the contrary." (Our

italics.)

In the case at bar, "special circumstances" appear

^'showing the contrary," as was recognized by the Su-

preme Court in the Johnson case. \\(t have already

suggested the avoidance of a multiplicity of suits and

a constructively fraudulent valuation of appellant's

property as fundamental grounds of equity jurisdic-

tion. Either of those elements is sufficient in this case;

both are present. We submit that if nothing further

were presented, equitable jurisdiction of this case

would be indubitable, but its complete presentation re-

quires that other equally clear and potent demands for

equitable intervention be mentioned, namely:
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VIII.

The Increase Complained of Violates the Fourteenth

Amendment to the Federal Constitution by

Taking Appellant's Property Without Due

Process of Law: (a) By Subjecting Appellant's

California Property to Taxation in Arizona,

(b) Because Said Increase Was Ordered With-

out Due Notice to Appellant or Reasonable

Opportunity to Be Heard in Relation Thereto,

(c) Because Said Increase Was Ordered and

Made by the State Board Without Legal Au-

thority or Warrant and Is Wholly Invalid.

(a) Said increase seeks to subject appellant's Cali-

fornia properties to taxation in Ari::ona.

It is alleged and admitted that in ordering the in-

crease complained of, the state board sought to tax

appellant's Arizona properties upon the basis of a

grossly excessive valuation, wrongfully attributed to

those properties bv capitalizing the income and profits

produced bv appellant's properties in California. The

board professes to find ample warrant for this in the

"unit rule" of valuation approved by the Su])reme Court

in Adams Express Co. v. Ohio State Auditor, 165 U. S.

194; and also applied to the valuation of the properties

of railroad, telegraph and sleeping car companies, as

well as express companies. The particular warrant for

the strange method adopted in this case is supposed to

be found in the case last cited.

Of course, it will be noted that that case was con-

cerned with the Nichols law of the state of Ohio, which
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provided an elaborate and careful method of valuing

the properties of express companies upon a mileage

basis. Property situate outside of the state was care-

fully excluded. The law provided for valuation of the

properties as units and directed the distribution of the

unit valuation among the various counties.

The Legislature of Arizona has adopted the unit

rule of valuation in the taxation of private car lines

(paragraphs 4951 to 4962, R. S. Arizona, 1913) ; of

railroad i)roperty (par. 4963 to 4970), and of tele-

graph and telephone lines (pars. 4971 to 4979). All

such property is assessed by the unit rule upon a mile-

age basis which carefully avoids the taxation of prop-

erty outside the state. Legislative authority and direc-

tion is given for the distribution of the assessed value

among the counties of the state.

But there is no legislative authoritv for the valua-

tion of a])])ellant\s ])roi:)erty under the unit rule, or for

the distribution of the unit value among the counties

in which that property is situated.

The arbitrary uill of the state board is offered as a

substitute for legislative warrant. No sort of at-

tempt is here made to avoid taxing property situate

outside of Arizona. Such power of taxation is assumed

to exist. The state board is vested with no statutory

power to assess appellant's property. However, it as-

sumes to have the ])ower of original assessment and of

distribution among the counties, as Avell as the power

to api)ly a novel adaptation of the "unit rule'' to the

valuation of appellant's property. Noting these dis-

tinguishing differences between the express company
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case (165 U. S. 194) and the case at bar, but passing

them for the moment, we shall now notice the so-called

"unit rule" of valuation which the state board has ap-

plied to appellant's properties.

In sustainini^- the Nichols law in Adams Express Co.

V. Ohio, 165 U. S. 194, 222, the court used language

which completely distinguished the present case from

the case there presented, so far as the pro]iertv here

involved is concerned:

"We repeat that while the unity which exists

may not be a physical unity, it is something more
than a mere unity of oiniersliip. It is a unity of

use, not simply for the eonvenience or peeuniary

profit of the owner, but existing in the very neees-

sities of the ease—resulting from the very nature

of the business.

"The same party may own a manufacturing

establishment in one state, and a store in another,

and may make a profit by operating the two, but

the work of each is separate. The value of the

factory in itself is not conditioned on that of the

store, or z'ice versa, nor is the value of the goods

nianufactured and sold affected thereby. TJie

connection betzveen the two is merely accidental

and grozving out of the unity of ozvnership. But

the property of an express company distributed

through different states is as an essential condi-

tion of the business united in a single specific use.

It constitutes but a single plant, made so by the

very character and necessities of the business."

(Our italics.)

In the case at bar the state board, finding a purely

"accidental" unity of ownership by appellant of its oil
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properties and manufactories in California, and of its

distributing agencies in Arizona, attempts to attribute

to those properties a unity of use which does

not exist. Starting with that imagined attribute,

the board, wholly without statutory authority, pro-

ceeded to assess appellant's properties by a method

wholly foreign to anything contemplated by the Nichols

law, or considered by the Supreme Court. The Su-

preme Court called attention to the fundamental neces-

sity that "the proportion of capital employed in each

of the states should be fairly ascertained" (p. 226),

but the board took no account whatever of that re-

quirement. The Supreme Court said that "the distribu-

tion among the several counties is a matter of regula-

tion by the state Legislature" (p. 226), but since the

Legislature of Arizona had not acted in the premises,

the state board supplied that omission bv devising an

arbitrary distribution of its own, which took no ac-

count of the property involved. Disregarding the lan-

guage of the Supreme Court, the board sought to con-

dition the value of appellant's Arizona properties upon

the "accidental" circumstance that it owned oil pro-

ducing, refining and manufacturing properties in Cali-

fornia, and, without attempting to ascertain what

proportions of appellant's capital were employed in

California, or Arizona or elsewhere, fixed the value of

its Arizona properties by capitalizing the income and

profits produced by its California properties. The so-

called "unit theory" of valuation appears not to have

been applied heretofore to any but railroad, telegraph,
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sleeping car and express companies, and then, of course,

only by statutory authority, and by careful methods

which guarded against taxation of property beyond

the boundaries of the state levying the tax.

Judson on Taxation, par. 277:

Wells, Fargo & Co. v. Crawford Co., 63 Ark. 2,

588, (40 S. W. 710, 713);

Western Union Tel. Co. v. Tygart, 163 U. S. i;

Pullman Co. v. Pennsylvania, 141 U. S. 18;

Pittsburgh etc. R. Co. v. Backus, 154 U. S. 421;

Adams Express Co. v. Ohio, 165 U. S. 194,

166 U. S. 185.

In Fargo v. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 499, the court took

occasion to condemn an Indiana assessment of express

company properties because, in arriving at the total

value of the company's property to be distributed upon

a mileage basis, the authorities included certain real

and personal property, not necessarily used in the actual

business of the company and which was permanently

situated outside of Indiana. The court said:

"It is obvious, however, that this motion of

organic unity may be made a means of unlawfully

taxing the privilege, or property outside the state,

under the name of enhanced value or good will, if

it is not closely confined to its true meaning * * *.

That would be taxing property outside of the state

under a pretense. * * * (p. 502.) The differ-

ence is not a mere dift'erence in valuation, it is a

difference in principle, and in our opinion the

principle adopted bv the board was wrong."
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In that case the court recognized and enforced the

rule that a state may not tax "property outside of its

jurisdiction belonging to persons domiciled elsewhere,"

and that any such taxation would deprive the taxpayer

of his property without due process of law. That rule

is fundamental. Appellant claims it has been violated

in the case at bar [Tr. 45], and bases its claim of Fed-

eral jurisdiction upon the consequent violation of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution.

That claim is substantial and well founded, as we shall

show, and, disregarding all other grounds, furnishes

in itself adequate basis of Federal jurisdiction in this

case.

As stated in Louisville etc. R. R. Co., 244 U. S. 522,

542, a state may not "consistently with the due process

provision of the Fourteenth Amendment, include, at

least as against any foreign corporation, any part of

its tangible property lying without the rotate," for

purposes of taxation.

Illinois Central R. R. Co. v. Greene, 244 U. S.

555, 562, 563:

Louisville etc. Ferry Co. v. Kentucky, 188 U. S.

385^ 398;

Looney v. Crane, 245 U. S. 178, 188.

It does not matter whether such violation of the tax-

payer's constitutional rights is attempted with or with-

out legislative authority; whether it results from the

enforcement of an invalid statute or from wrongful or

erroneous method adopted in administering a valid
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law. In either case relief may be had in the Federal

courts.

Reagan v. Farmers Loan etc. Co., 154 U. S.

362, 390.

The state tax rate, as fixed by the state board, is

39 cents per $100 assessed valuation. Appellant's prop-

erty worth $342,706 is valued at $2,910,597.64, approxi-

mately nine times its true value. Appellant's state

tax rate may, therefore, be regarded as about $3.50

per $100, true value of its property. Assuming an

average state and county rate of $1 per $100 assessed

value, appellant's state and county rate would be about

$9.00 per $100, true value of its property. Appellees

claim total taxes due from appellant of $46,169.18

[Tr. 54], which is more than ten per cent of the true

value of its property, and amounts to more than six

per cent of its total income capitalized bv the state

board. While these taxes are ostensibly assessed as

property taxes, and can have no other legal basis in

Arizona, that income in greater part represented earn-

ings and income produced by appellant's California

properties [Tr. 27, 37]. It included appellant's entire

profits upon all crude petroleum produced by it and

sold in Arizona and its entire profit upon its manu-

facture and sale of manufactured products distributed

in Arizona, excepting only a profit credited to its pro-

ducing department on crude oil used in such manufac-

ture [Tr. 26].

The obvious result of the increase complained of is

to tax appellant's California properties. Essentially

the tax, being calculated upon a capitalization of appel-
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lant's profits, is a tax upon those profits. An Arizona

tax upon appellant's profits produced by its California

properties would be substantially a tax on those prop-

erties.

Pollock V. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 157

U. S. 429, 581

;

Opinion of Justices, 220 Mass. 613, 108 N. E.

570, 574-

The mere fact that the taxes in suit are levied as

property taxes and that appellant is not subject to an

income tax under the laws of Arizona does not change

the substance of matter. xA-s said in the Pollock case

(supra),

"The name of the tax is unimportant. " * *

It is the substance and not the form which con-

trols, as has indeed been established by repeated

decisions of this court" (p. 581).

In Delaware etc. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 198 U. S.

341, it appeared that the local assessing officials in

Pennsylvania in appraising the value of plaintiff's cap-

ital stock for the purposes of a specific tax thereon,

failed to exclude the value of certain coal which had

been mined bv plaintiff in Pennsylvania and was still

owned by it, but, at the time of appraisement, was situ-

ated outside of the state. It was claimed that in sub-

stance the tax was levied, in part, upon that property

situate beyond the state's taxing jurisdiction. The Su-

preme Court upheld that claim, and, in the course of its

opinion, said:
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"W'e regard tliis tax as, in substance and fact,

though not in form, a tax specifically levied upon
the property of the corporation, and part of that

property is outside and beyond the jurisdiction of

the state which thus assumes to tax it.
''' * ^^

The next question is whether there is ci right of

relief upon the provisions of the Federal Consti-

tution. We think there is. The collection of a

tax under such circumstances would amount to the

taking of property without due process of law,

and a citizen is protected from such taking bv the

Fourteenth Amendment."

In Looney v. Crane, 245 U. S. 178, the corporation

permit and franchise tax laws of Texas were attacked

as violating the Fourteenth Amendment by taxing

property situated outside of the state. The franchise

tax was calculated, in the case before the court, upon

the aggregate of plaintiff's capital stock, surplus and

undivided profits. Plaintiff's ])roperty in Texas was

assessed at about $300,000. Its capital stock, surplus

and undivided profits aggregated $25,000,000. The

permit tax was calculated upon the outstanding stock.

Plaintiff, a foreign corporation, had its domicile and

principal place of business in Illinois, where it was

largely engaged in manufacturing and dealing in cer-

tain products which it sold in Illinois and other states.

The company maintained sales and distributing agen-

cies in Texas and other states, and in the state of Texas

it had acquired real estate and warehouses as a part

of its sales and distributing agencies. It was taxed

upon its real estate, money on hand and stocks of

uoods in Texas on an ad valorem basis, as other tax-
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payers were. The taxes complained of were defended

as being- within the state's power in the regulation and

control of corporations doing business therein. They

were not eo nomine property taxes.

The court, looking to the substance of the matter,

held that both taxes violated the due process clause

of the Constitution, saying, in part:

"It may not be doubted under the case stated

that, intrinsically and inherently considered, both

the permit tax and the tax denominated as a fran-

chise tax were direct burdens on interstate com-

merce, and, moreover, exerted the taxing authority

of the state over property and rights wnich were

wdioUy beyond the confines of the state and not

subject to its jurisdiction, and therefore con-

stituted a taking without due process."

No valid distinction may be drawn between that case

and the case at bar, so far as the point under discus-

sion is concerned, except that the taxes here involved

are more clearly in violation of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment than were the taxes there involved. There, as

here, the bulk of plaintiff's property was located outside

of the state levying the tax; its property v/ithin the

state was taxed on an ad valorem basis aside from the

taxes in dispute, and the taxes complained of were

calculated upon a consideration of the profits pro-

duced by property located outside of the state. As ex-

pressed by the Supreme Court in the Pollock case

(supra, 157 U. S. 581)

:

"The name of the tax is unimportant. The

real question is, is there any basis upon which to
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rest the contention that real estate belongs to one

of the two great classes of taxes, and the rent

or income which is the incident of its ownership

belongs to the other We are unable to perceive

any ground for the alleged distinction. An annual

tax upon an annual value or annual user of real

estate appears to us the same in substance as an

annual tax on the real estate, which would be

paid out of the rent or income. * ''' *

"If it be true that by varying the form, the

substance may be changed, it is not easy to see

that anything would remain of the limitations of

the Constitution, or of the rule of taxation

and representation, so carefully recognized and

guarded in favor of the citizens of each state. But

constitutional provisions cannot be thus evaded. It

is the substance and not the form which controls,

as has, indeed, 'been established by repeated de-

cisions of this court."

While the taxes here involved are ostensibly levied as

taxes upon appellant's Arizona property, the guise of

property tax is transparently thin. They are neces-

sarily sought to be disguised in that manner because the

statutes of Arizona authorize no other taxes against

appellant except those levied and assessed upon its

property at its cash value. But when the state board

sought to express its purpose and intention in concrete

form, it stripped these taxes of all disguise by describ-

ing the ordered increase as being upon "tangible and

intangible valuation * '^' '•' based on excessive earn-

ings." [Tr. 35.] The "excessive earnings" were earn-

ings which were almost entirely produced by appel-
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lant's California properties [Tr. 37]. The taxes thus

levied were, therefore, by name and in substance, levied

upon appellant's California earnings, and therefore

upon its California properties, as established by the

foregoing- authorities.

In Fargo v. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, already cited, a tax

on an express company's property, apportioned on a

mileage basis, was held invalid because valuable prop-

erty outside of the state was taken into account in

order to increase proportionately the value of mileage

within the state, but, as held by the same court in

Meyer v. Wells, Fargo & Co., 223 U. S. 298, 300:

"The same principle would apply to a property

tax measuring the total property bv the total

gross receipts increased bv the special outside

sources of income, and taxing a proportion of this

total fixed by the ratio of business within the state

to that outside."

The court declined to view the tax there involved

as a property tax because, as in the case at bar, plain-

tiff's property within the state was otherwise taxed

on an ad valorem basis. It declined to view the tax

as "intended to reach only the additional value given by

its being part of a going concern to property already

taxed in its separate items,*' as in the case at bar, be-

cause: (i) there was nothing to indicate that such

was intended, and (2), on the authoritv of Fargo v.

Hart, because it was plain "that the gross receipts

from all sources could not liavc been used as a means
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for estimating the going I'alue of the property in the

state" (p. 301. Our italics).

Possibly, in the case at bar, the state board had in

view the going value of the small portion of appel-

lant's assets situated in Arizona. But when it used

outside earnings "as a means of estimatin-< the going

value of the property in the state" (Meyer case, supra)

it sought to deprive appellant of its property without

due process of law. It violated the due process clause

by failing to exclude from consideration appellant's

earnings and income produced by its Calirornia prop-

erties.

Taylor on Due Process, Par. 150, 151;

Crane v. Looney, 218 Fed. 260, 264 (affirmed,

245 U. S. I yS, supra

)

;

Nevada-California Power Co. v. Hamilton, 235

Fed. 317, 326, 327, 331.

We submit as self-evident that the increase ordered

by the state board, and here complained of, contra-

venes the Fourteenth Amendment by attempting to

subject appellant's California properties to taxation in

Arizona.

(b) Said inerease was ordered and made without due

notiee to appellant or reasonable opportunity to it to

be heard in relation thereto.

Par. 4834, Subdiv. (3), R. S. Arizona, quoted in the

bin [Tr. 18, 19], authorizes the State Board of Equali-

zation, when, in its opinion "it would be of assistance in

equalizing values" to require county boards to furnish
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statements showing individual assessments within the

county. The board is required to

"consider and equahze such assessments, and may
increase the assessments of individuals, firms or

corporations above the amount returned by the

county board of equalization, when said assess-

ments shall ai)pear to be too low, first giving no-

tice by registered letter to such individuals, firms,

or corporations of their intentions so to do, which

notice shall fix a time and place of hearing."

The state board is required by paragraph 4834, above

quoted in part, to meet annually in the city of Phoenix,

the state capital, "on the first Monday in August'' and

"to continue in session from day to day until the busi-

ness before it shall be disposed of." It is further re-

quired by paragraph 4835 that:

"On or before the second Monday in August

in each year the State Board of Equalization shall

transmit to the board of supervisors of each county

a statement of the changes, if any, which have been

made in the assessments by the State Board of

Equalization."

It is alleged, and would be judicially noticed by this

court, that in the year 1918, the first Monday in Aug-

ust fell upon the 5th day of that month, and that the

board was required on or before August 12th to trans-

mit to the county boards a statement of the changes,

if any, made by it in the assessments, the period of only

one week being allowed it in which to complete its

labors of equalization.
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On August 9th appellant received from the state

board by registered mail a notice or letter [Tr. 27]

stating in substance that the board contemplated rais-

ing appellant's "total assessed valuation in Arizona for

1918, from $340,646 to $3,805,515, being an increase

of $3,464,869," and that "Friday, August 9th, at 3:30

p. m., is the date and hour when you may appear

together with representatives of other oil companies

similarly increased, to show cause why such proposed

increase should not be sustained."

Thereupon appellant ai)peared before the state board

and requested a reasonable time in which to show

cause why the proposed increase specified in the notice

should not be made, and represented to the board, as

appellant alleges the fact to have been, tliat appellant's

executive offices and all of its general books and rec-

ords were situated in the state of California, and that

such showing could only be completely made by means

of data to be procured from its general offices. Ap-

pellant further offered to said board, if given the neces-

sary time, to file a detailed report segregating all of

its Arizona business and properties in detail, to the

end that taxation of its interstate commerce and of its

properties situate outside of Arizona might be avoided.

Said request, and all of appellant's requests for further

time were denied by said board, which advised appel-

lant that it was required by law to close its books on

August 1 2th, and that therefore no extension of time

could be granted. Thereupon, and notwithstanding ap-

pellant's protest, the board ordered that the total valu-

ation of appellant's properties in Arizona be increased
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in the sum of $2,567,951.64 [Tr. 28, 29], having- there-

tofore determined, that the total valuation of appel-

lant's properties, following the formula adopted by the

board, was $2,910,597.64.

In view of the foregoing, appellant complains that

the increase complained of was ordered and pretended

to be made by the state board without reasonable or

adequate notice to appellant, and without according

it an opportunity to be heard in reference thereto, and

that the same is an attempt to deprive appellant of its

property without due process of law [Tr. 39, 40].

Appellant does not challenge the validity of para-

graph 4834. That statute plainly required that before

the valuation of appellant's property could be increased

by the state board, the state board must first give notice

to appellant of its intention, and should fix therein a

"time and place of hearing." The notice actually given

appellant did fix a "time and place of hearing," namely,

before the state board at Phoenix at 3:30 p. m. of

August 9th, the day upon which that notice was re-

ceived by appellant. The question now presented is as

to whether, under the circumstances above stated, ap-

pellant was afforded due process of law by the state

board.

The Supreme Court has uniformly refrained from

attempting a specific statement or definition of the

phrase, ''due process of law" as used in the Four-

teenth y\mendment. As stated in Davidson v. Board of

Administrators, 96 U. S. 97:
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"There is wisdom, we think, in the ascertaining-

of the intent and apphcation of such an important

phrase in the Federal Constitution, by the gradual

process of judicial inclusion and exclusion, as tJie

cases presented for decision shall require, with the

reasoning- on which such decisions may be found."

(Our italics.)

'Tt is an elementary principle of law that

tribunals vested with power to affect the property

of citizens must act with notice. He must have
opportunity to be heard, and a statute which under-

takes to give the right to such tribunals, to inter-

fere with property of citizens, without hearing,

deprives him of a privilege long secured by the

common law, and does not afford him due process

of law."

Day, C. J. (now Mr. Justice Day of the Supreme

Court), in Mercantile Nat. Bk. v. Hubbard,

(6th C. C. A.) 105 Fed. 809, 813.

In People v. Feitner, 83 N. E. 592, 595, 191 N. Y.

I, the court said

:

"The relator, however, contends that the tax

in question was imposed without notice or any
opportunity to be heard, and that the statute con-

tains no provision for authority. If this is true,

not only must the tax be set aside, but the statute

must be adjudged invalid, for it is a principle of

our law that there can be no taxation without no-

tice and a chance to complain on account of alleged

error or mistake."

Mt. Sterling Oil etc. Co. v. Ratliff, 104 S. W.

993. 31 Ky. L. Rep. 1229;
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Skagit County v. Puget Mill Co., (9th C. C. A.)

249 Fed. 965;

Everitt Water Co. v. Fleming, 67 Pac. 82,

(26 Wash. 364)

;

Meyers v. Shields, 61 Fed. 713, 718;

Stuart V. Palmer, 74 N. Y. 183.

Unnumbered authorities might be cited to the same

effect. There can be no controversy as to the validity

of the general principle. The only question that can

possibly arise is as to its application to the facts of a

given case, and as held in the Davidson case (supra),

the requirements of the given case must control. But,

the requirement is not merelv that the taxpayer shall

have notice, but also that he "must have the privilege

of being heard. He must have his day in court.''

(Meyers v. Shields, supra.)

The statute plainly contemplated and required not

only that appellant should have notice, but that it should

have an opportunity to be heard.

We submit that it appears from this record that ap-

pellant did not have a reasonable opportunity to be

heard by the state board before the increase complained

of was ordered. The test as to what is a reasonable

opportunity under such circumstances has frequently

been expressed.

In Londoner v. Denver, 210 U. S. 373, 386, it was

claimed that a sufficient opportunity to be heard was

afforded a taxpayer by allowing him to submit in writ-

ing to the board all objections to and complaints of,
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the tax there involved. Answering that contention, the

court said:

"But we think that something more than that,

even in proceedings for taxation, is required by
due process of law. Many requirements essential

in strictly judicial proceedings may be dispensed

with in proceedings of this nature. But even here,

a hearing in its very essence, demands that he who
is entitled to it shall have the right to support
his allegations by argument, however brief; and,

if need be, by proof, however informal."

As stated by the Supreme Court of California in

Spring Valley Water Works v. Schottler, 62 Cal. 69,

103:

"In our o])inion such tribunals as the boards
of supervisors ought not to be held to any great

strictness of procedure in the matter^ above dis-

cussed herein; and if, under a rule, or an order

of such boards, a party has notice of the intended

action of a board of supervisors sitting as a board
of equalization in regard to the assessment of his

property, in time to have a full and fair hearing

during the sessions of the board, we :5fiall hold

such notice to be sufficient, unless it appears

affirmatively that a full and fair hearing was de-

nied him by the action of the board." (Our
italics.)

County of Santa Clara v. So. Pac. Co., 18 Fed.

385, 409, 411, 423, 426;

Zeigler v. South etc. R. R. Co., 58 Ala. 594, 599.

Further argument or citation of authority upon this

point could not add any force or cogency to the plain
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statement of facts, above set forth, and the principles

of law which must be applied thereto. The applica-

tion of the rule depends upon the facts of the particu-

lar case. On August 9th the appellant received notice

to appear before the state board on that day. Clearly

it did not have adequate notice. It had no opportunity,

reasonable or otherwise, to be heard in relation to the

predetermined increase. It was denied any such oppor-

tunity. Under such circumstances, the legal conclusion

is inevitable and clear; the increase complained of con-

travenes the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal

Constitution by seeking to take appellant's property

without due process of law.

(c) Said increase was ordered and made by the state

board wholly without legal warrant or authority.

We submit ujion the showing already made that the

increase here complained of was constructively fraud-

ulent because of the arbitrary, capricious and whimsical

method adopted by the board in calculating the in-

crease, and because of the grossly excessive valuation

of appellant's property ordered by the state board and

based upon fundamentally wrong principles. We now

propose to consider that increase from a different view-

point and to show that, in ordering it, the state board

acted wholly without authority of law. What it act-

ually did was to attempt to make an original assess-

ment of appellant's Arizona i)roperties as a unit, not-

\vith standing said board was vested with no power

of assessment, and to distribute the determined unit
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value among- the several counties of the state, without

statutory or other power so to do [Tr. 40, 44].

The powers of the state board are clearly stated in

paragraph 4834 R. S. Arizona, quoted in the bill [Tr.

18, 19 1 . It is self-evident that they are strictly con-

fined to the equalization of tax assessments previously

made by the county authorities, excepting- only in the

case of telegraph and telephone companies as to which

the state board has the power of original assess-

ment. The duty of the state board is to

"examine and compare the abstracts of the assess-

ment of the property in the several counties, and
equalize the same, so that all the taxable property

in the state shall be assessed at its full cash value,

subject to the following rules." (Par. 4834.)

Under the rules thereafter s])ecified in that para-

graph, the state board, "when, in their opinion, it

w^ould be of assistance in equalizing values" may re-

quire the county authorities to furnish statements show-

ing individual assessments. It is then required to "con-

sider and equalize such assessments"; and in that con-

nection the state board has the power to raise indi-

vidual assessments in the manner already discussed.

It appears in the case at bar, that

:

"It was not found, determined or pretended by

said board that the valuation of any particular

property, or item or items of property, as returned

by the county assessors and boards of equalization

was too low or did not represent the full cash

value of said properties, nor was it found, de-

termined or pretended by said board that such or

any increase in valuation of complainant's prop-
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erty was necessary in order to equalize assess-

ments or classes of property within the state of

Arizona, or for any other purpose of equaliza-

tion of taxes or valuations in said state" [Tr.

29' 30].
^i ;|: :!: ;|: * ^ >;< jjc ^

"In making" and ordering said pretended increase

in valuation and in directing the extension thereof

upon the several county assessment rolls as afore-

said, said board of equalization assumed to assess

and value said property en masse exclusively with

regard to its assumed earning capacity" [Tr. 26].
;); >|; ^ ;1: ;]; ^ ;;< ;|; ;jj

"The same was wrongfully, fraudulently, arbi-

trarily and unlawfully ordered and made by said

state board of equalization, not for any purpose

of equalization of valuations or assessments, but as

a pretended original assessment of complainant's

property, notwithstanding said state board of equal-

ization was wholly without legal warrant or author-

ity to make such or any assessment of complain-

ant's property, and notwithstanding the period for

the assessment of property for purposes of taxa-

tion in the state of Arizona had closed long prior

to the making and entry of said pretended order."

[Tr. 40.]

It is elementary that the power of taxation is wholly

legislative and cannot be exercised otherwise than

under legislative authority. This principle embraces

each step in the process of taxation from beginning to

end, including the levy, assessment, collection and dis-

bursement.
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Preston v. Sturgis Mining Co., (6th C. C. A.)

183 Fed. I, 3;

Tamble v. Pullman Co., (6th C. C. A.) 207

Fed. 30, 33.

If an assessment is made by any other than the au-

thority designated by statute for that purpose it is

utterly void. There can be no lawful assessment except

in the manner and by the authority specified by law.

Philadelphia etc. R. Co. v. Northumberland Co.,

79 Atl. 109, no, 229 Pa. 460;

Sullivan v. Bitter (Tex. Civ. App.), 113 S. VV.

193;

Metropolitan Bldg. Co. v. King Co., 113 Pac.

1 1 14, 1 1 15, 62 Wash. 409;

Central Illinois Public Service Co. v. Swartz,

119 N. E. 990 (not yet officially reported)

;

State V. Lesser, 141 S. W. 888, 237 Mo. 310;

Appeal of Central Penn. Lumber Co., 81 Atl.

204, 232 Pa. 191.

As said in the case last cited

:

"All authorities having to do with the valua-

tion and assessment of land and the levy and col-

lection of taxes must look to the statutes for their

authority to act."

When we look to the statutes of Arizona, it is clear

that the power of assessing appellant's property is

vested exclusively in the various assessors of the coun-

ties in which it is situated.

Under paragraph 4860, R. S. Arizona, the county

assessor,
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''except as otherwise required of the State Board

of Equahzation and the State Tax Commission,''

is required to assess "all property in his county,

real or personal, subject to taxation."

As already pointed out, the State Board of Equaliza-

tion is not vested with any jx)wer to assess appellant's

property, so it is plain that the only power of original

assessment rests with the countv assessor. It will

probably be conceded by appellees that the State Board

of Exjualization is a board of limited jurisdiction, hav-

ing no powers except those expressly conferred upon

it by law, and that it has no power of assessment so

far as appellant's properties are concerned. Whether

conceded or not, that is plainly the law.

Paul V. Pacific R. C, F. C. lo, 845;

Territory v. Board of Supervisors, 84 Pac. 519,

522, 9 Ariz. 405:

Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Coulter, 74 S. W. 1050,

115 Ky. j^j:

Southern Ry. Co. v. North Carolina Corp. Com.,

97 Fed. 513. 518:

Central Pac. Ry. Co. v. Evans, 11 1 Fed. 71, 79;

State v. Crookston Lumber Co.. 89 N. ^^^ 173,

175, 85 ]\Iinn. 405.

The present statutes of Arizona confine the powers

and duties of the state board as strictly to the matter

of equalization as was done bv the statutes of the Ter-

ritory of Arizona, which were interpreted in Terri-

tory- V. Board of Supervisors. 9 Ariz. 405, 411, 412,

where the court said in this connection:

1
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"The statutes confer no power or authority upon

the Territorial Board of Equalization to make an

original assessment of property, other than rail-

roads. It may equalize assessments which have

been made by the various assessors and county

boards of equalization. In doing that it is not

called upon, and indeed it is not permitted, inde-

pendently to fix valuations. Its power is restricted

in this regard to the determination of the scale of

valuation that should be adopted in order to har-

monize and equalize assessments theretofore made,

to the sole end and purpose of securing reasonable

uniformity of valuation throughout the territory

* * * to hold otherwise v%ould, m effect, be

recognition in the territorial board of a power

of assessment in addition to that of equalization."

In Southern Ry. Co. v. North Carolina Corporation

Commission, 97 Fed. 513, 514, supra, an assessment of

railroad property by the corporation commission was

not vested with the power of assessment. The court

so held, and in the course of its opinion said

:

"The assessment for taxation is the first, and

perhaps the most important, step, in the levy and

collection of the tax. If the corporation commis-

sion have not the power to assess these com-

plainants, then this is the first step in depriving

them of their property without due process of law

;

and if there be descrimination in the assessment,

made with a view of casting upon them the burden

of taxation, to the exoneration of other real and

personal property, each of them is denied the

equal protection of the law. Besides, this would

be the taking of private property for public pur-

poses without compensation.
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''So, each of these cases depends upon the con-

struction and appHcation of the Constitution of

the United States. This fact gives the court

jurisdiction, without regard to the citizenship of

the parties."

In Paul V. Pac. R. Co., F. C. No. 10,845, it was

claimed that the State Board of Equalization of Mis-

souri, under the guise of equalizing railroad assess-

ments, had, in fact, assumed to make an assessment

de novo. In its opinion, delivered by Circuit Judge

Dillon, the court held that the state board, being vested

with no power of assessment, had in fact assumed to

make an original assessment of the railroad properties.

Under the statutes of Missouri, the board of equaliza-

tion was authorized to increase individual railroad

assessments as a ])art of its duties and powers of equal-

ization. The court said:

'T am of opinion, taking the whole of that evi-

dence together, that this body undertook to make,

and did make, a specific assessment of this prop-

erty—undertook to inquire originally, and did in-

quire originally into the value of each locomotive,

sleeping car and freight car, the value of lands and

of all s])ecific property, just as fully and completely

as they could have done had thev been undertaking

to assess it originally; and, indeed, while this is

charged in the bill, the answer hardly denies it,

l)ut, on the contrary, asserts in terms, whether

meant to do so or not, that they did assess it, and

that their assessment was just. So, taking the

pleadings and the proofs together, I am of opinion

that they did undertake to make, and did make,

an original assessment.
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"Now, this being- so, what is the residt of it?

The resuh is that they were acting ultra vires. It

was contended on the argument before us, by the

companies, that this would have the effect of

vitiating the entire assessment, and that no tax

at all could be collected, and it has since been

pressed upon us that this is the true view of the

matter; but that was settled at the other argu-

ment. We held then, under the circumstances of

the case, that this did not have the effect to vitiate

the whole proceeding, but that, if they undertook

to do what they had no authority to do, it would
be just the same as if they had not done it at all;

that the valuations as fixed by the county courts

would be the true valuations in the premises, and
that these companies must pay taxes on the valua-

tions for this year as fixed, not by themselves, but

by the county courts of the respective counties.

And that will be the decision now."

In the case at bar it is plain, indeed, as alleged and

admitted, that the increase complained of w^as not made

for any purpose of equalization. The board might

consider and equalize such assessments as had been

furnished it by the county boards'' (Par. 4834, above

quoted). That would liave involved thirteen separate

assessments of appellant's properties in the different

counties wherein it was located. But the state board

did not concern itself with those assessments for any

purpose of equalization. It never reached the county

assessments until after it had completed its pretended

valuation of appellant's properties as a whole. It pro-

ceeded first to value appellant's property as a whole,

according to the arbitrary method already described.
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Having- arrived at the total \aliiation which it intended

to place upon all of appellant's properties, it then pro-

ceeded, in purely arbitrary fashion, to distribute that

total valuation among the counties. The total increase

was ascertained by deducting the total oi the county

valuations from the total valuation arrived at by the

method adopted by the board. Instead of starting with

the individual county assessments, and dealing with

them, the board worked downward to them from a

predetermined total valuation which it pretended to dis-

tribute among the counties whollv without regard to the

character, class or value of any of appellant's prop-

erty. The distribution was just as arbitrary, capricious

and unwarranted as the total valuation so fixed, both

being wholly without statutory authority.

The statement of the matter demonstrates that the

board was attempting' to assess, and not to equalize.

Judge Cooley, in his work on Taxation (2nd edi-

tion, page 421), says:

"Equalization of assessments has, for its gen-

eral purpose, to bring the assessments of different

parts of a taxing district to the same relative

standard, so that no one of the parts may be com-

|)elled to pay a disproportionate part of the tax."

As stated by the Court of Appeals of the Eighth

Circuit, in Huidekoper v. Hadley, 177 Fed. i, 8:

"The words 'equalize' or 'equalization' as used

in revenue statutes of the kind now under consid-

eration, have an accepted meaning throughout the

country."
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Those words, as appears from the Arizona decision

already quoted, have the same meaning in that juris-

diction that they have elsewhere. But in ordering this

increase it is obvious that the board was not attempt-

ing to equalize or consider assessments theretofore

made by the county authorities. It was attempting "in-

dependently to fix valuations" which, under the de-

cision mentioned (9 Ariz. 405), the board was not

authorized or permitted to do.

Paragraph 4978, R. S. Arizona, empowers the state

board, after it shall have assessed telegraph and tele-

phone companies (that being the onlv power of original

assessment possessed by the board) to

"apportion among the several counties through

or into which the said lines of telegraph or tele-

])hone companies run, the assessment values as

fixed by said board."

This matter of ''distribution among the several coun-

ties," said the Supreme Court in xA.dams Express Co.

V. Auditor, 165 U. S. 194-226, "is a matter of regula-

tion by the state Legislature." But, in the absence of

any legislative direction or authority, the state board,

in the case at bar proceeded to order such distribution,

and to devise an arbitrary and whimsical method of

distribution unlike anything heretofore appearing in the

books, and which ignored alike the value of the prop-

erties involved and the resultant equalizing or non-

equalizing effect thereof upon the assessments already

made throughout the state.
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In Sangamon etc. R. R. Co. v. County of Morgan,

14 111. 163, it appeared that there was no statutory

authority for the assessment of railroad property ex-

cepting as real and personal property under the general

law governing the assessment of all property of those

classes. Plaintifif's railroad extended a distance of

fifty-five miles, twenty-seven miles whereof was within

the county of Morgan and two miles within the corpo-

rate limits of the town of Jacksonville. It was attempted

by Morgan county, instead of valuing and assessing

the twenty-seven miles included within it, to assess and

tax an undivided portion of the whole road. The court

held the assessment invalid and said

:

"We have no doubt that the tax assessed in

Morgan county upon the personal property of the

company was improper. That portion of the road,

however, which lies within Morgan county was

taxable there. But we think the mode of valua-

tion was improper. Instead of valuing and assess-

ing the twenty-seven miles of road which is situ-

ated in Morgan county, an undivided portion of the

whole road was assessed and taxed. The valuation

should have been of, and the appraisement upon,

that portion of the road which was situated in

Morgan county. * * '•' A farm or field might

be divided by a county line, but in such case the

valuation should not be of the whole farm or

field, and the assessment made upon such valua-

tion, in proportion to the quality (quantity) so sit-

uated in the county for which the tax is levied.

Each county must assess and tax the real property

within its limits, and no other."
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In Huntington v. Central Pac. R. Co., F. C. No. 691 1,

an assessment of railroad property under the laws of

California was involved. There was no statutory

authority for the assessment of railroad property ex-

cept as included in the terms real and personal prop-

erty in the statutes i?,overning- the assessment of prop-

erty in general, which is the condition of the law in

Arizona so far as the assessment of appellant's property

is concerned.

It was alleged that in ascertaining- the valuation of

complainant's road, the assessor and boards of equali-

zation were not governed by the value of the land,

considered as land, nor by the value of ties and iron

considered as ties and iron, but, on the contrarv, lumped

said lands and super-structure and considered them as

one thing, and ascertained their value by taking into

account the franchises of the company and their value,

and the fact that its road extended from the state of

California into the territory of Utah, and there formed

a junction with the Union Pacific, and constituted a

part of a transcontinental line of railroads, and con-

sidered further the amount of business transacted by

plaintiff and its profits derived therefrom.

The Circuit Court held that the assessment was

radically defective, not being made in the way pre-

scribed by the statute. It pointed out that under the

laws of California plaintiff's property was required to

be valued in each county without reference to property

in any other county.

"For," said the court, speaking through Circuit

Judge Sawyer,
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"It is that portion only that can he taxed and

that can be sold in any given county * '' *. The

bill alleges that the railroad and its appurtenances

were not assessed or equalized upon that principle

in any of the counties whose collectors are made
parties; but that, on the contrary, they 'lumped

said lands and superstructure and considered them

as one thing, and ascertained their value by taking

into account the franchises of said company and

their value, the cost of construction, fills, embank-

ments, tunnels, cuts and snow-sheds, and the fact

that said road extends from San Jose, in the state

of California, to Ogden, in the territory of Utah

—

a distance of about eighteen hundred and seventy-

five miles—and there forms a junction with the

Union Pacific, and constitutes a part of a line of

railways extending from the Pacific to the Atlantic

Ocean, and the amount of business transacted by

said plaintiff on said road, and the profits derived

by said plaintifit" therefrom, all of which, as com-

plainants aver, was contrary to the rules prescribed

by the statute of such state in such cases made and

provided.' If this is so—^and, for the purposes of

this motion heard upon the bill alone, the allega-

tion must be taken as true—the assessment was

made in direct violation of the provisions of the

statute.

Upon the hypothesis alleged many elements were

considered which the statute does not contemplate.

In addition to other improper elements considered,

such an assessment would be equivalent to taking

the valuation of an undivided part of the whole

road extending entirely across two states and a

part of a territory, and in principle like the case

of Sangamon & ^1. R. Co. v. ^Morgan Co., 14
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Til. 163. It would be taking into consideration

value given to it by its connection with other

property outside of the said counties, and even

outside the state in which the assessments were
made; or, in other words, assessing the entire

road, including property outside of the several

counties and state where the assessments were

made, and then taking a proportionate part of the

whole, corresponding to the number of miles of

road situated in the particular county where the

assessment is made. If the assessment had been

made in the mode, and upon the principle described

by the statute without actual fraud, it would,

doubtless, be incompetent for the court to inquire

into any error of judgment in ascertaining the

value, however gross it might be. The law has

devolved upon the assessors the sole duty of de-

termining the amount, and upon the boards of

equalization the duty and power of equalizing,

and their determination is final, provided they act

in the mode and upon the principle which the

statute requires. But they cannot depart from the

mode or the principle prescribed, for when they do

this, they act without authority. The court can

only inquire as to whether they have pursued the

statute."

It has been held, for example, that where the power

of apportionment of a property assessment among sev-

eral counties is vested in a state board, and that board

fails to make the apportionment, a county is unable to

tax that portion of the property situated within it.

Commonwealth v. Chesapeake etc. R. R., 91 S.

\V. 1 137, 122 Ky. 283.
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The State Board of Equalization, in ordering the

increase and apportionment complained of here, wholly

ignored an important distinction which the Supreme

Court says "must be noticed between the state law and

the power of a state." (Adams Express Co. v. Au-

ditor, supra. ) Assuming, but not conceding that the

legislature of Arizona might make provision for the

assessment of appellant's property as a unit by the

state board, and authorize the state board to apportion

the assessment among the counties in which appellant's

property is situated, the fact remains that the legis-

lature has not done or attempted to do any such thing.

Assuming that the state legislature might provide for

a taxation of appellant's income or of its gross receipts,

nevertheless, it has not done so. Yet, the state board

assumes to tax appellant's gross income, not by name,

but in substance as we have shown. There being no

statutory authority for such action, it is necessarily

void.

Standard Oil Co. v. Commonwealth, 119 Ky. 76,

82 S. W. 1020;

Hylan v. Brazil Coal Co., 26 N. E. 672, 675,

128 Ind. 335;

Hart V. Smith, 159 Ind. 182, 64 N. E. 664;

Ewert V. Taylor, 160 N. W. 797; 801, 38 S. D.

124.

Although the legislature of Arizona has directed that

appellant's property be taxed according to its cash

value, the state board assumes to create and put in

effect a method of assessment which entirely ignores
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its value, and assesses it at many times its value. The
board has no such power or authority.

Richards v. Harlan Co., 113 N. W. 194, 79
Nebr. 665.

In Chicago Union Traction Co. v. State Board, 114

Fed. 557, the Circuit Court was called upon to consider

the action of the State Board of Equalization in re-

assessing- the capital stock and franchises of certain

corporations.

The court found that the valuations fixed by the

state board did not express its real judgment as an

independent tribunal, and were in effect fictitious judg-

ments. The court held that equity would grant relief

in such a situation, saying, through Grosscup, C. J.

''Due process of law, as applied to the cases

under consideration, is the authorized procedure

whereby the property of the individual can be

taken by the state; it includes the initial authority

to levy taxes; the purpose to which money thus

raised is to be devoted; and the instrumentalities

that distribute the burden upon the citizens. Ours
is a government of laws, and not of individual

officers, or of boards, or of men.

Any substantial departure, therefore, in the col-

lection of taxes, from the law, either as to the

authority for a tax, or its purpose, or the provi-

sions for the just distribution of its burdens, is a

departure from due process of law; and the en-

forced collection of taxes, in the laying and dis-

tributing of which there is a substantial departure

from law, is the depriving of a citizen of his prop-

erty without due process of law."
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t' * * * :!- ^ H: * *

''The suni of all this, as applied to the case under

consideration, is that the reassessments complained

of do not embody the real judgment of the board,

in either the assessment or the equalization of the

capital stock of complainants for the year 1900;

and that in the absence of such real judgment, the

threatened collection of taxes on the basis of the

fictitious entry, would be to deprive complainants

of their property without due process of law.

We have no doubt that complainants may in-

trench themselves against this invasion by the

writ of injunction. One of the primary grounds

of equity jurisdiction is to reach cases involving

mistake, fraud or coercion, and the relief necessary

to their correction. The cases under consideration

come clearly within this jurisdiction. It is incom-

prehensible that the complainants may not avert

this threatened invasion of their rights—that they

must first yield and then turn prosecutors in a

court of law to recover their loss. The funda-

mental guarantees of the Constitution must not be

thus emasculated.''

If the increase here complained of be sustained, it

must follow as a necessary conclusion that hereafter the

various county assessors should assess appellant's prop-

erty upon the same basis and theory adopted by the

state board, that is to say, as a unit, upon a considera-

tion of appellant's total gross income from Arizona

lousiness; the total valuation to be distributed among

the several counties in accordance with their several

contributions to appellant's gross sales. Manifestly,

there is no such i:)ower or authoritv conferred upon the
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county assessors, nor is any machinery provided for

working out such a result.

We submit that the increase complained of seeks to

deprive appellant of its property without due process of

law, ( I ) by taxing- appellant's oil producing, refining

and manufacturing properties situate in California;

(2) because ordered and made without due notice to

appellant or reasonable opportunity to be heard in rela-

tion thereto, and (3) because ordered and made by

the state board wholly without legal warrant or author-

ity. Under all of the authorities, therefore, appel-

lant's right to equitable relief is plain upon this ground

alone, regardless of other controlling grounds of equita-

ble jurisdiction already discussed. But the case at bar

presents another sufficient ground for equitable relief

in this case.

IX.

By the Increase Complained of, the State Board

of Equalization Seeks to Place a Tax and Bur-

den Upon Appellant's Transaction of Interstate

Commerce in Contravention of the Federal Con-

stitution.

Appellant produces and purchases crude petroleum

in California, and refines and manufactures the same

and its by-products in that state. The products of its

California refineries and manufactories, consisting of

gasoline, naphtha, distillate, lubricating oils and greases

and other products, are sold and disposed of by it in

California and in various other states, including Ari-

zona. Its California ]iroperties are worth over $40,-
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000,000 ; its Arizona properties $342,706. Its Arizona

properties are merely sales and distributing branches

and agencies, together with stocks of its products

which are kept on hand at such branches and agencies.

The branches and agencies mantained by appellant in

Arizona are of a like character with those maintained

in other states [Tr. 6, 7, 9]. Those sales and dis-

tributing branches are wholly and exclusively used

by appellant in selling and distributing its products,

imported into Arizona for purpose of sale, to pur-

chasers and consumers in that state.

Appellant concedes the right of the state of Arizona

to tax its Arizona properties, as other property in

Arizona is taxed, upon an ad valorem basis. Such of

its products as are sent by it to its Arizona branches for

subsequent sale, and which are allowed to come to a

state of rest there and to become commingled with the

general mass of property in the state, are taxable as

other property in the state, provided that is done with-

out discrimination.

But, in pretending to value Arizona properties, the

state board has proceeded in a manner, already de-

scribed, which appellant maintains casts an unconstitu-

tional burden upon its right to transact interstate com-

merce. Appellant's financial report, upon the basis of

which such valuation was made, shows that in 19 17

appellant's gross sales to Arizona purchasers aggre-

gated $5,299,168.65, which amount represents its gross

income from the sale of its products which were trans-

ported and delivered to Arizona i)urchasers during that

year [Tr. 26]. That amount included $2,164,631.63

i
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received from sales of fuel oil, sold and delivered by

it pursuant to contracts made and negotiated by it with

the purchasers thereof outside of the state of Arizona.

All of such fuel oil was loaded and delivered to the

purchasers f. o. b. railroad cars at appellant's dis-

tributing points in California, and thence transported

by railroad to the purchasers in Arizona without pass-

ing through or being handled by any of appellant's

agencies or branches in Arizona [Tr. 24]. Said gross

sales also included $217,453.52, being proceeds of sales

of gasoline and other products similarly loaded and de-

livered to the purchasers f. o. b. railroad cars in Cali-

fornia, and thence transported to the purchasers in

Arizona, pursuant to sales made and negotiated in

Arizona, but without passing through or bemg handled

by any of appellant's branches or agencies in that state.

[Tr. 24, 25.]

Appellant's gross sales also included $2,129,008.36,

being proceeds of sales of gasoline and naphtha, and

$1,500,528.66, proceeds of sales of other products. All

of said products, and all of said gasoline and naphtha

except as above stated, had been produced or pur-

chased, refined and manufactured by appellant in Cali-

fornia and shipped by it, by common carriers, to its

branches and agencies in Arizona for purpose of sale

and distribution by appellant direct to the purchasers

and consumers thereof [Tr. 24]. A great part of said

sales of gasoline, and the greater part of said sales

of other products represented sales and deliveries by

and through appellant's Arizona branches and agencies

in the original packages and containers in which the
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same had been placed ])y complainant at its plants and

manufactories in California, and thence transported by

railroad to appellant's plants and agencies in Arizona

[Tr. 25].

The item "total operating expenditures" in the re-

port above mentioned [Tr. 64, 65] represented appel-

lant's costs of producing, purchasing, transporting, re-

fining and otherwise manufacturing and delivering and

selling its products, together with expenditures made

by appellant in that behalf in California, but that item

includes no profit to complainant excepting a profit

credited to its producing department on crude oil

used in the manufacture of its products and based on

the market value of the crude oil so produced. The

item "net income from operations" represents the net

profit derived by appellant from its plans, properties

and equipment in the production, purchase, transpor-

tation, refining and other manufacture of said prod-

ucts, together with the net profit accruing from sales

plants and agencies in California and Arizona used

in connection with the delivery and distribution of

such products to Arizona purchasers and consumers.

That item of "net income" represents not merely the

profit derived by appellant from the operation of its

properties situate in Arizona, but, in far greater part

represents the profit derived from the operation and

employment of its California plants and properties

[Tr. 26, 27]. It also represented appellant's profits

upon the sale within, or shipment to Arizona, of crude

and refined petroleum and their products and by-prod-
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nets produced, purchased, refined and manufactured

by it in California [Tr. t,"/].

Upon the basis of the foregoing, it is set forth in

the bill that the increase ordered by the state board

and here complained of, unlawfully subjects appellant's

interstate business to taxation in Arizona and unlaw-

fully imposes a tax and burden upon appellant's right

to conduct and carry on its interstate commerce be-

tween California and Arizona in contravention of the

third clause of section 8 of article i of the Constitution

of the United States, and appellant invokes the pro-

tection of its constitutional right and privilege to carry

on and conducts its said interstate traffic and com-

merce free from the unlawful interference and direct

burden so attempted to be laid thereon.

Speaking of the commerce clause of the Constitu-

tion, Mr. Justice Miller in his Lecture on the Con-

stitution (p. 8i) said:

"There is no doubt that if that clause were re-

moved tomorrow, this Union would fall to pieces,

simply by reason of the struggles of each state

to make the property owned in other states pay

its expenses."

It is clear, we submit, that the language of the

learned justice above quoted, aptly describes the domi-

nating, though possibly unconscious, purpose, behind

the increase here complained of. The exact form in

which this question is here presented is somewhat

novel, but its substance is old and familiar. It is plain

that the appellant's sales of fuel oil, gasoline and

naphtha, delivered f. o. b. railroad cars in California,
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for transportation direct to purchasers in Arizona,

constituted interstate commerce, whether made pur-

suant to contracts negotiated in California or to orders

taken in Arizona. Citation of authorities to this point

is really unnecessary, but we refer to a few recent

decisions which are controlling-

:

Penn. R. Co. v. Clark Brothers Coal Mining-

Co., 238 U. S. 456, 465-468;

Penn. R. R. Co. v. Sonman Shaft Coal Co., 242

U. S. 120, 122;

Crew Levick Co. v. Penn., 245 U. S. 292, 296,

297;

Looney v. Crane Co., 245 U. S. 178, 183, 185;

Western Union Ref. Co. v. Lipscomb, 244 U, S.

346.

Appellant's so-called "net income"' as shown in said

report, as fully appears from the statement above

made, really represents its gross profits on refined and

manufactured products, saving only the profit allowed

appellant's producing department as above mentioned,

as well as its gross profits on crude oil produced by it

in California and shipped to Arizona, as already de-

scribed [Tr. 26]. It is true that the taxes in dispute

here are called property taxes. Ostensibly, they rest

upon an ad valorem assessment of appellant's Arizona

properties. But the fact appears that for the pur-

poses of this assessment the state board has sought

to construct a theoretical capital for appellant and to

tax appellant ui)on that capital. Appellant's Arizona

properties being actually worth about $340,00x5, this

theoretical capital, so constructed by the state board.
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represents about nine times that amount. As already

shown, the profits or income which are so capitaHzed

were not merely appellant's Arizona profits, that is to

say, the profits actually accruing" to it through the use

of its Arizona properties, but included, in greater part,

profits accruing- to appellant through its transaction of

interstate commerce, and its operation and administra-

tion of its California properties. Wt are familiar with

the distinction drawn by the Supreme Court between

taxes upon the gross proceeds of interstate com-

merce and taxes upon net profits arising in whole or in

part therefrom. The former being condemned and

the latter sustained, provided there is no discrimination

against interstate commerce.

U. S. Glue Co. V. Oak Creek, decided June 3,

1918, U. S. Supr. Court, 15 Adv. Op. 636. 38

Sup. Ct. Rep. 499, 247 U. S. 321.

But in the case at bar it appears that appellant's prop-

erty, under the arbitrarv plan adopted by the state

board is assessed at many times its cash value, and at

many times the ratio of valuation uniformly fixed and

determined upon by the state board as to like property

belonging to the same class and classes, and owned

by and taxable to other corporate and individual tax-

payers wnthin the state of Arizona [Tr. 41]. It further

appears that other taxpayers of Arizona owning prop-

erty of the same class and character with appellant's

property have been and are systematically taxed thereon

according to the full cash value of their property,

whereas appellant's property, as above stated, is arbi-
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trarily valued at many times its cash value. It is plain,

therefore, that it cannot be said of the taxes here com-

plained of, that there is

"no discrimination against interstate commerce,

either in the admeasurement of the tax, or in the

means adopted for enforcing" it."

(U. S. Glue Co. V. Oak Creek, supra.)

We submit, however, that the taxes here complained

of fall within that line of cases which pass upon and

condemn the levy of state taxes upon the capital of

foreigTi corporations engaged in interstate commerce.

The state board seeks to tax appellant not merely upon

the value of its property or capital actually invested

and used in Arizona, but upon a theoretical capital at-

tributed to appellant through the capitalization of

earnings, which, in great part, accrued to appellant

through its transaction of interstate commerce. The

situation thus presented cannot be distinguished from

that which was before the court in Looney v. Crane

Co., 245 U. S. 178, supra. It appeared there that the

Crane Company, an Illinois corporation, had the bulk

of its property outside of Texas. The franchise tax,

which tax amounted to $1948, was calculated upon the

basis of the company's total outstanding capital stock,

$17,000,000, plus its surplus and undivided profits, $8,-

139,000. The permit tax was calculated upon the

basis of the total outstanding capital stock, and

amounted to $17,040; the total assessed value of the

company's real estate and pro])erty in Texas amounted

to $301,179, being as in the case at bar a small fraction
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of the total assets of complainant. It appeared that

only a small part of the Crane Company business had

any relation to the state of Texas, and nearly one-half

of that amount arose from "transactions purely of an

interstate commerce character" arising from the sale

and shipment of goods from other states to purchasers

in Texas who ordered them, and from the shipment

from Texas to other states for the purpose of filling-

orders sent from such states. Ui)on consideration the

court condemned both of the taxes involved, saying:

"It may not be doubted under the case stated

that intrinsically and inherently considered, both

the permit tax and the tax denominated as a fran-

chise tax zvere direct burdens on interstate com-

merce, and moreover, exacted by the taxing author-

ity of the state from the property rights which were

wholly beyond the confines of the state and not

subject to its jurisdiction, and therefore consti-

tuted a taking without due process." (Our italics.)

In Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Kansas, 216

U. S. I, 36, it appeared that the state had undertaken

to levy a graded charter fee of $20,100 upon the

entire $100,000,000 capital stock of the Western Union

Telegraph Company, a foreign corporation engaged in

interstate commerce, as a condition of doing local busi-

ness in the state of Kansas. After a full discussion

of the authorities the court held that the Kansas

statute in question was invalid because it placed an

unconstitutional burden upon interstate commerce. The

court said in part, speaking through Mr. Justice Har-

lan:
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"W'e are aware of no decision by this court hold-

ing that a state may, by any device or in any way,

whether by a Hcensed tax in the form of a 'fee,'

or otherwise, burden the interstate business of a

corporation of another state, ahhough the state

may tax the corporation's property regularly or

permanently located within its limits, where the

assessment of the amount assessed is made 'de-

pendent in fact on the value of its property sifit-

afed mtJiin the state.'
"

"(Citing Postal Telegraph Cable Co. v. Adams,

155 U. S. 688, 696; Leloup v. r^lobile, 127

U. S. 640, 649.

)

"On the contrary, it is to be deduced from the

adjudged cases that a corporation of one state,

authorized by its charter to engage in local com-

merce among the states, may not be prevented by

another state from coming into its limits for all

the legitimate purposes of such commerce. It

may go into the state without obtaining a license

from it for the purposes of its interstate business,

and without liability to taxation there on aeeount

of sucJi business."

The court referred to numerous previous decisions in

which it had expressed the rule that in passing upon

questions of this character, a court must look through

forms to the substance of things. It pointed out that

"a burden imposed by a state upon interstate

commerce is not to be sustained simply because

the statute imposing it applies alike to the people

of all the states, including the people of the states

enacting such statutes.''
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Coming- to the statute there under consideration, the

court said:

''It is clear that the making of the payment by
the telegraph company, as a charter fee, of a given

per cent of its authorised capital, representing, as

that capital clearly does, all of its business and
property, both within and outside of the state, a

condition of its right to do local business in Kan-
sas, is, in its essence, not simply a tax for the

privilege of doing local business in the state, but

a burden and tax on the company's interstate busi-

ness and on its propertv located or used outside

of the state. The express words of the statute

leave no doubt as to what is the basis on which the

fee specified in the state statute rests. That fee,

plainly, is not based on such of the company's cap-

ital stock as represented in its local business and
property in Kansas. The requirement is a given

per cent of the company's authorized capital; that

is, all its capital, wherever or however employed,

whether in the United States or in foreign coun-

tries, and whatever may be the extent of its lines

in Kansas as compared with its lines outside of

that state. What part of the fee exacted is to be

attributed to the company's domestic business in

Kansas and what part to interstate business, the

state has not chosen to ascertain and declare in the

statute. It strikes at the company's entire busi-

ness, wherever conducted, and its property,

wdierever located, and, in terms, makes it a condi-

tion of the ''^company's telegraph right to transact

purely local business in Kansas that it shall con-

tribute, for the benefit of the state school fund, a

given per cent of its whole authorized capital.
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representing all of its property and all its business

and interests everywhere.

In Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Atty. Gen.,

125 U. S. 549, 550, 552, 31 L. Ed. 793-795, 8

Sup. Ct. Rep. 961, a tax nominally upon the shares

of the capital stock of the company was held to be

in effect a tax only on property owned and used

by the company in Massachusetts, because, and

only because, the basis established for the ascer-

tainment of the value of such property was the

proportion of the company's lines in the state to

their entire lengtli throughout the zvhule country.

Such a tax was held not to be forbidden by the

Constitution, because based on the company's stock

representing only its business and its property in-

side the state."

The court pointed out that if every state should pass

a statute similar to the Kansas statute there under con-

sideration,

"not only the form of interstate commerce would

be destroyed, the decisions of this court nullified,

and the business of the country thrown into con-

fusion, but each state would continue to meet its

own local expense, not only by exactions that di-

rectly burden such commerce, but by taxation upon

property situated beyond its limits."

So in the case presented here, regardless of what

this tax is called, the fact is plain that it is so assessed

as to become a burden, not only upon appellant's prop-

erties situate outside of the state of Arizona, but upon

its transaction of interstate commerce, as clearly held
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in the two cases last cited. If every other state should

adopt a similar method of valuing the local properties

of foreign corporation engaged therein in interstate

commerce, the rule laid down in the case just quoted,

would be entirely nullified. Instead of capitalizing in-

terstate earnings at 25 Or thev might be capitalized at

any other percentage arbitrarily selected, and as the

percentage was reduced, the pretended ad valorem as-

sessment of properties locally owned would increase

by leaps and bounds, and the direct burden upon inter-

state commerce would become increasinglv heavy.

The doctrine laid down in the Kansas case, above

quoted, was affirmed in Atchison etc. R. Co. v. O'Con-

nor, 223 U. S. 280, where the court condemned a Colo-

rado state tax of two cents upon each $1000 of plain-

tiff's capital stock. Plaintiff was a Kansas corporation.

The court said:

"The greater part of its property and business

is outside of the state of Colorado, and of the

business done within that state but a small pro-

portion is local, the greater part being commerce

among the states. Therefore, it is obvious that

the tax is of the kind decided by this court to be

unconstitutional, since the decision below in the

present case, even if the temporary forfeiture of

the right to do business declared by the statute be

confined by construction, as it seems to have been

below, to business wholly within the state."

Moreover, the taxes here complained of are in sub-

stance imposed upon appellant's sales in Arizona of

the products of its California properties imported by it
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into Arizona for the purpose of sale. The right of sale

is a necessary incident to the right to engage in inter-

state commerce. This has long been recognized by the

Supreme Court. It is equally well established that such

right may not be taxed or burdened by the states.

In Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 419, a license tax

on importers of foreign articles was held unconstitu-

tional. The argument that the privilege of bringing

foreign articles into the county and of selling them

after they are brought in are indissolubly connected,

and that the right to sell is a necessary incident to the

right of importing, was adopted by the court. Chief

Justice Marshall said (pp. 438, 439)

:

"There is no difference, in effect, between a

power to jirohibit the sale of an article, and a

jjower to prohibit its introduction into the country;

the one would be a necessary consequence of the

other. No goods would be imported, if none could

be sold. * "^^ * It is obvious that the same power

which im]:»oses a light duty can impose a very

heavy one—one which amounts to a prohibition.''

In the same case he said (p. 466) :

"Commerce is intercourse—one of its most

ordinary ingredients is traffic. It is inconceivable,

that the power to authorize this traffic, when given

in the most comprehensive terms, w^ith the intent

that its efficacy should be complete, should cease

at the point when its continuance is indispensable to

its value. To what purpose should the power to

allow importation be given, unaccompanied with

the power to authorize a sale of the thing im-

norted? Sale is the object of importation, and is
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an essential ingredient of that intercourse, of

which importation constitutes a part. It is as

essential an ingredient, as indispensable to the ex-

istence of the entire thing, then, as importation

itself. It must be considered as a component part

of the power to regulate commerce. Congress has

a right, not only to authorize importation, but to

authorize the importer to sell."

In Welton v. Missouri, 91 U. S. 275, a license tax

on peddlers dealing in merchandise not the growth,

produce or manufacture of the state, was upheld by

the state court. But the Supreme Court adhered to its

holding in Brown v. Maryland, supra, and condemned

'the tax, saying in part, through Mr. Justice Field

(p. 280.) :

"Commerce is a term of the largest import. It

comprehends intercourse for the purposes of trade

in any and all its forms, including the trans])orta-

tion, purchase, sale and exchange of commodities
-^= =!- between the citizens of different states.

t- =!'- -t =1= :!: :1: ^ *

"The main object of that commerce (that is,

interstate commerce) is the sale and cxcJiangc of

commodities" (p. 282).

In Walling v. Michigan, 116 U. S. 446, a tax was

imposed upon persons not residing or having their

principal place of business within the state, who en-

gaged in the sale of intoxicating liquors. The statute

was held unconstitutional as in restraint of commerce

by reason of its discriminatory character. The court

said (p. 460), after discussing the authorities:
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''None of these cases, however, sustain the doc-

trine that an occupation can be taxed if the tax

is so speciahzed as to operate as a discriminative

burden against the introduction and sale of the

products of another state, or against the citizens

of another state."

In Schollenberger v. Pennsylvania, 171 U. S. i, the

Supreme Court examined the historical development

of the principle that the right of sale is a necessary

incident to the right of interstate commerce. It noted

that in Leisy v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100, the court "went

a step further" than it had in its prior decisions and

held that an importer had the right to sell in a state

that which he brought into it. In the Schollenberger

case the court said:

*'In the absence of congressional legislation,

therefore, the right to import a lawful article of

commerce from one state to another continues

until a sale in the original package in which the

article was introduced'' (p. 23). * ^'- ="

"We do not say or intimate that this right of

sale extended beyond flic first sale by the importer

after its arrival within the state. Waring v. The

Mayor, 8 Wall, no, 122. The importer had the

right to sell not only personally, but he had the

right to employ an agent to sell for him. Other-

wise, his right to sell would be substantially value-

less, for it cannot be supposed that he would be

personally engaged in the sale of every original

package sent to the different states of the Union.

Having the right to sell through his agent, a sale

thus effected is valid.

The right of the importer to sell cannot depend

upon whether the original package is suitable for
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retail trade or not. His rio-ht to sell is the same
whether to consumers or to wholesale dealers, in

the article, provided he sells them in original pack-

ages. This does not interfere with the acknowl-

edged right of the state to use such means as may
be necessary to prevent the introduction of an

adulterated article, and for that purpose to inspect

and test the article introduced, provided the state

law does really inspect and does not substantially

prohibit the introduction of the pure article and

thereby interfere with interstate commerce" (p.

24).

The principle thus announced in the Schollenberger

case, and which we submit, controls in the case at bar,

in no way conflicts with the rule in such cases as

Emert v. Missouri, 156 U. S. 296; Woodruff v. Par-

ham, 8 Wall. 123, or American Steel & Wire Co. v.

Speed, 192 U. S. 500. Those cases merely hold that

a uniform license tax oi)erating alike on all merchants

is not necessarily a burden on interstate commerce.

The privilege of selling in a peculiar way, as by ped-

dling, when taxed alike to all, is not discriminatory or

violative of the commerce clause when applied to im-

ported goods. But it will be noted in the case at bar,

as above stated, that although appellant's property is

assessed for taxation by the capitalization of its profits

from interstate commerce, a different rule is systemat-

ically followed in taxing property belonging to the same

class and classes with appellant's property and owned

by and taxable to other corporate and individual tax-

payers within the state of Arizona [Tr. 41], and that

such property of other taxpayers is systematically taxed
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according to its full cash value [Tr. 43]. The result is

that in the assessment of appellant's property it is dis-

criminated against through the capitalization of its in-

terstate earnings.

All of the so-called "profits" which were capitalized

by the state board accrued either from sales made by

appellant and delivered on board cars in California for

shipment into Arizona, or from the first sale of its

products by it after they were imported into Arizona

for the purposes of sale. A large part of those sales

was made in the original packages or containers. If

the state of Arizona may thus capitalize profits arising

from appellant's exercise of its right to transact inter-

state commerce, and to sell its products in Arizona after

it has imported them there for that purpose, it is clear

that substantially the tax rests upon its transaction of

interstate commerce. It is a burden upon the exercise

of its right of first sale after importation. Using those

profits as a basis for assessing appellant's properties at

more than eight times their value, forces appellant to

pay a tax rate more than eight times that of other

taxpayers similarly situated and owning like property,

such as real estate, stocks of merchandise, tank wagons

and motor trucks. If the state board may continue

in the exercises of the arbitrary power which it has

assumed to exercise, there is no limit to the possible

expansion and increase of this tax, which may readily

be augmented until it reaches the point of prohibiting

appellant from exercising its constitutional right to

transact interstate commerce. The circumstances under

which this question is raised here are not exactly dupli-
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cated in any reported case, so far as we have seen,

but we submit that in substance the taxes here com-

plained of clearly amount to a tax and burden upon

appellant's right to sell its products in Arizona after

it has lawfully imported them there.

Granting that net profits may be taxed Dy general

law, whether arising in whole or in part from interstate

commerce, although gross receipts from interstate com-

merce might not be taxed, nevertheless, as we have

pointed out, this is not an income tax. Appellant's so-

called "net profits" which were capitalized bv the state

board are not wholly net profits, as we have pointed

out. These taxes are not levied as income taxes, nor

has the Legislature of Arizona authorized the imposi-

tion of an income tax upon appellant. But, if net

profits may be multiplied by four in order to furnish

a basis for ad valoreiu assessment and taxation, they

may be multiplied by any other number, and the dis-

tinction between gross receipts and net profits relied

upon, and pointed out by the Supreme Court in U. S.

Glue Co. V. Oak Creek, supra, would be completely

obliterated.

Upon the foregoing we submit that the taxes here

complained of are in contravention of appellant's con-

stitutional right to transact interstate commerce, and

upon that ground alone equitable jurisdiction of this

case is free from doubt. But aside from this ground

and other grounds of our equitable cognizance already

mentioned, another sufficient basis of equity jurisdiction

appears in this case, namely:
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X.

Equity Has Jurisdiction of This Case Because It Is

a Suit to Remove a Cloud From the Title to

Real Estate.

We have already quoted the provisions of the statu-

utes of Arizona under which the taxes here involved

are made a lien upon appellant's real and personal

property (supra, page ). Paragraph 4845, R. S.

Arizona, provides that the tax lien shall attach on the

first Monday in January in each year "and shall not be

satisfied or removed until such taxes, penalties, charges

and interest are all i)aid, or the pro]:)erty has absolutely

vested in a purchaser under a sale for taxes." We have

also referred to the provisions of the Arizona statutes

touching" the delinquency and collection of taxes and

the sale of real estate upon foreclosure of the tax

lien (supra, page ). It is provided by paragraph

4920 that the sheriif's deed given pursuant to such

foreclosure and sale "shall be prima facie evidence of

title, and that the matters and things therein stated

are true."

It is alleged that the taxes here involved will be

and constitute a lien upon all of appellant's real estate,

and a cloud upon its title thereto which cannot be re-

moved without payment of said taxes, interest and

penalties as aforesaid [Tr. 53]. Appellant annexes to

its bill a detailed description of its real estate upon

wdhch said taxes constitute a lien and cloud [Tr.

66-68], and prays that the increase ordered by the

state board herein complained of, be decreed to be
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wholly void, and tliat defendants be enjoined from

collecting any taxes, interest or penalties calculated

thereon.

It cannot be said that the facts which render said

increase invalid, will appear upon the face of the rec-

ord, since suits or proceedings to collect said taxes will

be prosecuted in behalf of each of the thirteen coun-

ties, and it is provided by paragraph 4918, R. S. Ari-

zona, that in any suit for the collection of delinquent

taxes a tax bill taken from the back tax book and duly

authenticated by the county treasurer and tax collector,

and filed with the complaint,

"shall be prima facie evidence that the amount

claimed in such complaint or in the cause of action

to which such tax bill relates, is just and correct,

and of all the facts necessary to entitle the state

to judgment."

The removal and prevention of clouds upon the title

to real estate is an ancient ground of equity jurisdic-

tion, recognized by the High Court of Chancery in

England in 1789. As already shown, that jurisdiction

cannot be affected by subsequent state legislation.

In Thomson v. Emmett Irrigation District, 227 Fed.

560, His Honor, Circuit Judge Morrow, speaking for

this court, points out that the jurisdiction of equity to

remove clouds upon title is recognized as existing in a

Federal court of equity by section 8 of the Act of

March 3rd, 1875, incorporated into section 57 of the

ludicial Code.
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It has been repeatedly ruled by the Federal courts

that this ground alone is sufficient in tax cases to sus-

tain the equity jurisdiction of Federal courts to grant

relief.

Brown v. French, 80 Fed. 166, 168;

Huntington v. Railroad Co., Fed. Case No.

6911;

Ogden City v. Armstrong, 168 U. S. 224, 237,

238;

Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Cheyenne, 113 U. S. 516,

525;

Taylor v. Louisville etc. R. Co. (6th C. C. A.),

88 Fed. 350, 358;

Greene v. Louisville etc. R. Co., 224 U. S. 499,

506.

It will not be claimed that in 1789 there was a remedy

at law to remove or prevent a cloud upon title. There-

fore, the case is controlled by the principle stated in

National Surety Co. v. State Bank, 120 Fed. 593, 603,

and supported by controlling authorities already cited:

"Unless changed by subsequent acts of Con-

gress, adequate remedy at law which is the test

of the equitable jurisdiction of the courts of the

United States is that which existed when that

jurisdiction was vested—that which was when the

Act of 1789 was adopted. '' * * As there were

no adequate remedies at law for a wrong of the

character of that of which the appellants complain

in 1789, and as the Congress has since provided

none, this case falls within the equitable jurisdic-

tion of the Circuit Court and must be there heard,

determined and decided."
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In \\'oodruff v. Perry, ^y Pac. 526, 103 Cal. 611,

where an injunction had been granted to restrain the

enforcement of an assessment, illegal because not prop-

erly authorized, the court said:

"Inasmuch as the invalidity of such assess-

ment would not appear upon the face o± the deed

to be given the purchaser at the sale, on account

of the tax levied by such assessment becoming

delinquent, the plaintiffs are entitled to an injunc-

tion given by the judgment appealed from."

In Bolton v. Gilleran, 38 Pac. 881, 884. 105 Cal. 244,

in referring to the same matter, the court said

:

"The statute makes the assessment a lien upon
her lands, and there is nothing upon the face of

the assessment to show that the lien is not in all

respects valid. If, by reason of matters outside

of the assessment as it is recorded, this apparent

lien may be shown not to be a valid incumbrance,

the assessment constitutes a cloud upon her title

which she is entitled to have removed; and,

although she can assert the same matters as a de-

fense to any action for the enforcement of the

assessment, she is not required to wait until such

action may be brought, and, in the meantime, suffer

the injury of having the title to her lands impaired

by this apparent lien, but may herself invoke

the equitable aid of the court to remove the cloud,

and to enjoin the holder of the assessment from

asserting any claim upon her lands by virtue

thereof."

Pixley V. Huggins, 15 Cal. 127, 133;

Gregg V. San ford, 65 Fed. 151, 157.
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As already shown, under the Arizona statutes, a

sheriff's deed made pursuant to sale of appellant's

lands upon foreclosure of the tax lien, would be prima

facie evidence of title, and of all matters recited therein.

A certified copy of the tax bill, taken from the back

tax book in which delinquent assessments are listed,

would constitute prima facie evidence that the amount

claimed therein is just and correct, "and of all the facts

necessary to entitle the state to judgment" (Par. 4918,

R. S. Arizona).

It is also provided by paragraph 4944 that

:

"The assessment and tax roll, and the warranto

attached thereto, the delinc[uent list, as herein

provided, or a certified copy thereof, shall be

prima facie evidence in all judicial proceedings and

in all courts of this state."

It is, therefore, clear that the burden of proof would

thus be cast upon appellant, either in defending suits

for delinquent taxes, or in attacking the title claimed

under sheriffs' deeds of its property, to establish the

invalidity of the taxes and increase herein complained

of. Under the authorities cited it is clear, therefore,

that appellant is entitled to equitable relief to remove

and to prevent such cloud upon its title.
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XL

The Increase Complained of Violates the Constitu-

tion and Laws of Arizona and Deprives Appel-

lant of the Equal Protection of the Laws, Con-

trary to the Fourteenth Amendment to the Fed-

eral Constitution.

(a) Uniformity of taxation and equal protection of

the laws.

Article IX, section i, of the state Constitution re-

quires that "all taxes shall be uniform upon the same

class of property within the territorial limits of the

authority levying the tax" [Tr. 9, 10].

This provision is identical with that found in many

state constitutions. It is found in the Constitution of

the state of Colorado, where the Supreme Court said

concerning it:

"The principal design of this constitutional pro-

vision is to subject all taxable property to the pay-

ment of its fair and equitable proportion of the

revenue necessary for governmental purposes

;

and, if there were doubt as to the meaning of a

particular word or phrase made use of therein,

such doubt should be so resolved as to most

effectively accomplish this beneficent purpose.

From the language employed the following further

conclusions may be fairly deduced, viz: First,

that the division of property into separate and dis-

tinct classes of subjects is authorized. The phrase

used, 'the same class of subjects,' puts this beyond

ciuestion. The necessity for such a division is

obvious, and the great purpose of the division

could hardlv be accomplished without it. Coal
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Co. V. Com., 79 Pa. St. lOo; Kentucky Railroad

Tax Cases, 115 U. S. 321, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 57;

State Board v. Railroad Co., 48 N. J. Law 146, 4
Atl. Rep. 578. To justify judicial interference,

the classification adopted must be based upon an

invidious and unreasonable distinction or differ-

ence with reference to similar kinds of property.

Manufacturing Co. v. Wright, 33 Fed. Rep. 121;

People V. McCreery, 34 Cal. 432. Second,

That the uniformity required is a uniformity of

taxes, not a uniformity of procedure, or of rules

or regulations to govern the levy thereof."

People v. Henderson, 21 Pac. 144, 12 Colo. 369.

It sufficiently appears in the case at bar that the in-

crease complained of violates the constitutional re-

quirement of uniformity of taxation as to classes of

property. Appellant's property consists of real estate

and improvements thereon [Schedule '*C," Tr. 66-68],

horses, wagons and harness, motor trucks, tank wagons

and automobiles, pumps, engines, iron barrels, pipes

and office furniture and stocks of merchandise [Tr. 9].

The county assessors and boards of equalization as-

sessed appellant's properties at their full cash value, and

the state board arbitrarily increased the county assess-

ments by apportioning the total raise among the sev-

eral counties in accordance with their several contribu-

tions to appellant's gross business in Arizona during

1917. The result was, approximately, to increase the

valuation in Cochise county 1000% ; in Coconino

county 500' 6 ; in Gila county 440*^ r ; in Graham county

555% 5 i" Maricopa county 1000%; in Mohave county

1440%; in Pima county 745 ''v ; in Santa Cruz county
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416"%. These percentages are calculated upon the in-

creases shown m Exhibit "A" [Tr. 6^]. The plain re-

sult was to value appellant's various classes of prop-

erty at a different ratio in each of the counties where

it was situated. The total amount of state taxes as-

sessed in the various counties was $10,015.01 [Tr.

54]. The increase complained of, therefore, ignored

and violated the rule of uniformity as to classes of

property within "'the territorial limits of the authority

levying" the tax'' for state purposes.

It is equally clear that the constitutional rule of uni-

formity was necessarily violated in every county. In

every county, appellant's property was thereby valued

at many times its cash value, whereas other taxpayers

of the state owning property of the same class and

character with appellant have been, and are, syste-

matically taxed thereon according to the full cash value

thereof [Tr. 43 |. Appellant's property was thus valued

at many times the ratio of valuation uniformly fixed

and determined upon by the state board as to like proj)-

erty belonging to the same class and classes and owned

by other corporate and individual taxpayers within the

state of Arizona [Tr. 41]. The uniformity require-

ment of the state Constitution, taken in connection with

the statutory requirement, many times repeated, that

property be assessed at its "full cash value," necessarily

requires a uniformity of standard of valuation as to all

classes of property.

As stated by Mr. Justice Field in County of Santa

Clara v. Sou. Pac. Co., 18 Fed. 385, 394:
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"The basis of all ad valorem taxation is neces-

sarily the assessment of the property; that is, the

estimate of its value. Whatever affects the value

necessarily increases or diminishes the tax pro-

portionately. If, therefore, any element which is

taken into consideration in the valuation of the

property of one party, be omitted in the valua-

tion of the property of another, a descrimJnation

is made against the one, and in favor of the other,

which destroys the uniformity so essential to all

just and equal taxation."

In Boston & Maine R. K. v. State, yy Atl. 996, 998,

75 New Hampshire 513, the court stated an elementary

rule to which the further citation of authorities is

unnecessary, in the following language:

"That in order to tax all property equally, it is

necessary to value it by the same standard, as to

take for the tax the same portion of the value

when found, is a ]jlain mathematical proposition

which as matter of law has been so thoroughly

considered by this court that comment is now un-

called for."

Exchange Bank v. Hines, 3 Oh. St. i, 15.

The right of the Legislature to divide the taxable

property in the state into classes is conceded, provided

only that such classification be reasonable and just.

But no authoritv countenances a classification such as

attempted bv the state board in the case at bar. The

rule of valuation adopted by the state board requires

that appellant's real estate and improvements be valued

at many times their cash value because appellant hap-
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pens to be an "oil company." Other real estate and

improvements similarly situated, but which happen to

be owned by taxpayers other than oil companies, are

assessed upon a totally different basis, namely, at their

full cash value. In discussing this matter of classifica-

tion in County of Santa Clara v. Sou. Pac. Co., i8

Fed. 385, 432, 433, Judge Sawyer said:

''Classification should have reference to the dif-

ferent character, situation, and circumstances of

the property, making a different form or mode of

taxation proper, if not absolutely necessary. It

cannot be arbitrarily made with mere reference to

the nationality, color, or character of the owners,

whether natural or artificial persons, without any

reference to a difference in the character, situa-

tion, or circumstances of the property.
=!: i!= 5ic :!: :1: * * :|c

A mere change of ownership, under the pro-

visions in question, largely affects the amount of

taxes paid by the owner upon the same property,

v/ithout any change in the character, condition,

value, use or circumstances of the property itself.

A provision that a black man shall pay double the

amount of taxes paid by a white man on the same

kind of property similarly situated and used, or

upon the identical property, in consequence of a

mere change of ownership from a white man to a

black man, might wnth as good reasoning be sus-

tained on the principle of classification invoked.

The classification in this case is clearly by owner-

ship, and not by condition or use." (Our italics.)

Discussing the same point, in the case last cited,

Mr. Justice Field said (p. 396) :
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"To levy taxes upon a valuation of property thus

made is the very essence of tyranny, and has never

been done except by bad governments in evil times,

exercising- arbitrary and despotic power.
^i ^ ^i j|; ;;< jj: ;|: ^ ^i:

"It would, indeed, as counsel in the San Mateo

case ironically observed, be a charming spectacle to

present to the civilized world, if the amendment

were to read, as contended it does in law: 'Nor

shall any state deprive any person of his property

without due process of law, except it be in the

form of taxation; nor deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,

except it be by taxation/ No such limitation can

be thus ingrafted by implication upon the broad

and comprehensive language used. The power of

oppression by taxation without due process of law

is not thus permitted; nor the power by taxation

to deprive any person of the equal protection of

the laws" (p. 399).
;!: ;!i t- * -l' * * *

Now, the Fourteenth Amendment extends in this

respect the same prohibition to the states that

the Fifth Amendment did to the Federal Govern-

ment: 'Nor shall any state deprive any person

of life, liberty, or property without due process

of law'; and it adds to the inhibition, 'nor deny to

any person within its jurisdiction the equal pro-

tection of the laws.' By every canon of construc-

tion known to the jurisprudence of the country,

the same meaning must be given to the term 'per-

son' in the latter provision as in the former. Surely

these great constitutional provisions, which have

been, not inaptly, termed a new Magna Charter,

cannot he made to read as counsel contend, 'nor
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shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property without due process of law, unless he

be associated zvith others in a corporation, nor

deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws, unless he be a member of a

corporation.' How petty and narrow would pro-

visions thus limited appear in the fundamental law

of a great people!," (p. 404.)

That the classification here attempted by the state

board is one wholly based upon ov/nership, is apparent

from the bill. Appellant's properties, being owned by

an "oil company,'' are assessed at approximately nine

times their value. If they had been owned by a bank

they would have been assessed at eighteen times their

value. If owned by a flour-milling company, at four-

teen times their value, assuming that the earnings re-

mained constant. If appellant's motor trucks were

owned by a taxpayer engaged in general merchandising,

including the sale of appellant's refined and manufac-

tured products, they would have been assessed at their

full cash value. It is plain, therefore, that the increase

complained of, if sustained, deprives appellant of the

equal protection of the laws, in contravention of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution, the

protection whereof appellant invokes; that the state

board in ordering such increase wilfully, arbitrarily

and unlawfully, and therefore fraudulently, discrimi-

nated against appellant by attempting to require it to

bear more than its just proportion and burden of taxes

in comparison with other taxpayers owning property

of like class and character [Tr. 43, 44].
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Sou. Ry. Co. V. N. C. Commission, 97 Fed. 513,

514;

Lou. etc. R. Co. v. Bosworth, 209 Fed. 380, 452;

Lively v. Missouri etc. Ry. Co., 120 S. W. 852,

856, 102 Texas 545.

We submit that the increase complained of violates

the uniformity clause of the state Constitution and de-

prives appellant of the equal protection of the laws of

Arizona, thereby affording- a distinct and sufficient

ground of equity jurisdiction.

Greene v. Lou. etc. R. R. Co., 244 U. S. 499,

508.

(b) TJie increase violates the statutes of Arizona.

It is unnecessary to present in detail the various

respects in which the increase complained of violates

the laws of Arizona. We have already pointed out

that it amounted to an attempted original assessment

of appellant's property by the state board, being vested

with no statutory power of assessment. But if that

board had such power of assessment, or if the increase

did not in fact constitute an original assessment, it is

clear that it is invalid, because the assessment or valu-

ation of appellant's property, upon which the taxes

complained of were calculated, violates the requirement

of the statutes of Arizona that property being as-

sessed at its full cash value. Aside from our contention

that the increase is constructively fraudulent because

of its arbitrary and capricious basis, and because of

the grossly excessive valuation thereby fixed, it is plain

that under the Arizona statutes, it is the value of prop-
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erty and not its income which must be the standard

upon which an assessment is based.

Board of Assessors v. Alabama Central R. R.

Co., 59 Ala. 551, 556.

The term "full cash value" is adecjuately defined by

the statute, as the price at which property would sell if

voluntarily offered for sale by the owner thereof, upon

such terms as such property is usually sold, and not

the price which might be realized if such property

were sold at forced sale (paragraph 4849, R. S.

Arizona, Tr. 10). If appellant's taxable property

in Arizona were offered for sale as a unit, of

course it would not be rendered any more attractive to

a possible purchaser by the fact that after he had pur-

chased appellant's Arizona properties, appellant would

continue to own its California oil producing', refining

and manufacturing properties. But the Arizona prop-

erties would not be offered for sale as a unit, but in

many separate parts and parcels in the thirteen differ-

ent counties in which it is situated. Being so offered

for sale, the properties in one county would not derive

any sale value from the fact that appellant owned other

similar real estate, motor trucks and stocks of merchan-

dise in other counties, or that it owned valuable proper-

ties in California.

It is required by the statutes that the assessment roll

shall separately show the cash value of real estate

and the improvements thereon, and the full cash value

of a personal property taxable to any taxpayer. That

requirement has been ignored in the valuation or assess-

ment here complained of. The increase is merely de-
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scribed as representing "tangible and intangible valua-

tion on property above enumerated" [Tr. 35], the

property above enumerated, being appellant's real and

personal property as originally listed and assessed by

the county authorities. The increase ordered by the

state board took no account of real or personal prop-

erty, nor was there any attempt made to distribute it

among the various pieces and parcels of appellant's

property. It is wholly impossible to ascertain the valu-

ation intended to be placed upon any of appellant's

property. The statute (paragraph 4874) plainly re-

quires that each separate parcel of real estate be sepa-

rately described and assessed. The Territorial Su-

preme Court of Arizona, in Territorv v. Copper Queen

C. M. Co., 108 Pac. 960, 966, 13 Ariz. 198, passed

upon in a similar state of facts with that presented in

the case at bar. That was a suit to collect delinquent

taxes in which the territory had judgment in the trial

court. The original assessment of appellee's property

showed sixty-five mining claims assessed en bloc for

about $58,000. The County Board of Equalization, at-

tempting to equalize the assessment, ordered that cer-

tain specific increases be made upon several of the

mining claims, representing a total increase of $3,-

000,160. The court held that while appellee was en-

titled to a separate assessment of its property in tracts

and parcels, it was estopped to complain of the assess-

ment en bloc because it had returned its property for

assessment in that manner. In the course of its opinion

the court said:
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"It is apparent from an examination of this roll

that there are in effect two assessments for the

same year against each of the eight claims raised.

One, an assessment, commingled with that of 64
other claims en bloc; the other, separate and dis-

tinct. This is no mere irregularity. The legality of

original assessment as an entirety has heen sus-

tained solely upon the ground that the property

was so returned by the taxpayer. The board dis-

regarded such return, and the validity of its action

must be determined under the statute alone. It

might be argued successfully that had the board

of supervisors raised the assessment upon the

group, such a raise would have been valid. But

the board segregated from the group certain

claims, and imposed thereon an additional assess-

ment. It is a fundamental rule of taxation in this

territory that a taxpayer may pay upon any one

of parcels separately assessed, discharging the lien

thereon, without paying upon the remainder. Par-

agraph 2676, Rev. St. 1887."

Paragraph 2676, Revised Statutes 1887, cited by the

court in the language just quoted is identical with

paragraph 3900, R. S. Arizona 1901, and with para

graph 4904, R. S. Arizona 1913, having been re-enacted

without change after it had been construed in that

case. It is clear therefore, that it is still a funda-

mental rule of taxation in Arizona that a taxpayer

may pay upon any one of his parcels of real estate

separately assessed, discharging the lien thereon, with-

out paying the remainder. Paragraph 4916, R. S.

Arizona 1913, requires that the back tax book shall

set forth the "name of the owner, the year assessed
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and the description or valuation, and the amount of

taxes originally due, set forth in appropriate columns

as was set forth in the original roll."

Paragraph 4919 requires a judgment for delinquent

taxes to ''describe the real estate upon which the taxes

are found to be due," and to "state the amount of

taxes and interest found to be due upon each tract or

lot." Paragraph 4925 provides:

"Any party interested in any tract of land or

town lot, may pay the taxes, interests, and costs

thereon after the commencement of suit, and be-

fore sale. * * * In entering judgment, the total

cost of suit shall be ascertained and apportioned

pro rata to each tract, piece or parcel of land and

property against which judgment is rendered."

There is no power in a state board of equalization

or in any other assessing authority in Arizona, to value

or assess property en masse, in the way attempted by

the state board in ordering the increase complained

of, the effect of which is necessarily to make it im-

possible to ascertain the amount of taxes assessed

against any part of appellant's real estate, or other

property, or the valuation intended to be placed thereon.

The state board in equalizing individual assessments,

presumptively has before it, and is required to pass

upon, the individual assessment furnished to it by the

county authorities at its request (Par. 4834, R. S.

Arizona). It is its plain duty in ordering increases

of individual assessments to separate the increases as

to the various classes of property in the same manner

that was followed in making the original assessment.
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which, as we have shown, involves the separate assess-

ment of real and personal property. Since the deci-

sion in Territory v. Copper Queen C. M. Co., supra,

the tax laws of Arizona have been amended so that,

as above shown, personal property taxes, are made a

lien upon real estate. Whether this affects ''the funda-

mental rule" mentioned by the court in that case has

not been determined, but in any event, it could not be

claimed to aft'ect the re{|uirement of paragraph 4874 as

to the contents of the assessment roll.

It is generally held in other states, as well as in

Arizona, that lump sum assessments and valuations of

the character here attempted by the state board, are

wholly invalid.

Carney v. People, 71 N. E. 365, 210 111. 434;

State V. Austin etc. R. R. Co., 62 S. W. 1050,

94 Tex. 530;

Tilton V. Oregon Central Military Road Co.,

3 Sawyer 22, F. C. No. 14055.

We submit upon the foregoing that the increase com-

plained of is in violation of the Constitution and laws of

the state of Arizona, in the particulars mentioned, and

contravene the Fourteenth Amendment to the Consti-

tution of the United States, in that it attempts to de-

prive appellant of the equal protection of the laws of

the state of Arizona. [Tr. 40, 41, 44.]

Conclusion.

We regret that a complete presentation of the various

questions sought to be raised by the bill, and which,

so far as we are advised, may be raised by the appel-
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lees, has seemed to require a brief of this length.

Since it is clear that the ruling of the Honorable Dis-

trict Court, being based upon the assumed adequacy

of a remedy at law, would have been the same regard-

less of the merits of the case as shown by the bill, we

might properly have confined our discussion to the

single question, whether appellant has an adequate

remedy at law. But the order sustaining appellees'

motion to dismiss is general in terms, and that motion

embraces various points, for which reason it has seemed

to us necessary to cover the entire case to the best of

our ability.

It will probably be found sufficient by this court to

determine at the outset whether an adequate legal

remedy does exist, and whether the case presented is

one requiring the exercise of federal equity jurisdic-

tion. If, as we confidently hope, this court shall deter-

mine those questions in accordance with our conten-

tions, above set forth, a further consideration of the

substance and scope of the case may be deemed un-

necessary. Nevertheless, we have presented the case

as a whole, and, upon the foregoing, we confidently

submit that

:

(i) Appellant is without any remedy at law for

the matters and things herein complained of, either by

suit to recover back the taxes involved after payment,

or through the defense of actions brought for the col-

lection thereof, or otherwise.

(2) If there is any remedy at law aflforded by the

laws or judicial decisions of Arizona, it cannot oust

or affect the equity jurisdiction of the federal courts.
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(3) Any such alleged legal remedy must be deemed

inadequate for the purposes of this case because it is

not clear or plain or free from doubt, but on the con-

trary is purely speculative.

(4) Any such alleged legal remedy must be deemed

inadequate because it does not include or comprehend

the refund or recovery of city or local taxes after

payment.

(5) Any such alleged legal remedy must be deemed

inadequate because it is not equally available to appel-

lants in the federal courts as well as in the state courts,

and for the further reason that recourse to any

such remedy would involve appellant in a multiplicity

of suits.

(6) The bill presents a proper case for the exercise

of federal equity jurisdiction, aside from diverse citi-

zenship and the jurisdictional amount in controversy,

because appellant seeks relief from a constructively

fraudulent over-valuation of its property for purposes

of taxation, arbitrarily and capriciously ordered and

based upon fundamentally wrong principles.

(7) Equitable intervention is required in the case

presented by the bill, in order to save appellant from

a multiplicity of suits or proceedings brought for the

collection of the taxes in dispute, and to remove and

prevent clouds on the title to appellant's real estate

described in the bill.

(8) Ample grounds of equity jurisdiction further

appear, in that by the increase complained of, unless

equitable relief is granted as prayed, appellant will be
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deprivecl of its property without due process of law

and will be denied the equal protection of the laws of

the state of Arizona, contrary to the terms of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the

United States, because:

(a) Said increase seeks to subject appellant's

California properties to taxation in Arizona.

(b) Said increase was ordered and made by

the state board without due notice to appellant or

reasonable opportunity to it to be heard in rela-

tion thereto.

(c) Said increase was ordered and made by

the state board wholly without legal authority.

(d) Said increase violates the provision of the

Constitution of Arizona requiring uniformity of

taxation as to classes of property, and discrim-

inates against appellant by imposing an unjust and

unequal burden of taxation upon it, thereby de-

priving it of the equal protection of the laws of the

state of Arizona.

(9) By the increase complained of, the state board

of equalization seeks to place a tax and burden upon

appellant's transaction of interstate commerce, in vio-

lation of the Federal Constitution, thus affording an

additional and sufficient ground of equitable inter-

vention.

(10) Said increase was ordered, and the taxes cal-

culated thereon were levied in violation of the provi-

sions of the Constitution and laws of the state of Ari-

zona, in the particulars already mentioned, and are

therefore wholly invalid.
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We submit therefore, that the trial court erred in

the matters and things hereinabove specified, and that

the order and judgment appealed from should be

reversed.

Respectfully submitted,

Ellinwood & Ross,

John M. Ross,

Solicitors for Appellant.

PiLLSBURY, Madison & Sutro,

Oscar Sutro,

Of Counsel.
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